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Third Session, Lots 1073 – 1510  

Wednesday 15th March at 10.30 am 

Fiji 

 1073            1876-77 “VR” 1d. blue on laid paper, perf. 12½ horizontal pair showing variety imperf. vertically, large part original 
gum (R.P.S. certificate (2015) which also notes “may be printer’s waste”) and 6d. rose, pair imperf. vertically, mint 
with large part gum, the latter with some gum wrinkling and rough perfs., otherwise fine. S.G. 31c, 33b, cat. £1,400. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

 1074            1881-99 1s., a selection, incl. perf. 10 1s. mint (2), perf. 11 x 10 mint and used, perf 11 x 11¾ 1s. mint (2) and used 
(2), perf. 11¾ x 11 mint, imperf. plate proofs in brown and blue, 1s. Fournier forgery, also 1882 5s. selection, slightly 
varied condition. (22)                                                                                                                                         £100-£150 

 1075 )      1891 (Feb. 17) commercial cover from Suva to Germany franked 1s. deep brown perf. 10, backstamped Naples 
Apr. 9 t.p.o. transit and Elmshorn Apr. 11 arrival, slight cover soiling, and 1881 (Jan. 26) cover from Levuka to 
Tonga franked Gothic “VR” overprint 6d. rose, perf. 12½, roughly opened and restored, 1890 (Mar. 4) registered 
cover to Germany bearing 1878-99 6d. with additional adhesive removed. (3 items)                              £100-£150 

 1076            1935 Silver Jubilee 1½d. variety dot by flagstaff [Pl. 4, R. 8/4], mint and used examples, fine. S.G. 242h, cat. £350. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                     £80-£100 

 1077  H       - 3d. variety dot by flagstaff, fine mint. S.G. 244h, cat. £425. Photo.                                                           £120-£150 

 1078  H       - 1s. variety diagonal line by turret, mint examples (2, both positions, 10/1 and 10/2), one with heavy hinge, fine. 
S.G. 245f, cat. £750. Photo.                                                                                                                                £200-£250 

 1079  H       - 1s. variety diagonal line by turret, fine mint. S.G. 245f, cat. £375. Photo.                                                £100-£150 

 1080            A mint and used collection in three albums, incl. 1891-98 ½d. and 2d. on O.H.M.S. cover to Buenos Aires, 1906-
12 5s. used on cover, registered to Germany, 1959-63 set in mint plate number pairs, 1962-67 5s. with inverted 
watermark mint and used, postage due with 1918 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1940 set perfin “SPECIMEN” and 
set mint, postal stationery, censored mail, maritime mail, etc. (few 100s)                                              £800-£1,000 

 1081            A collection of Arms issues on leaves, incl. range of varieties, 1871 1d. (2), 3d. and 6d. mint, 1d., 3d. and 6d. used 
(cancellations not guaranteed), 1872 2c. on 1c. (2) 6c. on 3d. and 12c. on 6d. mint, 2c. on 1c. (2) 6c. on 3d. and 
12c. on 6d. used, 1874 range with 12c. on 6d. on large piece, 1875 range, 1876-77 range of imperfs., 1878-99 range 
of perfs., 1891 to 1893 surcharges, 1891-98 range, etc., not all guaranteed, very mixed condition. (approx. 150)   
                                                                                                                                                                             £700-£800 

 1082            A K.G.VI to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1938-55 sets mint (2) and used with wide range of extra perfs. 
and shades, 1954-49 sets mint (4) and used (4), 1962-67 sets mint, etc. (100s)                                         £300-£400 

1073 1076
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 1083            An apparently complete fine unmounted mint collection from 1953 to 2000 in two boxed KA-BE hingeless albums 
incl. 1954-59 ½d. to £1, also some additional items, etc. (few 100s)                                                            £250-£300 

 1084            A mint K.E.VII selection, incl. 1903 to £1, 1d. corner plate block of four, 1906-12 to £1, etc., slightly varied condition. 
(33)                                                                                                                                                                       £200-£300 

 1085            A mint K.G.V selection, incl. 1906-12 to both £1, 2d. imperf. trials (single and pair), 1935 Silver Jubilee 2d. dot to 
left of chapel in block of nine, 2d. (also used example) diagonal line by turret, etc., also 1938-55 ½d. ‘extra frond’. 
(75)                                                                                                                                                                       £200-£300 

 1086            A used K.E.VII to K.G.V selection, incl. 1903 to 5s., 1912-23 to both £1, 1922-27 to 5s., not all cancellations  
guaranteed, slightly mixed condition. (47)                                                                                                      £200-£250 

 1087   S        A group of K.E.VII to K.G.VI Specimen stamps, comprising 1903 set, 1906-12 values to £1, 1912 values to £1, 
1922-27 set, 1938 values to 5s. and 1949 Victory set, slightly mixed condition. (49)                                £120-£150 

Finland 

 1088 s      1856 Small Pearls 10k. rose used with boxed Wiborg datestamp only, fine. Oliva certificate (1959). S.G. 2, cat. 
£1,100. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £200-£250 

 1089  m      A used collection in a Norma album and three Davo albums (two are empty), incl. 1866 type III 40p., 1875 perf. 
14 x 13½ 32p. 1875-84 perf. 11 to 1m., 1871 type III roulette 5p., 10p., 1885 5m. and 10m., 1889-94 to 10m., 1930 
Air 10m., Red Cross sets, later issues to 2013, etc., varied condition. (100s)                                          £800-£1,000 

 1090            Railway Stamps: Rauma: a selection on leaves, incl. 1897-1902 with scarce mixed roulettes on 50p. used, 1913 
issue, 1919 used (8), 1934 mint and used to 8mk., 1942 with 10mk. plus 10mk. bisect used on piece, etc. (71)      
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

France & Colonies 

 1091  I       1862 Napoléon 10c. bistre, unused and used (trimmed perfs.). S.G. 91, cat. £2,250. Photo on page 152.                 
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 1092            1863-70 Laureated 2c. tied by Lille 1868 (Aug. 22) c.d.s. to prices current for textile manufacturers Ferdinand 
Lousbergs of Ghent. Photo on page 152.                                                                                                        £150-£200 

 1093 ) (  1927 Marseilles Air Display 2f. and 5f. tied by special first day cancellations to attractive illustrated Premier Salon 
International de l’Aviation, de la Navigation et de l’Automobile postcard registered to Rabat with cachets and 
receiving c.d.s. on reverse. S.G. 455, 456. Photo on page 152.                                                                      £200-£220 

 1094          1943 French Liberation set in imperf. pairs, fine with gum.                                                                           £70-£80 

 1095            1944 Liberation issues, a selection on leaves, incl. Aigurande, Annemasse, Bordeaux, Ile de France, Romorantin, 
also 1943-44 U.A. 6c. air overprinted “R.F.” for Algiers and Dakar, Legion of French Volunteers, etc. (100)           
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 1096            A collection in three folders, incl. a range of early issues with 1869 5f. used (2, poor), Peace & Commerce issues 
to 5f. used (2), 1900-06 2f. deep lilac and buff used (3), 1925-32 to 20f. used (4), 1929 Le Havre 2f. used forgery, 
1938 Ader 50f. mint, 1949-50 1,000f. used (2), etc., very mixed condition. (many 100s)                         £600-£700
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France continued 

 1097            A collection of early issues in an album, incl. 1852-53 10c. bistre used, 1853-61 1c. used (6), 5c. used (11), 1870-
71 4s. unused and used, 80c. used, some forgeries, etc., very mixed condition. (few 100s)                      £400-£500 

 1098            A mint and used accumulation in varied condition in ten albums and stockbooks contained in a carton incl. 1936 
Banknote 50f. (2) used, 1937 PEXIP miniature sheet mint, Relief Fund sets, etc. (many 100s)               £300-£400 

 1099            A collection on leaves, from 1849 to 1951, incl. 1937 PEXIP miniature sheet mint, etc. To be sold on behalf of 
Birdlife International charity. (100s)                                                                                                                  £80-£100 

French Colonies 

 1100            A comprehensive used collection in four Yvert albums, incl. Benin, Cameroon 1939-40 set, 1940 Adherence set, 
1940 Spitfire set (50c. unused), Congo, Dahomey 1906-07 set, French Equitorial Africa 1936 set, 1937-42 set, 
French Post Offices in Egypt with Alexandria 1899-1900 set, French Post Offices in China, French Sudan, Gabon, 
Indo-Chinese Post Offices in China with Canton, Ivory Coast 1906-07 set, Madagascar 1903 set, Martinique, 
Mauritania, New Caledonia, Reunion, St Pierre et Miquelon, Senegal 1906 set, Togo, Wallis and Futuna Islands, 
etc., varied condition. (1,000s)                                                                                                                   £2,500-£3,000 

 1101            A stockbook of stamps and sheetlets, incl. strong Oceania, thematic interest, etc. Stated to catalogue £2,760. (100s)
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 1102            Fezzan: 1951 set in imperf. pairs in issued colours, with gum, some lightly toned, otherwise mainly fine.              
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 1103  J (  French Morocco: 1952 Unissued Air set, unmounted mint, fine. Y+T 89-92. Photo.                               £80-£100 

 1104            French Polynesia: Unmounted mint modern selection of stamps, souvenir sheets and sheetlets on stockleaves, 
incl. much thematic interest. Stated to catalogue £1,866. (100s)                                                                 £180-£200 

 1105            Ivory Coast: A selection of Postage dues and Parcel post, comprising 1903 (Jan.) Parcel post 50c., 1f., 903 (Apr.) 
50c., 1f. (2)1903 (June) 50c. on 60c. inverted surcharge, 1903 (Aug.) 4f. on 15c. type A, 1904 (Apr.) 50c., 1f. type 
P9, 1904 (July) 8f. on 15c., 1905 (Sept.) 50c. , 1f. type P12, Postage dues with 1906-08 set in millesimes pairs, mint 
varied condition. (47)                                                                                                                                        £300-£400 

 1106            Latakia: 1931-33 postage and Air sets unmounted mint, also Free French Forces in the Levant, etc. (86)              
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1107  H (  New Caledonia: 1932 Air 40c. and 50c., mint, former has minor stain spot, otherwise fine. Both handstamped 
Sanabria. S.G. 183, 184. Photo.                                                                                                                         £150-£200 

 1108            - A mint and used collection of issues to 1903 on leaves, incl. 1860 10c. unused (not guaranteed), 1892 set mint, 
inverted surcharges, Fournier forgeries, cancellations, etc. (378)                                                                £300-£400 

 1109 (      Reunion: 1937 Pioneer Flight 50c., unmounted mint from the left of the sheet, also single used of flown cover 
with corner clipped otherwise fine. S.G. 174a. Photo.                                                                                   £150-£200 

 1110  J + - 1938 Air 3f.65 with variety value double in a fine unmounted mint block of four. S.G. 181 var. Photo.                
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1111            - A mint and used collection of issues to 1900 on leaves, incl. 1891 type G 80c. unused and used, type H 30c. 
unused and used, 40c. unused, used strip of three and single, 1f. mint, type J to 75c. unused, 1892 to 1f. mint, 1900-
05 set mint, a few forgeries, etc., mixed condition. (172)                                                                              £400-£500 

 1112            St Pierre et Miquelon: A collection of issues to 1891, incl. 1885 (Dec.) 05 on 75c. unused, 1891 (Apr.-Oct.) 15c. 
on 40c. mint, 1891 (Oct.) overprinted in black to 1f. mint, 1892 (Dec.) Postage due set mint, etc., varied condition. 
(65)                                                                                                                                                                       £500-£600 

 1113 (      Syria: 1920 (Dec. 14) Air set used, 1921 (Oct.) Air set used (two high values with A.P.S. certificates 1991) and 
1924 (July) 10p. on 2f. with surcharge inverted, mint, mainly fine.                                                             £150-£200 

 1114            - A collection on leaves, incl. 1919 (Dec.) 20p. on 5f. mint, 1920 (May-July) 100p. on 5f. (both) mint, 1920-21 25p. 
on 50c., etc., varied condition. (59)                                                                                                                  £300-£400 
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 1115            Syria: 1921-29 mint and used collection on leaves, incl. 1922 (May) Air set mint, 1923 (Nov.) Air set mint, 1924 
Olympic Games set mint, range of varieties, etc. (273)                                                                                 £200-£250 

 1116 s      French Post Offices in the Levant: 1905 Provisional 1pi. on 15c., fine used on piece tied by Beyrouth c.d.s. dated 
17 Jan. 05. S.G. 24. Photo on page 152.                                                                                                           £100-£120 

 1117            - A collection in an album, incl. a range of forerunners, General issues with 1886-1901 2p. on 50c. mint, 20p. on 
5f. mint, Kavalla, Dedeagh, Port Lagos, Vathy, range of cancellations, etc. (few 100s)                             £400-£500 

Gambia 

 1118            1869-72 No watermark 4d. brown unused and 4d. pale brown unused and used, 6d. blue unused and used, poor 
to fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                                      £300-£350 

 1119            1874 Imperforate, Watermark Crown CC, 4d. brown unused and used (3), 6d. blue unused (2), used (2), poor to 
fine. S.G. 5-8.                                                                                                                                                       £300-£350 

 1120  Hb 1880-81 watermark upright, 2d. rose complete sheetlet of fifteen from the 3rd printing, mint with 14 stamps 
unmounted, fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                    £300-£400 

 1121  Hb 1886-93 ½d. green from the 7th printing, 1d. red from the 2nd printing, 2d. orange from the 4th printing and 3d. 
grey from the 3rd printing, each in complete sheetlets of fifteen, mint, some toning on 2d. selvedge, otherwise 
mainly fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

 1122  Jb - 4d. brown complete sheetlet of fifteen from the 5th printing, mint with stamps unmounted, fine. Photo.           
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 1123  Hb - 6d. green complete sheetlet of fifteen from the corrected 4th printing, correcting the sloping label, mint, fine. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £150-£200 

 1124            - A group of unmounted mint multiples, comprising 2d. marginal block of ten from the 4th printing, 3d. corner 
block of four from the 3rd printing, 4d. marginal block of ten from the 4th printing, 1s. marginal strip of three 
from the 4th printing, mainly fine.                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

 1125  H       1898-1902 Watermark Crown CA ½d. dull green variety malformed “S” [Pl. 2, Left pane, R. 7/3] mint, minor 
marks on gum otherwise fine. S.G. 37a, cat. £550. Photo.                                                                            £100-£120 

 1126            Small selection comprising 1902-05 1d. and 1904-06 ½d. mint, both showing ‘dented frame’, 1912-22 10d. split 
“A” mint and 1922 Elephant & Palm 5d. marginal plate proof in grey-green without King’s head and crown on 
unwatermarked paper. (4)                                                                                                                                 £150-£200 

 1127  H       1935 Silver Jubilee 1½d. showing ‘short extra flagstaff’ [Pl. 2, R 2/1], fine mint. S.G. 143b, cat. £350. Photo.        
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 1128  H       - 3d. corner marginal vertical mint strip of four from the lower left of the sheet, one stamp (unmounted) with 
variety ‘extra flagstaff’. S.G. 144a, cat. £207+.                                                                                                      £70-£80 

 1129  H +  - 6d. lower marginal fine mint block with one stamp (unmounted) with variety ‘extra flagstaff’. S.G. 145a. cat. 
£212+.                                                                                                                                                                  £100-£120 

 1130   S        1938-46 ½d. to 10s. set (less 1½d. blue and black) perforated “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type B9), mainly fine with 
gum. (15)  Btwn. S.G. 150s and 161s.                                                                                                               £100-£150 

1125 1127– Ex 1118 –
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 1131            A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1886-93 4d. and 6d. in a mint sheets of fifteen, 1898-1902 set  
overprinted “SPECIMEN”, also mint set, 1902-05 set overprinted “SPECIMEN” also set mint, 1904-06 set mint, 1909 
set (less ½d.) overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1d. mint and used, 6d. mint with dented frames, 1912-22 to 3s. overprinted 
“SPECIMEN”, also mint set, 1921-22 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, also 10d. with watermark reversed mint, 1922-
29 set (less 4d.) overprinted “SPECIMEN”, set mint, 2½d. watermark inverted mint, 1935 Silver Jubilee 1½d. mint 
corner block of four, one with ‘short extra flagstaff’, 3d. and 1s. mint corner blocks of four, one of each with ‘extra 
flagstaff’, 1938-46 set mint, 1963 Independence set in mint blocks of four, etc., varied condition. (100s)                
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,500-£2,000 

 1132            Mainly mint collection from 1886 to 1977 in varied condition in an FG album incl. 1880-81 CC wmk. upright 1d. 
maroon pane of fifteen (missing selvedge at left), 1986-93 CA ½d., (2, both shades), 1d., 2½d., and 3d. values in 
panes of fifteen, singles to 6d. (5, shades), 1s. (2), 1898-1902 CA ½d. to 1s. with 3d. shade, 1902-05 CA ½d. to 3s., 
1904-06 MCA ½d. to 3s., 1906 surcharge pair (also pair used, 1909 MCA ½d. to 3s., 1912-22 MCA ½d. (3) to 5s., 
1921-22 Script ½d. to 4s., 1922-29 MCA 4d. to 5s, Script ½d. (5) to 10s., 1938-46 set, etc. (few 100)   £400-£500 

 1133            A Q.V. selection, incl. 1869 4d. unused and used (3), 6d. unused (2), used (3), 1886-93 6d. deep bronze green in 
a mint part sheet of nine, one with sloping label, etc., very mixed condition. (24)                                   £300-£400 

Germany & States 

 1134            A collection of States issues in two albums, incl. Baden 1860-62 9k. used, 1862 1k., 6k., used, 1962-65 to 9k. used, 
Bavaria with 1867-69 to 12k. used, Brunswick, Hannover, Prussia, Saxony, Württemberg, forgeries, etc., mixed 
condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                                 £300-£400 

 1135            Germany: A mint and used collection with issues from 1946, in four albums, incl. Allied Occupation with British 
and American Zones 1948-50 to 5m. used, French Zone, West Germany 1949 Centenary set mint and used, 1950 
Bach set mint, 1949-52 Relief sets mint, 1951-52 Numerals set mint, West Berlin 1949 U.P.U. set mint, 1949 
Goethe set used, 1949 Relief Fund set mint, East Germany 1951 Friendship set mint, etc. (many 100s)                  
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

1123
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 1136            A range of mainly Third Reich issues, incl. 1933 Welfare fund 25pf.+15pf., 40pf.+35pf. used, Ostropa miniature 
sheet mint and used sheet, etc., mainly fine. (43)                                                                                          £450-£500 

 1137            A mint and used accumulation in varied condition in fifteen albums, stockbooks and on leaves contained in two 
cartons with a range of States, Third Reich issues, West and East Germany, Berlin, Saar, etc. (many 100s)            
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£350 

 1138            A mainly pre-1960 collection in a stockbook, incl. much postal history, etc. (100s)                                 £200-£250 

 1139            A stockbook of mainly pre 1950 material, incl. a good range of postal history, se-tenants, etc. (100s)  £180-£200 

 1140            A duplicated used accumulation in varied condition in a stockbook incl. 1934 Wagner set, 1934 Air set, 1934 
Welfare Fund set, Berlin, West Germany, Occupations, etc. (100s)                                                           £150-£200 

 1141 )      German Annexation of Bohemia-Moravia, a group of eleven covers to Argentina bearing 10 different frankings 
of the 1939-42 Landscapes issue, with a range of censor tapes (one with German, British & U.S.A. tapes) and  
markings, one with currency control labels, etc., mixed condition with one franking incomplete.       £100-£150 

Gibraltar 

 1142 )      Selection of covers from 1804 to 1870 on leaves, incl. 1826 entire to Scotland, bearing curved red “GIBRALTAR”, 
1846 entire to Scotland, bearing curved “GIBRALTAR/PAID”, 1858 cover to London, bearing large handstruck “6”, 
range of Spanish transit marks, etc. (36 items)                                                                                               £200-£250 

 1143            Great Britain used in Gibraltar: A collection in an album, incl. 1856 6d. strip of four with “G” cancellations, 
singles (2) used on 1856 covers, single of 1858 cover tied by “G” cancellation with blue “GIBRALTAR/SHIP LETTER”, 
“A25” duplexes with 1857 4d. (2), 1877 4d. sage-green (2), 1862 9d., 1867 10d. used on 1868 cover, etc., varied 
condition. (246)                                                                                                                                                  £500-£600 

 1144            - A range from Oswald Marsh approval sheets, incl. 1d. reds (23) from a range of plates, etc. (72)       £200-£250 

 1145  H       1904-08 Watermark Mult. Crown CA ½d. to £1 set with extra ½d. 6d. and 1s., mainly good to fine mint. S.G. 56-
64, cat. £1,210. Photo.                                                                                                                                        £250-£300 

 1146  m      - ½d. to £1 set with extra ½d., 1d., 6d.,1s. and 2s., used, the £1 is on piece, with doubtful cancellation, mainly fine. 
S.G. 56-64. Photo.                                                                                                                                               £250-£300 

 1147  m      1906-12 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 1d. carmine with variety watermark inverted, fine used. S.G. 67w, cat. £750. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

 1148  H       1912-24 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 2½d. deep bright blue with variety large “2” in “½”, fine mint. S.G. 79a, cat. 
£300. Photo.                                                                                                                                                           £80-£100 

 1149   S        1921-27 Watermark Mult. Script CA ½d. to 8s. set with extra 1½d. overprinted “SPECIMEN”, with gum, mainly 
fine S.G. 89s-101s, cat. £600. Photo.                                                                                                                £150-£200 

 1150  H       1935 Silver Jubilee 2d., 3d. and 1s. variety ‘extra flagstaff’ [Pl. 1, R. 9/1], fine mint. S.G. 114a, 115a, 117a, cat. £625. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £150-£200 

Ex 1145 Ex 1146 Ex 1149
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 1151  H       1935 Silver Jubilee 2d. to 1s. set each showing ‘short extra flagstaff’ [Pl. 2, R. 2/1], mint, mainly fine. S.G. 114-
117b, cat. £1,535. Photo.                                                                                                                                    £300-£400 

 1152            - 2d. used, 3d. and 6d. mint, all showing variety ‘lightning conductor’ [Pl. 3, R. 2/5], mainly fine. S.G. 114c, 115c, 
116c, cat. £820. Photo.                                                                                                                                       £200-£250 

 1153  H       - 3d. showing variety ‘extra flagstaff’ [Pl. 1, R 9/1], fine mint. S.G. 115a, cat. £325. Photo.                      £100-£120 

 1154  H       1938-51 2s. perf. 13, variety ‘bird on memorial’ [R. 9/3], fine mint. S.G. 128bb, cat. £800. Photo.         £100-£150 

 1155  J       1971 Uniforms 2p. and 10p. inverted watermark varieties, each in a complete unmounted mint sheet of 25. 
Believed unique. S.G. 291w, 293w, cat. £2,612+.                                                                                            £450-£500 

 1156   E       1981 International Disabled Persons’ Year 14p., a group of essays by A.G. Ryman, comprising an unissued  
composite essay endorsed “DESIGN NO.1”, a composite essay of the issued design endorsed “DESIGN NO.2” with 
manuscript annotations by the artist, also a small essay for the logo and a range of the issued stamp.                    
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

 1157            A Q.V. collection on leaves, incl. 1886 set unused or mint, 1886-87 sets mint and used, 2½d. with inverted  
watermark unused and part original gum and used, 1889 set overprinted “SPECIMEN” and set mint, 25c. on 2d. 
with broken “N” mint (2), used, 25c. on 2½d. with broken “N” mint and used, 1889-96 sets mint and used, 5c. with 
broken “M” mint and used, 5c. with inverted watermark used, 1898 set overprinted “SPECIMEN” and mint set, etc., 
mixed condition. (160)                                                                                                                                £1,200-£1,500 

 1158            A K.G.V selection on leaves, incl. 1912-24 1s. (2), 4s., 8s. and £1 overprinted “SPECIMEN”, set mint, 2½d. with 
large “2” in “½” mint and used, set used with some doubtful cancellations, 1921-27 set mint, 1925-32 set mint, 
1935 Silver Jubilee 2d. mint (2), 3d. mint and used, 6d. mint, 1s. mint and used with ‘extra flagstaff’, mixed condition. 
(180)                                                                                                                                                                     £700-£900 

 1159            Mainly mint collection from 1886 to 2004 in varied condition incl. 1886 overprinted ½d. to 1s. (unused), 1889  
surcharge set, 1889-96 CA 5c. to 5p., 1898 CA ½d. to 1s., 1903 CA ½d. to 8s.(3, one overprinted “SPECIMEN”), £1 
(creased), 1904-08 MCA ½d. to 2s. (3), 4s. and £1, 1906-11 to 4s., 1912-24 MCA ½d. to £1, 1925-32 Script to £1, 
1938-51 1d. to 10s. (2), £1, good range of later issues with many unmounted. (100s)                              £700-£900 

 1160            A K.E.VII selection on leaves, incl. 1903 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, mint set, 1906-11 set less 6d. mint, set used 
but some dubious cancellations, etc., varied condition. (56)                                                                        £600-£700 

 1161            A collection of mainly covers, cards and pieces, in four albums, incl. postal stationery with 1933 2d. letter card 
unused and used, censored mail, cancellations, maritime mail, flown covers with 1933 3rd South American flight, 
1933 6th South America flight, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                               £600-£700 

 1162            A K.G.VI to Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1938-51 set mint with 2d. grey perf. 13½ watermark sideways mint, 
2d. grey perf. 14 with ‘ape on rock’ used, 2s. with variety ‘bird on memorial’ mint, 1948 Silver Wedding £1 in a 
mint imprint block of four, 1953-59 set mint, etc., varied condition. (few 100s)                                      £500-£600 

1147 1148
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Gibraltar continued 

 1163            A Q.V. to Q.E.II used collection in mixed condition in an album with range of G.B used in with values to 10d., 1s. 
(5) with different plates, 1886 overprinted ½d. to 6d., 1886-87 CA to 6d.,1s., 1889 surcharge set, 1889-96 CA to 
5p., 1903 CA to 8s. (corner marginal with plate no. on small piece) incl. 2½d. with variety large “2”, 1906-11 MCA 
to 2s. (3), 4s., 1912-24 Script to 8s., 1921-27 Script to 8s. 1925-32 Script to £1, 1938-51 to £1, 1948 Wedding set, 
1953-59 ½d. to £1, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                                    £500-£600 

 1164            An apparently complete fine unmounted mint collection from 1953 to 2000 in a boxed Lighthouse hingeless album 
incl. 1953-59 ½d. to £1, also some additional items, etc. (few 100s)                                                            £250-£300 

 1165            An early Q.E.II duplicated selection in a stockbook, incl. 1960-62 sets mint (10) and used (3), 1967-69 sets mint 
(9) and used (3), etc. (100s)                                                                                                                               £120-£150 

 1166            Virtually complete mint collection from 1953 to 1986 in a hingeless KA-BE album incl. 1953 ½d. to £1, later sets 
incl. 1960 ½d. to £1 are unmounted. (few 100)                                                                                              £100-£120 

 1167            A Q.V. to Q.E.II duplicated mint and used duplicated collection in mixed condition in a binder incl. 1938-51 to 
£1 mint (2), selection of f.d.c’s and presentation packs, etc. (100s)                                                                  £70-£80 

 1168            Postal Stationery: Aerogrammes: 1961 6d. showing variety sepia printing omitted, marked spoilt by 
McCorquodale’s in blue crayon and initialled.                                                                                                 £80-£100 

 1169            - 1971 4p. with variety black printing (central vignette) omitted, fine with normal for comparison.       £80-£100 

 1170            - 1974 5p. colour trial in pale green and printed on reverse of the 4p. value, with normal for comparison.            
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 1171            - 1978 10p. with variety purple (aeroplane) omitted, the inscription and instructional wording are also omitted. 
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 1172 )      - Registered Envelopes: 1981 40p. envelope size G proof of the embossed stamp on blank envelope, fine with 
normal for comparison.                                                                                                                                       £80-£100 
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Gilbert and Ellice Islands 

 1173  H       1935 Silver Jubilee 1½d. and 3d. both showing ‘flagstaff on right hand turret’ [Pl. 5, R. 7/1] mint, fine. 37d, 38d, 
cat. £625. Photo.                                                                                                                                                 £150-£200 

 1174            A K.G.V to early Q.E.II duplicated collection in a stockbook, incl. 1935 Silver Jubilee sets mint (20) and used (6), 
1948 Silver Wedding sets mint (43), 1940 postage due sets mint (2), etc. (100s)                                      £180-£200 

 1175 )      1942 cover from Waimate, New Zealand to civilian on Beru, readdressed to Ocean Island, with tied censor resealing 
strip, marked P.O.W. in manuscript and with straight line “Prisoner of War” in violet, with Returned to Sender 
hand on both sides and Timaru 1943 datestamp on face, slight creasing but a rare Gilberts P.O.W. item. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 1176 )      An album of covers to or from W. Hopkins, from the 1940s to the 1950s, incl. values to 10s., postage dues, etc.  
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1177 )      A range of covers, 1940s to 1950s, to or from William Hopkins, values to 5s. and 10s., incl. Christmas Island, 
Fanning Island, Canton Island, Malden Island, etc. (41)                                                                               £150-£200 

 1178 )      Christmas Island: 1957 Operation Grapple nuclear weapons tests, a range of covers with letters to or from the 
military F.P.O’s, incl. registered, values to 5s., Castles, etc. (31)                                                                  £200-£250 

Gold Coast 

 1179   S        1907-13 ½d. to 10s. overprinted “SPECIMEN”, fine, each with large adhesion on reverse. S.G. 59s-69s, cat. £775. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

 1180  H       1935 Silver Jubilee 6d. variety ‘short extra flagstaff’ fine mint. S.G. 115b, cat. £550. Photo.                  £150-£200 

 1181  m      - 1s. variety ‘short extra flagstaff’ [Pl. 2, R. 2/1], used, fine. S.G. 116b, cat. £700. Photo.                          £150-£200 

 1182            A duplicated selection in a stockbook, K.G.V to early Q.E.II, incl. 1935 Silver Jubilee sets mint (21) and used (11, 
not all cancellations guaranteed), 1948 Silver Wedding sets mint (45) and used (8), etc. (100s)            £220-£250 

 1183            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mainly used collection in mixed condition on leaves incl. 1874-84 CC to 6d. (2, one with part 
original gum) unused, 1898-1902 CA to 10s. (3),1902 CA to 10s., £1, 1948 Wedding sets (2), 1938-43 and 1948 
sets both mint and used, range of cancellations mainly on Q.V. issues with many clear neat c.d.s., etc. (few 100s)
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1184            A range of K.G.VI commercial covers all with different postmarks, incl. many registered. (62)             £180-£200 

 1185 )      A correspondence from 1928 to 1965, incl. K.G.VI and Q.E.II uprated registered postal stationery, postage dues, 
also some pieces, all mounted on leaves, etc. (100+)                                                                                       £80-£100 

Greenland 

 1186            An unmounted mint selection on stockleaves, from 1994 to 2008, incl. stamps, sheetlets, thematic interest, etc. 
Stated to catalogue £900+. (approx. 150)                                                                                                          £80-£100 

Grenada 

 1187            Great Britain used in St George’s, Small 6d. selection comprising singles (4, two on piece) and two examples 
both on covers to London, slightly varied condition. (6)                                                                                £80-£100 

 1188  I       1883 “POSTAGE” diagonal overprint. Half of 1d. orange bisect, variety unsevered pair, unused, fine and scarce. 
R.P.S. certificate (1944). S.G. 29a, cat. £1,500. Photo.                                                                                    £150-£200 

1188
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Grenada continued 

 1189            1895-99 ½d. to 1s. mint (2, one with plate no.) and used, mainly fine. S.G. 48-55, cat. £345. Photo on page 158.  
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 1190   P       1908-11 3d. die proof of frame in black on white glazed card, “BEFORE HARDENING”, dated “26 NOV. 07”, hinge 
remainders on reverse. Photo.                                                                                                                          £100-£120 

 1191   P       1913-22 ½d. die proof of country name and value tablet in black on white glazed card, dated “18 AUG. 12”. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1192   P       - 1d. die proof of country name and value tablet in black on white glazed card, dated “18 AUG. 12”. Photo.           
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1193   P       - 2d. die proof of country name and value tablet in black on white glazed card, dated “26 AUG. 12”. Photo.           
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1194   P       - 6d. die proof of country name and value tablet in black on white glazed card, dated “6 SEP. 12”. Photo.               
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 
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 1195   P       1913-22 5s. die proof of country name and value tablet in black on white glazed card, dated “10 SEP. 12”. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1196            1935 Silver Jubilee, a group of varieties, comprising ½d. ‘kite and vertical log’ mint and used, and 1½d. used, ½d. 
mint, 1d. mint and 1s. mint all ‘kite and horizontal log’, slightly varied condition. (6) Photo.                £180-£200 

 1197            - ½d., 1d., 1½d. and 1s. variety ‘kite and horizontal log’ [Pl. 2B, R. 10/6], mint, mainly fine. S.G. 145l, 146l, 147l, 
148l, cat. £745. Photo.                                                                                                                                        £180-£200 

 1198  m      - ½d., 1½d. and 1s. variety ‘kite and horizontal log’ [Pl. 2B, R. 10/6], good used, 1½d. with one or two shortish perfs. 
S.G. 145l, 147l, 148l, cat. £905. Photo.                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 1199            A collection of Chalons on leaves, incl. imperf. 1d. colour trial single and pair in rose, 1861-62 6d. unused, 1863-
71 1d., 6d. unused, range of used shades, 1875 imperf. plate proof of the undenomintated issue in black, 1875 1s. 
unused, 1s. “SCHLLING” used, 1s. ‘inverted S’ used, 1881 selection to 4d. unused and used with varieties, 4d. on 
1883 cover, 1883, 1886 and 1888-91 range of varieties with 1996 1d. on 1½d. double surcharge (B.P.A. certificate, 
1971), also piece of watermarked large Star paper, a few bisects, etc., not all guaranteed, mixed condition. (approx. 
140)                                                                                                                                                                      £700-£800 

 1200            Collection from 1861 to 1951 in varied condition in an album with a range of Chalons used incl. 1861-62 no wmk. 
1d. (3, shades) and 6d. (3), 1875 1s. variety “SHLLING”, 1881 surcharges, 1888-91 revenue surcharges, 1895-99 CA 
½d. to 1s. set both mint and used, 1902-CA to 10s. (slightly faded) used, 1904-06 MCA to 5s. mint, 1908-11 MCA 
to 5s. mint, 1913-22 MCA ½d. to 10s. (2, shades) mint, 1938-50 to 10s. (5) used incl. 2½d. perf. 12½ x13½ used 
with B.P.A. certificate (1982), 1964-66 6c. unmounted mint, postage dues, etc. (approx. 280)               £500-£600 

 1201            A used K.E.VII to K.E.VI collection on leaves, incl. 1902 to 2s. and 10s., 1904-06 values to 5s. and 10s., 1908-11 to 
10s., 1913-22 to 10s. (2), 1921-31 to 10s. (2), 1934-36 to 5s., 1938-50 to 10s. (3), range of covers with 1910 registered 
cover to Paris bearing 6d., etc., not all cancellations guaranteed, mixed condition. (approx. 150)         £250-£300 

 1202            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mainly used collection in mixed condition in an album with Q.V. issues with cancellation interest, 
1888-91 surcharge 2½d. on 8d. tête-bêche pair, 1895-99 CA ½d. to 1s. set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1902 CA to 
5s. and 10s., 1908 CA 10s., 1938-50 to 10s. (7), etc. (few 100)                                                                     £250-£300 

 1203            A collection of mainly covers and cards in three albums, incl. some pre-stamp covers, cancellations, a good range 
of postal stationery, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                                  £250-£300 

 1204            A range overprinted or perforated “SPECIMEN”, incl. 1887 1d. (2), 1889-91 2½d. on 8d. (2), 1895-99 to 1s. (less 
3d.), 1898 Columbus 2½d., 1902 to 10s., 1908-11 to 10s., 1913-22 values to 10s. (2), 1921-31 to 10s., 1934 set, 1935 
Silver Jubilee set, 1937 Coronation set, 1938-50 set, etc., slightly varied condition. (91)                         £250-£300 

 1205            A Q.V. to Q.E.II selection, incl. 1895-98 to 1s. mint, 1902 to 10s., 1904-06 2½d. mint (2), etc. (100s)  £200-£300 

 1206            A mint K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1913-22 to 10s., 1s. watermark inverted (2), Red Cross label selection, 
War Tax issues, 1921-23 to 10s., 2s. corner block of four, etc., slightly varied condition.                       £150-£200 

 1207            An early Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1953-59 set mint and used, 1964-66 6d. mint and used, 1968-71 set 
mint and used, 1970 Easter five essays on Bradbury presentation cards, minor varieties and flaws with 1968 
Children Need Milk 3c. + 3c. on $3 plate corner block of four unmounted mint, covers with f.d.c’s, etc. (100s)    
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1208            A K.G.VI collection on leaves, incl. 1938-50 to 10s. mint (7), 2d. ‘line on sail’ mint, 3d. ‘extra window’ mint, etc. 
(approx. 130)                                                                                                                                                       £100-£150 

 1209            A mint and used selection of 1883 issues on leaves, with values to 1s. mint (2) and used (2), tête-bêche pairs, ½d. 
corner plate block of 30 mint, also 1887 1d. selection and 1891 1d. on 8d. and 2½d. on 8d. selection with 1d. on 
8d. no stop after ‘1d.’ mint (R.P.S certificate, 1926), etc., slightly varied condition. (approx. 100)          £150-£200 

 1210            A mint K.E.VII selection, incl. 1902 to 10s., 1904-06 to 10s., 1908-11 to 10s., etc., slightly varied condition. (33)  
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 1211            Postage Dues: A collection on leaves, incl. 1892 1d., 2d. and 3d. mint, small range of local surcharges (not  
guaranteed), 1921-22 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, covers, etc., varied condition. (59)                           £100-£150 
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Guatemala 

 1212  Jb 1881 2c. Quetzal brown and green, part sheet of 25 from the top right with ABN marginal imprint and plate  
number (reversed “2”), fine unmounted mint. S.G. 22.                                                                                 £100-£120 

 1213            Revenues: 1930 die proofs of vignette in back and 2c. complete design in deep violet and black, both mounted  
on card (230 x 150mm). (2)                                                                                                                                 £80-£100 

Haiti 

 1214  J M   1962 Anti-Malaria imperf. miniature sheet with half the stamps missing overprint, unmounted mint, creasing 
and one or two minor gum disturbances, otherwise fine.                                                                               £80-£100 

Hong Kong 

 1215            1912-21 2c. variety partially broken crown good used, with 1c. block of nine mint showing the same full variety. 
S.G. 100b, 101 var.                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 1216  J       1935 Silver Jubilee 3c. fine unmounted mint with variety ‘lightning conductor’. S.G. 133c, cat. £375+. Photo.    
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£220 

 1217  H       - 3c. and 5c. variety ‘lightning conductor’ [Pl. 3, R. 2/5], fine mint, the latter unmounted but with lightly toned 
gum. S.G. 133c, 134c, cat. £775. Photo.                                                                                                           £200-£300 

 1218  m      - 3c. and 5c. variety ‘lightning conductor’ [Pl. 3, R. 2/5], fine used, 3c. with small wrinkle. S.G. 133c, 134c, cat. 
£550. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £120-£150 

 1219            - 5c. variety ‘extra flagstaff’ [Pl. 1, R. 9/1] unmounted mint and in a lower left corner marginal vertical pair  
apparently used (cancellations not guaranteed), 5c. and 20c. both variety ‘short extra flagstaff’ [Pl. 2, R. 2/1] mint, 
5c. ‘flagstaff on right-hand turret’ [Pl. 5, R. 7/1] mint and used, and 20c. variety ‘double flagstaff’ [Pl. 6, R. 5/2] 
used, varied condition.                                                                                                                                       £400-£500 

 1220  m      - 5c. and 20c. variety ‘short extra flagstaff’ [Pl. 2, R.2/1], good used, 20c. with a few short perfs. S.G. 134b, 136c, 
cat. £825. Photo.                                                                                                                                                 £150-£200 
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 1221  m      1935 Silver Jubile 5c. and 20c. ‘flagstaff on right hand turret’ [Pl. 5, R. 7/1], good used. S.G. 134d, 136d, cat. £875. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £180-£200 

 1222  m      - 5c. variety ‘double flagstaff’, fine used. S.G. 134e, cat. £600. Photo.                                                          £150-£200 

 1223  H       - 20c. variety ‘short extra flagstaff’ [Pl. 2, R.2/1], mint, fine. S.G. 136b, cat. £900. Photo.                         £250-£300 

 1224  J       - 20c. variety ‘flagstaff on right hand turret’ [Pl. 5, R. 7/1], fine unmounted mint. S.G. 136d, cat. £950. Photo.      
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

 1225  H       - 20c. variety ‘double flagstaff’ [Pl. 6, R. 5/2], fine mint. S.G. 136e, cat. £1,100. Photo.                             £300-£400 

 1226  m      - 20c. variety ‘double flagstaff’ [Pl. 6, R. 5/2], good used. S.G. 136e, cat. £500. Photo.                              £120-£150 

 1227            1948 Silver Wedding sets mint and used, fine. S.G. 171-72, cat. £369.                                                       £80-£100 

 1228            - Sets mint and used, fine. S.G. 171-72.                                                                                                             £80-£100 

 1229  J       - Set, unmounted mint corner examples, $10 with gum wrinkle. S.G. 171-72, cat. £278.                          £80-£100 

 1230  H       - Sets mint (3), fine. S.G. 171-72, cat. £834.                                                                                                    £150-£200 

 1231  H       - Sets mint (3), fine. S.G. 171-72.                                                                                                                      £150-£200 

 1232            A K.G.V to early Q.E.II selection in a stockbook, incl. 1935 Silver Jubilee sets mint (23) and used (11), 1941 
Centenary sets mint (6), 1948 Silver Wedding sets mint (7, mainly fine) and used (3), etc. (100s)        £400-£500 

 1233            A small group, comprising 1862-63 96c. used, 1863-71 96c. watermark inverted used, 1880 10c. on 16c. used, 1885 
20c. on 30c. mint and Postal Fiscal 1764-1902 $2 and $2 used, varied condition. (6)                               £200-£300 

 1234            An accumulation of covers, stationery and stamps, incl. Q.V. mint and used, some with some clear, large part 
Treaty Port cancellations, mostly unused Victoria stationery, some covers including 1940s censored, incoming 
G.B. Silver Jubilee covers, unused postcards, etc. (100s)                                                                               £200-£220 

 1235            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mainly used collection in mixed condition on leaves incl. 1863-71 CC to 96c. (both, 96c. bistre 
with some stain spots), surcharges, 1938-52 to $10 (both), 1948 Silver Wedding set, Post Offices in China, etc. 
(few 100)                                                                                                                                                              £150-£200 

Iceland 
 1236  m      A used collection on leaves, incl. 1873 perf. 12½ 16sk. (faults), 1876-95 40a. green, 1902-04 set, 1907-08 to 5kr., 

1912 set, 1920 set, 1930 Parliamentary Air set, 1931 Zeppelin set, officials, etc., varied condition. (few 100s)        
                                                                                                                                                                             £700-£800 

1222 1223
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India  

Sind Province 

 1237 s      1852 ‘Scinde Dawk’ ½a. white with large margins, used example on piece. S.G. S1. Photo.     £1,000-£1,200 

 1238 s      - ½a. white, a used example on part front with small margins, soiled, otherwise fine. S.G. S1. Photo.  £600-£700 

 1239  m      - ½a. blue, margins rebacked with some repairs and repainting, cancellation cleaned. S.G. S2, cat. £9,500. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

East India Company 

 1240  R        1854 Proofs, Essays and Reprints, ½a. Lion and Palm Tree, 1890 reprints, four pairs, 1894 ½a. and 1a. reprints, 
4a. block of four, pair and single, etc. (87)                                                                                                   £800-£1,000 

 1241            1854-55 ½a. die I, blocks of four (2, one on cover), strip of four, nine singles and five singles used on separate 
covers, fair to fine.                                                                                                                                              £300-£350 

 1242            - ½a. die II unused corner pair and single, eight singles (one on cover), fair to fine.                                £250-£300 

 1243            - ½a. die III five singles (one used on cover) fair to fine.                                                                               £100-£120 

 1244            - 1a. die I, blocks of eight, four, pair and ten singles (one on cover), poor to fine.                                    £400-£500 

 1245            - 1a. die II, strip of four, four singles (two on covers), also two singles on cover, poor to fine.               £150-£200 

 1246  m      - 1a. die II, two used examples, full margins, fine. Photo on page 166.                                                       £100-£120 

 1247  m      - 4a. a used selection, comprising eleven singles and two cut to shape used on separate covers, poor to fair.         
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,200-£1,500 

 1248  I       1856-64 prepared for use but not officially issued 2a. yellow-green, with traces of gum, lightly toned, scarce. S.G. 
50, cat. £4,000. Photo.                                                                                                                                        £500-£600 

 1249  Hb 1865 8p. purple in a mint block of thirty, 1876 6a. and 12a. both in part panes of eighty, mainly unmounted mint, 
good to fine. S.G. 56, 80, 82.                                                                                                                              £300-£400 
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 1250  m      1882-90 4a. slate-green, with variety watermark inverted, fine used. S.G. 96w, cat. £375. Photo.         £100-£120 

 1251  m      - 4a. sage-green, watermark inverted, fine used, small fault at right. S.G. 96w, cat. £375. Photo.             £80-£100 

 1252   P       1902-11 ½a., 1a., 2a. and 12a., die proofs in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm), dated between Mar. 1902 and May 
1906, good to fine.                                                                                                                                              £100-£120 

 1253  H       - 3p. to 15r. mint, with extra 3p., ½a., 4a., 6a., 8a. (2), 1r., shades, good to fine. S.G. 119-146. Photo.   £120-£150 

 1254  H       1911-22 3p. to 25r. set with extra 3p. (4), ½a. (2), 1a. (3), 1½a. (2), 2a. (3), 2a.6p, 3a, 4a., 6a. (2), 8a. (2), 12a., 1r., 
shades, mainly fine mint. S.G. 151-191, cat. £1,200+. Photo.                                                                       £300-£400 

 1255   E       1925 Delhi essays comprising imperforate 2a. block of four in black without gum, perforated with gum 2a. singles 
(11), 1r. (5), fine.                                                                                                                                                 £150-£200 

 1256  H       1926-33 Watermark Mult. Stars 3p. to 25r. set, also inverted watermarks on 3p., ½a. (2), 2a., 3a., 1r., 15r. ad 25r., 
mint, chiefly fine. S.G. 201-219, cat. £1,138. Photo.                                                                                       £250-£300 

 1257  Jb - 15r. watermark inverted in an unmounted mint interval margin block of six, slightly toned, otherwise fine. S.G. 
218a.                                                                                                                                                                     £150-£200 

 1258  H       1929 Air 8a. purple showing variety with reversed serif, fine mint. S.G. 224b, cat. £950. Photo.           £250-£300 

 1259  H       1931 Inauguration of New Delhi ¼a. vertical pair, one with variety “F” for “P” in “PURANA”, mint, slightly toned, 
otherwise fine. S.G. 226a, cat. £300. Photo.                                                                                                    £100-£120 

 1260 )      1935 Silver Jubilee ½a. to 8a. set on first day cover with “Support the Jubilee Fund” boxed cancellations, fine. 
Photo on page 166.                                                                                                                                             £350-£400 

 1261  J       1958-63 1n.p. blue-green variety imperforate in a horizontal pair with sheet margin at right, fine unmounted 
mint, scarce. S.G. 399a, cat. £700. Photo on page 166.                                                                                  £120-£150 

 1262  B       Booklets: A selection of mainly incomplete booklets, incl. 1906-11 1r. three different incomplete booklets, 1912-
22 1r. (SB 9) complete, 1921 1r.2a. booklet complete, 1926-28 2r. complete, etc., mixed condition. (12 items)      
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

 1263            A Q.V. collection in an album, incl. 1852 Scinde Dawk ½a. white used, 1856-64 2a. yellow, 2a. yellow-buff and 4a. 
unused, 1865 ½a. in a mint block (8 x 10), 2a. orange mint pair, single with watermark inverted, 1a., 2a, blocks of 
four overprinted “CANCELLED”, 1868 8a. block of four overprinted “CANCELLED”, 1882-90 set mint, forgeries, 
etc. mixed condition. (few 100s)                                                                                                                £1,200-£1,500 
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 1264            A K.E.VII to K.G.V collection in an album, incl. 1902-11 3p. to 1r. overprinted “CANCELLED”, 3p. to 25r. set used 
(25r. with telegraph cancellation), range of 1902 and 1911 Coronation Durbar covers and pieces, 1911-22 set used, 
1921 9p. on 1a. vertical strip of eight and block (3 x 8) two of each with varieties “PIES/PIES” and “NINE/NINE” 
mint, 1926-33 to 25r. (2) used, 1929 Air 8a. mint block of four, one with missing tree top, 1931 Inauguration ¼a. 
mint vertical pair, one with “F” for “P”, also used single, 1935 Silver Jubilee 3a. with variety bird flaw mint, etc. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £700-£800 

 1265            Collection from 1937 to 1970 in two albums, incl. 1937-40 set mint, extra 15r. with inverted watermark mint and 
used, 2a.6p. and 4a. with inverted watermarks used, 1948 Gandhi sets mint and used, also set stuck down in special 
folder, range of f.d.c’s etc. (100s)                                                                                                                      £700-£800 

 1266            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mint and used collection in mixed condition in two albums, two stockbooks, a booklet and loose 
with a selection of covers and cards, 1854 ½a. (6), 1a. (5) and 4a. (3) used, Q.V. mint values to 1r., 1926-33 to 25r. 
(6) used, officials, Convention and Feudatory States, cancellation interest, etc. (many 100s)                 £400-£500 

 1267            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mainly mint (much unmounted) duplicated selection in a stockbook incl. 1948 Gandhi set 
unmounted, 1949-52 values to 5r. in blocks, other blocks with 1949 U.P.U., 1952 Saints, officials, etc. (100s)        
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

 1268            A mainly Q.V. to K.G.VI selection, incl. 1854 4a., I.E.F. 1914 ½a. variety overprint double mint, C.E.F. 1914-22 1r. 
used (not guaranteed, covers, Official 1912-23 10r. used, etc. (approx. 50)                                               £100-£150 

 1269            A range of stamps and covers, much middle period, incl. airmails with 1920 Karachi-Bombay flight addressed to 
London bearing India ½a., 1a. and 8a. with Karachi handstamp, 1946 India used in Nepal cover, etc. (100s)         
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 1270            A group of middle period varieties, incl. missing colours, paper folds, misperfs., etc. (21 items)             £80-£100 

 1271            Officials: A collection in an album, incl. 1867-73 set in blocks of four, overprinted “CANCELLED”, ½a. die II unused, 
unissued 6a. 8p. mint, 1907 ½a. without stop after “M” used (2), 1909 sets mint and used, 1912-23 set mint, 1926-
31 set mint, forgeries, etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)                                                                         £1,200-£1,500 

 1272   L       Literature: A selection in a carton, incl. Early Indian Cancellations, Stamps of India and India Used Abroad by 
J.A.L. Cooper, etc.                                                                                                                                               £100-£120 

 1273           Telegraphs: A selection on leaves, incl. 1892 25r. mint, Official 1908 2r. mint, etc. (26)                        £100-£120 

1261

1260

– 1246 –

1275
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Postal History and Covers 

 1274 )      1820 to 1848, a selection of covers on leaves, incl. 1830 soldier’s entire bearing large circular “INDIA SOLDIERS/3/ 
LONDON”, range of ship letter marks, etc. (20 items)                                                                                   £150-£200 

 1275 ) (  Airmails, 1911 (Feb. 18) Allahabad First Aerial Post envelope franked by 12a. tied by magenta cachet, registration 
label (not tied), backstamped Allahabad Feb. 18., also envelope franked by 3p., ½a., 1a. as 2a. with red cachet,  
registration label on reverse, also postcard franked by ½a. with red cachet, fair to fine. Photo.             £500-£600 

 1276 ) (  - A collection of covers and cards in four albums, incl. 1925 (Feb.) Demonstration return flight, 1925 (Feb.) 
Calcutta-Delhi flight, 1927 (Nov.) Calcutta-Karachi flight, 1929 (June) Dum Dum-Naihali flight, many first flights, 
stages, crash covers, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                                 £500-£600 

 1277            Military Mail, 1879 to 1895, selection of covers and stamps, incl. 1879-80 second Afghan War with incoming 
mail from England (4), 1888 cover from England addressed to a member of the Sikkim Field Force, 1888 two Indian 
½a. covers from a member of the Black Mountain exhibition, etc. (18 items)                                           £300-£400 

 1278            - A comprehensive collection of mainly covers, cards, pieces and stamps in seven albums, incl. I.E.F., C.E.F., with 
Iraq and Egypt, F.P.O’s from 3 to 975, censor marks, P.O.W. mail, U.S. Army P.O’s, postcards, etc. (100s)            
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

 1279            - World Wars I and II, a collection of covers and cards in three albums, incl. a good range of censor cachets and 
tapes, Prisoner of War mail, F.P.O’s, R.A.F. post offices, instructional marks, incoming mail, etc. (few 100s)         
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

 1280            Rocket Mail, A collection of covers and vignettes in an album, incl. 1934 (Dec. 17) Ship to Shore (Saugor Island) 
cover bearing red label “Shore to Ship//By Rocket” just tied by “clock datestamp” “SEMAPHORE/STATION/ 
SAUGOR ISLAND”, and “BY ROCKET MAIL” below, 1935 (Apr. 7) Gangtok Post Office to Durbar High School, 
cover bearing special blue and yellow 2r. label tied by fancy cachet “ROCKET MAIL EXPERIMENTS/SIKKIM”, 1935 
(Apr. 10) Ray to Surumsa, cover bearing special red 2r. label tied by fancy cachet “ROCKET EXPERIMENTS/ 
SIKKIM”, with “ON SIKKIM DARBAR SERVICE” “OVER RIVER/RANAKHALI”, 1935 (June 29) Damoodar River, 
white missive bearing orange ”ROCKET PARCEL DESPATCH/ROCKET FEE RUPEES 2” overprinted “R No. 65/LIVE 
STOCK” with violet handstamp “BY ROCKET/DAVID EZRA/R. No. 65/LIVESTOCK” also some Pigeongram items, 
etc. (62 items)                                                                                                                                                     £600-£700 

 1281 )      1935 Quetta Earthquake, three stampless covers, all with “QUETTA EARTH QUAKE POSTAGE FREE”  
handstamps, also five other items.                                                                                                                   £300-£350 

Ex 1292Ex 1291
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India continued 

 1282            MAHATMA GANDHI: 1940 postcard handwritten and signed "M K Gandhi", sent underpaid from 
Sevagram to South Africa bearing 9p. tied by Wardha "1 SEP.40" boxed slogan datestamp with handstruck 
"T" and ms. "25c" in blue. The card addressed to "Bro. A.W. Baker/Jesmond/ P/O Swartkops Kloof/P.M. 
Burg/Natal" with message, “My dear Brother & Friend, You will not expect a long reply to yours of 13th July. 
Your anxiety for me I appreciate won't expect me to read. I am in living contact with life & with some of the 
best Christians. I try to follow the light that God gives me." Photo also on inside back cover.                             
                                                                                                                                                                                                         
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi (1869–1948), Indian lawyer and anti-colonial nationalist was the leading advocate 
of non-violence in the campaign for India's independence from British Rule and for universal civil rights and  
freedom. In 1936, Gandhi had established his ashram in the village Shegaon (renamed as Sevagram in 1940), 
five miles from Wardha in Maharashtra and without its own post or telegraph office.                                                 
 
Albert Weir Baker (1856-1951), South African attorney, founded in 1896 the Christian evangelical "South Africa 
Compound Mission" and made great efforts to encourage the young Gandhi to embrace Christianity. Baker and 
Gandhi had a long friendship, having first worked together professionally in support of Dada Abdulla, the  
businessman who had first invited Gandhi to South Africa. In his autobiographical "The Story of My Experiments 
with Truth" Gandhi notes that Baker "still corresponds with me . . . and contends that it is impossible to find 
eternal peace, unless one accepts Jesus as the only son of God and the Saviour of mankind", and recalled their 
first meeting in Pretoria in 1893 which had occurred shortly after the infamous incident when Gandhi had been 
thrown from his train onto the platform of Pietermaritzburg station after a white man had objected to his presence 
in a first-class carriage.                                                                                                                                              
 
Gandhi recalled that when they met he had told Baker that "I am a Hindu by birth. And yet I do not know much 
of Hinduism, and I know less of other religions. In fact I do not know where I am, and what is and what should 
be my belief. I intend to make a careful study of my own religion and, as far as I can, of other religions as well."
                                                                                                                                                         £2,000-£2,500

Albert Weir Baker
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1283            A collection of covers, cards, pieces and stamps in seven albums, incl. range of pre-stamp and stampless covers, 
mobile P.O’s, SET cancellations, postal stationery, Instructional marks with Late Fees, postage dues, maritime mail 
with Sea Post Office, Paquebots, registered mail, slogans, etc. (100s)                                                         £500-£700 

 1284            Chinese Expeditionary Force: A mint and used collection on leaves, incl. 1905-11 set used, 1a. and 2a. with  
overprint double, one albino mint, 1908-09 ½a. overprint double, one albino mint, 1914-22 set mint (less 3a.),  
cancellations, postal stationery, etc. (81 stamps, 26 covers)                                                                         £250-£300 

 1285            Indian Expeditionary Forces 1914, a selection on leaves, incl. ½a. mint and used, 8a. with no stop after “F”, 12a. 
and 1r. (2) with overprint double, one albino mint, etc. (10 covers, 41 stamps)                                        £200-£250 

 1286            Indian National Army: 1943 Azad Hind set, also card with imperf. x perf. set with three extra values all in black, 
etc.                                                                                                                                                                        £100-£120 

 1287            India used Abroad: A collection of covers, cards, pieces and stamps in two albums, incl. Afghanistan, Bushire, 
Dubai, Karikal, Kuwait, Linga, Mohammara, Muscat, Nepal, Pondicherry, Tibet, etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,000-£1,200 

Indian Convention States 

 1288            A much duplicated accumulation in a stockbook and on leaves, incl. Chamba with Officials 1927-39 2r. and 5r. 
mint pairs, 10r. mint, Gwalior 1885-97 to 5r. mint, 1903-11 to 5r. mint, Jind 1941-43 type 91 9p. used (15), Nabha 
1941-45 3p. mint (72), 9p. mint (168), 1a. mint (85), Patiala, etc., mixed condition. (many 100s)          £600-£700 

 1289            A much duplicated accumulation on stockleaves and leaves, incl. Gwalior with Officials 1927-35 10r., 1942-47 5r., 
10r. (2) mint, Jind, Nabha 1938 to 10r. mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                               £300-£400 

 1290            A mint and used collection on leaves, incl. Chamba 1938 to 5r. mint, Gwalior, Jhind, Nabha 1927-36 to 5r. mint, 
Patialia, etc., varied condition. (few 100s)                                                                                                       £200-£250 

 1291  J + Gwalior: Officials: 1942 2r., 5r. and 10r. in unmounted mint blocks of four with usual creamy gum. S.G. O92-94, 
cat. £512. Photo on page 167.                                                                                                                              £80-£100 

 1292  J + Jind: 1937-38 1r. to 15r., unmounted mint blocks of four, usual creamy gum, fine. S.G. 121-25, cat. £920. Photo 
on page 167.                                                                                                                                                        £200-£250 

Indian Feudatory States 

 1293            A collection in an album, incl. Bhopal, Charkhari, Cochin, Jaipur, Tranvancore, also some Bahawalpur, etc. (100s)
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 1294            A selection on leaves, from 1879 to 1947, incl. Sirmoor, etc. (58)                                                               £100-£150 

 1295            Revenues: A group of imperf. proofs in a small stockbook, incl. Hyderabad 1902 H.H. The Nizam’s Process fee 
in examples in five colours/values, Foreign Bill imperf. proofs in black to 24r. (12 values), Kapurthala State, Ratlam 
State, Jaora State, Rampur State, Marwar 1935 1a. in carmine (2), Poonch with receipt and court fee, etc. (40 items)
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

 1296            Banganapally: Revenues: c.1939 1a., 2a., 4a., 8a., 1r., 2r., 4r. and 5r., also another 1a. design, fine mint. Photo on 
page 1.                                                                                                                                                                  £150-£200 

Indian Feudatory States: Barwani 

 1297  I + 1917-21 ¼a. blue-green in an unused sheet of four on medium wove paper, perf. 7 all round, small tear in top 
margin, otherwise fine. S.G. 1b, cat. £1,400. Photo on page 170.                                                                 £350-£400 

 1298  I + - ¼a. blue-green in an unused sheet of four on medium wove paper, perf. 7 all round, slight crease in right margin, 
otherwise fine. S.G. 1b, cat. £1,400. Photo on page 170.                                                                               £350-£400 

 1299            - Blurred impressions ½a. dull blue, also with ¼a. and ½a. various issues showing the four clichés, unused, fine.  
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 
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Indian Feudatory States: Barwani continued 

 1300  I + 1917-21 ½a. dull blue in an unused sheet of four on medium wove paper, perf. 7 all round, a few tone spots,  
otherwise fine. S.G. 2a, cat. £2,800. Photo.                                                                                                      £500-£600 

 1301  I       1921 (May) blurred impression perf. 7 on soft wove paper ¼a. green, sheets of four (2), reconstructed sheet, 12a. 
ultramarine sheets of four (2), two singles, unused, mainly fine. S.G. 3, 4.                                                 £100-£120 

 1302            1921 clear impression imperforate, ¼a. green sheets of four (4), unused and used singles, 12a. green sheets of 
four (3), perf. 11 sheet of four and single, mainly fine. S.G. 5-6a.                                                                £150-£200 

 1303  I + 1922 clear impression ¼a. dull blue in an unused sheet of four on thickish glazed wove paper, perf. 7 on two or 
three sides, fine. S.G. 7, cat. £1,000. Photo.                                                                                                     £300-£350 

 1304            1922 smooth soft medium wove paper ¼a. deep grey-blue two singles and poor impression ¼a. steel blue three 
sheets of four, unused, mainly fine. S.G. 8, 9.                                                                                                 £120-£150 

 1305            1922 Perf. 11 1a. vermilion unused sheet of four and two reconstructed sheets, two singles and single used on 
1930 cover, 2a. purple unused sheets of four (2), three singles and two singles used, 2a. purple on thick toned wove 
paper unused sheet of four and five singles, also three used, mainly fine. S.G. 10-12.                              £150-£200 

 1306  I       - 1a. vermilion unused vertical pair, variety imperforate between, just touched at lower-right, otherwise fine. S.G. 
10a. cat. £850. Photo.                                                                                                                                         £120-£150 

 1307  I + - 2a. purple, in four unused sheets of four on thick glazed white wove paper, two show ‘tadpole’ in margin, two 
without, one sheet with variety imperforate between horizontally, mainly fine. S.G. 11, a, cat. £439. Photo.          
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1308  I       1922 poor impression ¼a. grey nine unused sheets of four, also sheet of four with variety imperforate between 
(one cut into), shades, mainly fine. S.G. 13, b.                                                                                                £120-£150 

 1309            1923 smooth unglazed wove paper, ½a. green, perf. 11, three unused sheets of four, pair, five singles, also used 
pair, 1923 ½a. green perf. 7 on thick soft wove paper, unused sheet of four two singles, mainly fine. S.G. 14, 16.  
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1310 )      - ½a. green, two sheets of four, used on reverse of registered cover, tied by Khetia datestamps, some creasing and 
toned, otherwise fine. S.G. 14. Photo.                                                                                                              £100-£120 

 1311            1923 (Mar.) experimental printing on poor quality wove paper ¼a. black, unused reconstructed sheet of four 
two singles and two used single, fine. S.G. 17.                                                                                                £150-£200 

 1312            1923 (May ?) laid paper ¼a. rose perf. 12 sheet of twelve, blocks of six and four (2), singles (11, one used), perf. 
compound 12 and 5 vertical pair and single, pin perf. 6 used single mainly fine. S.G. 18, b, c.               £200-£250 

 1313  I       - ¼a. rose vertical pair, variety imperf. between, unused, fine and scarce. S.G. 18a, cat. £1,000. Photo.                    
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

1306 13131307
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Indian Feudatory States: Barwani continued 

 1314  Ib - ¼a. rose pin perf. 6, three blocks of four in a sheet unused, fine and very rare multiple. S.G. 18b, cat. £3,900. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                           £1,000-£1,200 

 1315  Ib - ¼a. rose compound pin perf. 6 and 12, three blocks of four in a sheet, first block has double perfs. at right, fine 
unused and rare. S.G. 18c. Photo.                                                                                                                    £500-£700 

 1316  I       - ¼a. rose perf. 7, fine unused, rare. S.G. 18d, cat. £1,800. Photo.                                                                £600-£700 

 1317  I       1925 vertically laid batonné paper ¼a. blue, unused sheets of eight (3), three blocks of four and reconstructed 
block of four, mainly fine.                                                                                                                                      £60-£80 

 1318            1927 very poor impression ¼a. blue two unused blocks of four, reconstructed block of four, vertical pair, two 
used singles, ½a. yellow-green unused blocks of four (3), five unused singles, used single, mainly fine. S.G. 20, 21.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1319  I       - ½a. yellow-green, horizontal pair imperf. between, unused, fine and rare. S.G. 21a, cat. £2,750. Photo.     
                                                                                                                                                                                £800-£1,000 

 1320  I       - 4a. orange-brown on thin translucent paper, a complete unused sheet of four, and two singles on thin brittle 
wove paper, fine. S.G. 22. cat. £1,020. Photo.                                                                                                 £250-£300 

13191316
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 1321  I       1927 thick wove paper, 4a. yellow-brown three unused examples, sewing machine perf. 6, 7 and 8, fine. S.G. 23.
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1322  I       - Perf. 6 to 10 4a, yellow-brown unused block of four, two reconstructed blocks of four, five singles, 4a. orange-
brown two unused singles, mainly fine. S.G. 23b, c.                                                                                      £200-£250 

 1323            1928-32, collection in a boxed album, incl. perf. 7 ½a. bright yellow-green three unused blocks of four, perf. 10½ 
¼a. and ½a. both unused tête-bêche blocks of eight (5), perf. 11 ¼a. indigo unused horizontal pair variety  
imperforate between, range of shades, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                  £500-£600 

 1324  I       - ¼a. dull ultramarine, perf. 11, block of four variety imperforate between, fine, unused and rare S.G. 28ba, cat. 
£1,300. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £600-£700 

 1325  I       - ¼a. dull ultramarine, perf. 11, vertical pair variety imperforate between, fine unused. S.G. 28ba, cat. £650. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 1326  I       - ½a. myrtle-green, perf. 11, vertical pair imperf. between, fine unused. S.G. 29a, cat. £500. Photo.      £180-£200 

 1327            1932-47 close setting, a collection in a boxed album, incl. shades, blocks of four, settings, 2a. purple pair, used on 
reverse of registered cover, 4a. olive-green two used on separate registered covers, etc. (149)               £300-£400 

 1328            - Wide setting, a collection on leaves, incl. ¼a. pair used on cover, 1a. brown two used on separate overs, 4a. olive-
green mint reconstructed block of four, 1937 8a, booklet complete with 32 14a. stamps, etc. (83)        £300-£400 

 1329  I       -Wide setting 2a. rose-carmine, fine unused and rare. S.G. 35aB, cat. £1,200. Photo.                              £350-£400 
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Indian Feudatory States: Barwani continued 

 1330  I       1933-47 close setting, a collection on leaves, incl. 4a. sage-green mint (2), blocks of four, etc. (49)    £180-£200 

 1331            - Wide setting, a collection on leaves, incl. ½a. yellowish green used on 1948 cover, 2a. bright purple mint (2), 2a. 
rose-carmine two mint blocks of four, 4a. sage-green mint (2), 4a. pale sage-green used on home made cover, 
made from a newspaper/book, etc. (67)                                                                                                          £500-£600 

 1332 )      - Wide setting 1a. brown perf. 8½, block of four, used on reverse of 1948 philatelic cover. S.G. 39Ba. Photo.        
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1333  J + - Wide setting 2a. bright purple in an unmounted mint booklet pane of four, fine. S.G. 40B, cat. £680. Photo.      
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

 1334 )      - Wide setting 2a. bright purple vertical pair used on locally addressed native envelope, slight staining from added 
gum, otherwise fine and very rare. S.G. 40B. Photo.                                                                                      £700-£900 

Booklets 

 1335  B       1941 8a. booklet with plain green card covers containing thirty-two ¼a. (S.G. 32A), usual very faint staining. S.G. 
SB1, cat. £1,800. Photo.                                                                                                                                      £600-£700 

 1336  B       - 4r., fine and complete. S.G. SB4, cat. £900. Photo.                                                                                      £250-£300 

 1337  B       - 4r. booklet complete, containing 32 ½a. yellowish green, with mixed panes of both smooth and rough perfs., fine 
and fresh and very rare S.G. SB4, cat. £2,000+. Photo.                                                                                  £600-£800 

 1338  B       1947 grey tissue cover 8r. booklet containing 32 4a. olive-green (S.G. 36B), front cover fault, otherwise fine. S.G. 
SB10 cat. £1,600. Photo.                                                                                                                                    £350-£400 

 1339  B       - 8r. booklet containing 32 4a. olive-green (S.G. 36B), fine. S.G. SB10 cat. £1,600. Photo.                      £500-£600 

 1340  B       - Showing variety “8 Annas” instead of “8 Rs.” 8r. containing 4a. (S.G. 42Ba) x 32, mainly fine and scarce. S.G. 
SB13, cat. £750+. Photo.                                                                                                                                    £300-£400 

 1341  B       1947 buff paper cover 2r.  containing 32 1a. (No. 34Bb), fine. S.G. SB15, cat. £850. Photo.                  £150-£200 

 1342  B       - 2r. containing 32 1a. (S.G. 39Ba) x 32, good condition. S.G. SB15, cat. £500. Photo.                             £150-£180 

 1343  B       1947 8a. grey tissue covers 8a. (front cover missing) containing 32 ¼a. (No. 32B), fine. S.G. SB16, cat. £325. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1344            Collections & Selections: A small selection in a boxed album, incl. 1938 1a. brown reconstructed block of four, 
mint, single used on cover, also some revenues, etc. (50)                                                                             £150-£200 

 1345 )      Postal Stationery: A collection of on leaves, incl. postcards with 1922 (?) ½a. + ½a. reply card unused, 1927 ½a. 
cards used (2), one with accent over 2nd letter in 3rd line, 1928 ½a. cards unused and used, 1928 ½a. card unused 
with accent over 2nd letter at right, 1928 12a. + ½a. reply card unused, envelopes, etc. (27 items)       £300-£400 

 1346            Revenues: An accumulation in an album and stockbook, incl. Court Fee, Writing Fee, much duplication, etc. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £150-£200 
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Bhopal: Issued Stamps 

 1347            1872 double frame ¼a. black, two pen cancelled examples, one variety “BEGVN”, both with pin holes, also a 
forgery, other imperfections but rare. S.G. 1. Photo.                                                                                     £300-£400 

 1348  Ib - ½a. red, a complete sheet of 20 (5 x 4) incl. “BFGAM” [3/1], “BEGAN” [2/2 and 4/4] and “EGAM” varieties, unused, 
scissor cut at top between no. 3 and 4, otherwise fine also a used single. S.G. 2, a-c, cat. £698+. Photo.                  
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 1349  I       - Single frame ½a. red in a complete unused sheet of twenty incl. “NWAB” variety [2/2], some age stains, otherwise 
fine. S.G. 4, a, cat. £2,160+. Photo.                                                                                                                   £500-£600 

 1350  Ib 1878 ¼a. black in a complete unused sheet of twenty, fine. Ex Dorning, Beckton, Dawson. S.G. 5a, cat. £440+. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £150-£180 

 1351  Ib - ¼a. black in a complete unused sheet of twenty, fine. S.G. 5a, cat. £440+. Photo.                                  £150-£180 

 1352  I       1878-79 imperforate ¼a. green in a complete unused sheet (4 x 8), fine. S.G. 6, cat. £544+.                  £150-£180 

 1353  I       - Perf. ¼a. green in a complete unused sheet (4 x 8), fine. S.G. 7, cat. £448+.                                            £120-£150 

 1354  Ib - Imperforate ½a. red in a complete unused sheet (4 x 8), fine. S.G. 8, cat. £373+.                                   £100-£120 

 1355  Ib 1880 redrawn imperforate ¼a. blue-green in a complete unused reconstructed sheet (4 x 8) showing both listed 
varieties, fine. S.G. 10, a, b, cat. £670+. Photo.                                                                                               £200-£250 

 1356  I       - Perforated ¼a. blue-green in a complete sheet (4 x 8) with both listed varieties, also three unused singles, mainly 
fine. S.G. 12, a, b, cat. £910+. Photo.                                                                                                                £250-£300 

 1357  I       - Perforated ½a. brown-red in a complete sheet (4 x 8, trimmed margins), also two blocks of four and three singles, 
mainly fine. S.G. 13, cat. £903.                                                                                                                          £200-£250 

 1358            1895 redrawn ¼a. imperforate sheet of eight and two used singles, also rare ¼a. perforated, mainly fine. S.G. 15, 
16, cat. £1,276. Photo.                                                                                                                                        £250-£300 

 1359            1881 ¼a. black to 2a. blue in unused sheets of 32, one of each with “NWAB”, also extra ¼a. unused and poor 
example used on cover, ½a., 1a. unused, 2a. used, fair to fine. S.G. 17-20a.                                               £120-£150 

 1360  I       1886 imperforate 4a. buff in an unused part sheet of 22 one with “NWAB” variety, also two unused singles, mainly 
fine. S.G. 22, a, cat. £1,034+.                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

 1361  Ib  1886 type 8, imperf. 4a. yellow on wove paper, an unused block of six from the top of the sheet [1/1-2/3] 
incl. “EEGAM” [2/3], some with embossing punctures, [2/1] with two additional holes, slight creasing also 
affects pair at left, otherwise mainly fine unused and very rare. S.G. 24, cat. £7,000+. Photo.    £800-£1,000 
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Indian Feudatory States: Bhopal continued 

 1362  Ib 1886 type 8, imperf. 4a. yellow on laid paper, an unused sheet (4 x 6) incl. “EEGAM” [R. 2/3], mainly fine. S.G. 
25, a, cat. £582+. Photo.                                                                                                                                     £150-£200 

 1363  Ib 1889 redrawn perforated ¼a. black on wove paper, an unused sheet (4 x 8) showing imperforate between [R. 2, 
3-4], one with “EEGAN”, toned, otherwise fine. S.G. 27, a, b, cat. £570+. Photo.                                       £120-£150 

 1364  I       - ¼a. black on wove paper, an unused horizontal strip of three with part of another stamp, variety imperforate 
between, fine. S.G. 27, b, cat. £450+. Photo.                                                                                                   £200-£250 

 1365  I       1894-98 redrawn 1a. red-brown, in a complete unused sheet (4 x 6), mainly fine. S.G. 39a, cat. £1,440+. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

 1366            1895 lettered “EEGAM”, perf. ¼a. black, three unused examples and two used, one with variety “NAW B”  
(“A” omitted), used, mainly fine. S.G. 45, a, cat. £715.                                                                                   £120-£150 

 1367  I       1884 type 13 ¼a. blue-green, two unused examples, also two with varieties “JAN” and “JAHA”, unused, fair to fine. 
S.G. 48, a, e, cat. £1,250. Photo.                                                                                                                        £200-£250 

 1368  I       - ¼a. blue-green, variety “BEGM”, good unused. S.G. 48b, cat. £700. Photo.                                              £150-£200 

 1369  I       -¼a. blue-green, variety “SHAHAN”, good unused. S.G. 48d, cat. £1,200. Photo.                                       £200-£250 

 1370  I + 1884 type 15 imperforate ¼a. blue-green, in an unused block of four [17/22], fine and fresh, scarce. S.G. 50, cat. 
£1,300. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £350-£400 

 1371  Ib 1890 8a. slate-green imperforate on wove paper, in an unused sheet of ten with both listed varieties, fine and rare, 
S.G. 67, a, b, cat. £1,090+. Photo.                                                                                                                     £300-£350 

 1372  Ib - 8a. slate-green perforated on wove paper, in an unused sheet of ten with both listed varieties, fine and rare, S.G. 
68, a, b, cat. £1,090+. Photo.                                                                                                                              £300-£350 

1364
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Indian Feudatory States: Bhopal continued 

 1373  Ib 1890 8a. green-black imperforate on laid paper, in an unused sheet of ten with both listed varieties, fine and rare, 
S.G. 69, a, b, cat. £1,280+. Photo.                                                                                                                     £400-£450 

 1374  Ib 1893 redrawn 8a. green-black on wove paper, in an unused sheet of ten, toned, otherwise fine. S.G. 72, cat. £420+. 
Photo on page 178.                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1375  I       - 8a. green-black on thin laid paper, two unused examples, fine. S.G. 73, cat. £750. Photo.                    £150-£180 

 1376  I + 1893 printed from new stone 8a. black on wove paper, in an unused block of four from the top of the sheet, one 
with reversed “E” in “BEGAM”, fine. S.G. 75, a, cat. £360. Photo.                                                                 £100-£120 

 1377  I       1896-1901 ¼a. black on thick wove paper, fine unused. Ex Manly P, Hall. S.G. 78, cat. £550. Photo.   £150-£180 

 1378  I       1902 ½a. black unused horizontal strip of four, variety printed both sides, front [2-4], on reverse [1-3], fine 
and rare. S.G. 81a, cat. £4,500. Photo also on back cover.                                                                £1,000-£1,200 
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 1379  Ib 1903 8a. lilac in an unused sheet of eight, fine. S.G. 97, cat. £640+. Photo.                                               £150-£200 

 1380  I       1903 overprinted initial in red, two unused examples [9] and [6?] otherwise fine. S.G. 99a, cat. £750. Photo.     
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1381  I       - Two unused examples [5] and [9] otherwise fine. S.G. 99a, cat. £750. Photo.                                         £150-£200 

 1382  I       - Variety overprint inverted, unused, minute thin in top margin, otherwise fine. S.G. 99a, cat. £750. Photo.          
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

 1383            A collection from 1872 to 1884 in a boxed album, incl. 1878-79 ½a. brown unused (6, one variety “NWAB”, 1889-
90 perforated 1a. brown, two unused sheets with listed varieties, sheets, varieties, etc. (100s)               £400-£500 

 1384            A comprehensive collection from 1884 to 1908 in two boxed albums, incl. 1899 redrawn ½a. black unused block 
of twelve, 1890 8a. imperforate slate-green on wove paper unused, perforated 8a. slate-green unused and used, 
imperforate 8a. green-black on laid paper, perforated 8a. green black unused, 1893 redrawn 8a. green-black  
imperforate sheet of ten on wove paper unused, 8a. 8a. green black on laid paper unused, 1898 8a. green-black 
unused and used, 8a. black unused (2) and used (2), 1902 4a. orange unused, 1903 2a. blue on laid paper unused, 
4a. yellow unused sheets of eight (2), 4a. yellow on laid paper unused, 1r. rose unused (3), 1908 1a, green printed 
on both sides mint, range of sheets, varieties, etc. (100s)                                                                       £1,000-£1,200 

Officials 

 1385            1908-11 type O1 overprint, selection on leaves, incl. 2a. ultramarine imperforate pair mint, 4a. brown in a mint 
corner block (3 x 5), type 02 with 4a. brown mint pair, imperforate blocks of four (2, one with overprint inverted), 
pairs (3, one with inverted overprint), etc., varied condition. (108)                                                            £150-£200 

 1386  H       - ½a. yellow-green in a mint horizontal strip of four from the right of the sheet, last stamp variety overprint omitted, 
fine mint. S.G. O301, cat. £1,200+. Photo.                                                                                                      £250-£300 

 1387  H       - 1a. carmine-red, variety overprint inverted in a mint horizontal pair, fine. S.G. O302a, cat. £400+. Photo on page 
182.                                                                                                                                                                       £120-£150 

 1388            1930 to 1934 issues on leaves, incl. 1930-31 set mint, also 1a. yellow-green “Postage & Revenue” mint block of 
four, possible a colour trial or unlisted Revenue, 1932-34 Bhopal State ¼a. orange vertical pair, one with overprint 
omitted mint, Bhopal State ½a. imperforate plate proof strip of three with “SERVICE” struck three times on each 
and two others vertical, 1a. carmine-red vertical pair, one with overprint omitted mint, plate proofs, etc., varied 
condition. (100)                                                                                                                                                  £250-£300 

 1389            1935-36 issue, a collection on leaves, incl. ¼a. on ½a. and 3p. on ½a. se-tenant in mint blocks of four, ¼a. on ½a. 
used and 3p. on ½a. mint and used with surcharge inverted, 3p. on ½a. two mint blocks of four one with variety 
“THRFE” and one “THEEE”, ¼a. on 2a. with surcharge inverted used, 3p. on 2a. surcharge inverted mint, mint block 
of four, one with variety “THEEE”, 3p. on 4a. unused, ¼a. on 4a. mint single from corner of sheet, 1a. on ½a.  
surcharge inverted mint, mint pair, one variety inverted “N”, 1a. on 2a. mint strip of three, one with inverted “N”, 
1a. on 2a. violet overprint with surcharge inverted mint and used, 1a. on 4a. perf. 13½ mint pair, one with inverted 
“N”, etc., varied condition. (153)                                                                                                                   £800-£1,000 
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Indian Feudatory States: Bhopal: Officials continued 

 1390  Hb 1935-36 ¼a. on ½a. and 3p. on ½a. se-tenant in a mint block (3 x 5), stamps are unmounted, fine. S.G. O318, b, 
O319, cat. £654. Photo.                                                                                                                                      £140-£160 

 1391  m      - ¼a. on ½a. and 3p. on ½a. se-tenant vertical pair with both surcharges inverted, used, fine. S.G. O318ba, cat. 
£325. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £100-£120 

 1392  H       - ¼a. on 2a., variety surcharge inverted, a corner marginal example from the lower right corner of the sheet, hinged 
in margin only, fine. S.G. O320a, cat. £475. Photo.                                                                                        £120-£150 

 1393  H       - Surcharged in red ¼a. on 2a. in vertical pair with surcharges inverted, marginal from the right of the sheet, fine 
mint. S.G. O320ba, cat. £850. Photo.                                                                                                               £200-£250 

 1394  m      - Surcharged in red ¼a. on 2a. in horizontal pair with surcharges inverted one with variety “THEEE”, fine used. 
S.G. O321ba, cat. £2,200. Photo.                                                                                                                      £600-£700 

 1395  m      - ¼a. on 4a. chocolate, used a few blunted perfs., otherwise fine and scarce. S.G. O322, cat. £650. Photo.              
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1396  Hb - ¼a. on 4a. and 3p. on 4a. se-tenant block of six, mint, three are unmounted, fine. S.G. O323a. Photo.                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1397  J       - 3p. on 4a. chocolate, surcharge in red, unmounted mint, fine. S.G. O324a cat. £375. Photo.               £100-£120 

 1398  J       - 3p. on 4a. chocolate, surcharge in red from the right of the sheet, unlisted variety “THEKE PIES” unmounted 
mint, fine. S.G. O324 var. Photo.                                                                                                                      £150-£200 

 1399  H       - 3p. in black on 4a. chocolate, showing “THRER” for “THREE” [8/2], fine mint. S.G. O325a, cat. £475. Photo.       
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£180 

 1400  m      - 3p. in black on 4a. chocolate, fine used vertical pair, upper stamp showing “THRER” for “THREE” [8/2]. S.G. O325, 
a, cat. £475, Photo.                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

 1401  m      - 3p. on 45a. used horizontal pair, right hand stamp showing “PISE” for “PIES” [10/10], tiny hole at foot but rare. 
S.G. O325, c, cat. £1,200. Photo.                                                                                                                       £250-£300 

 1402  I + - 1a. in green on 4a. chocolate, perf. 14 unused block of four, one with first “N” in “ANNA” inverted, fine. S.G. 
O329ba. Photo.                                                                                                                                                   £100-£120 

 1403  H       1937 1a.6p. blue and claret, variety imperforate between pair, mint, fine. S.G. O331a. Photo.                 £80-£100 

 1404  H       1939 1a.6p. claret, mint horizontal pair, variety imperforate between, rough perfs., otherwise fine. S.G. O332a. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £100-£120 

 1405  m      1936-49 ½a. purple-brown and yellow-green, used vertical pair variety imperforate between, minor stain spot, 
otherwise fine. S.G. O336a, cat. £425. Photo.                                                                                                 £120-£150 
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Indian Feudatory States: Bhopal: Officials continued. 

 1406  m      1936-49 2a. brown and blue horizontal pair, variety imperforate between, used, a few minor creases, otherwise 
fine. S.G. O337ab, cat. £450. Photo on page 182.                                                                                           £100-£120 

 1407  m      - 4a. blue and brown, with variety frame double, fine used. S.G. O339ea, cat. £600. Photo.                    £150-£200 

 1408  m      - “SERVICE” 11mm, 8a. bright purple and blue vertical pair, variety imperf. between, used, creases, otherwise fine 
and scarce. S.G. O340a, cat. £800. Photo on page 185.                                                                                 £120-£150 

 1409            - 1r. dull blue and bright blue mint and used, also mint example with variety “SREVICE” for “SERVICE”, fine. S.G. 
O342, a. Photo.                                                                                                                                                   £150-£200 

 1410            - “SERVICE” 13½mm. with serifs, 8a. bright purple and blue mint and used, also mint vertical pair, one variety 
“SERAICE” for “SERVICE” good to fine. S.G. O343, a. Photo.                                                                        £250-£300 

 1411  I       1941 1a.3p. emerald-green, an unused pair, variety imperforate between, some rough perfs., otherwise fine. S.G. 
O346a. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £150-£200 

 1412  m      1944-49 1½a. claret, a vertical pair, variety imperf. between, used, fine and scarce. S.G. O353b, cat. £700. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250
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1413  m      1944-49 3a. yellow, used vertical pair, variety imperforate between, used, small corner crease, otherwise fine. S.G. 
O354b. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £120-£150 

 1414  m      - 6a. carmine, a horizontal strip of three, variety imperf. between, used on fragment, fine and scarce. S.G. O355a, 
cat. £550+. Photo.                                                                                                                                               £120-£150 

 1415  H     1949 2a. on 1½a. claret, variety imperforate horizontal pair, mint, fine. S.G. O356b, cat. £475. Photo.                    
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

 1416  J       - 2a. on 1½a. claret type O22 imperforate, unmounted mint, minor black mark on gum, otherwise fine and 
very rare. S.G. O357, cat. £3,000. Photo also on back cover.                                                               £800-£1,000 

 1417            A comprehensive collection from 1935 to 1949 in a boxed album, incl. 1933-39 1a.6p. with overprint omitted used, 
imperforate pair used, 1936-38 1a. mint horizontal pair variety imperforate between, 1936-49 2a. mint vertical 
strip of three variety imperforate between, 8a. variety overprint double used on piece, 1944-47 ½a. imperforate 
pair used, double print used, 4a. imperforate pair used, 1944-49 9p. imperforate pair used, 3a. vertical pair  
imperforate used on piece, etc., varied condition. (100s)                                                                              £700-£900 

 1418            Revenues: A selection in two folders, incl. stamped paper 1942 12a. on 8a., 1944-49 ½a., 3a., 9a., 1r.2a., 1r.8a. 
unused, also an album of regular stamps, etc. (100s)                                                                                     £100-£150 

Indian Feudatory States: Cochin 

 1419            1946-48 2a. black and 3a. vermilion, unused, fine. S.G. 107, 108, cat. £300. Photo.                                    £80-£100 

 1420 )      Postal Stationery: 1900 to 1950 (ca.), twelve commercially used stationery cards, various types, one uprated for 
registration, also three envelopes, mainly fine. (15)                                                                                       £150-£200 

 1421 b    Dharamapur: 1930s (ca.) sheetlet of Court Fees stamps of a type recorded for single stamps only, printed in green 
from a cliché of two with consistent minor differences, applied tête-bêche to produce two groups of four with a 
gutter; paper watermarked VICE REGAL/Guaranteed British Made.                                                          £100-£120 

 1422   P       - 1930s (ca.) proof of two clichés for a Court Fees stamp printed in blue on unwatermarked, ungummed paper 
large enough to have accommodated four further impressions, a single stamp of the same design has been recorded 
printed in green.                                                                                                                                                   £80-£100 

 1423            Hyderabad: A duplicated accumulation of mainly multiples, incl. a large range of imperforate plate proofs, 1947-
49 set in complete mint sheets (10 x 10), etc. (many 100s)                                                                          £200-£300 

 1424            Jammu and Kashmir: A duplicated unused and used selection on stockleaves, incl. multiples, Telegraph stamps, 
etc., varied condition. (100s)                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1425            Kishangarh: 1906 to 1914, six postal receipts single franked with all different 1a. stamps, incl. two on laid paper, 
all cancelled with legible single ring “KISHANGARH RAJ PO” dated cancellations.                                     £80-£100 

– 1419 –
1415
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Iran 

 1426            1923 unissued “Omar Khayam 1123-1923” bilingual overprints, 1ch. to 30kr. complete set of fourteen.  
The set was to commemorate the 800th birthday Anniversary of Hakim Omar Khayam, Persian Astronomer and 
Poet, these sets were proposed but never used and most were subsequently destroyed. Ex Rosamond. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                       £2,000-£2,500 

 1427            1967 Coronation in pairs and blocks of four all imperf. between, also 1974-75 10r. pairs (2), mainly fine.            
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

Iraq 

 1428  m      British Occupation Issues for Baghdad: 1917 (Sept.) overprinted with Star ½a. on 10pa. carmine, fine used. 
Brandon certificate (1983). S.G. 9, cat. £1,800. Photo.                                                                                   £500-£600 

 1429            - A selection on leaves, incl. 1917 (Sept.) overprinted with date between Star and Crescent ½a. on 10pa. grey-green 
used with R.P.S. certificate (1981), range of forgeries, also issues for Mosul, etc. (87)                             £300-£400 

 1430            A middle period selection, incl. 1948-51 miniature sheets perf. and imperf. mint, 1939 Air set overprinted  
“SPECIMEN”, miniature sheets imperf. and perf. mint, 1953 Coronation miniature sheet in presentation folder, 
official 1920-23 sets mint, values to 10r. on 100pi. used, 1924-25 to 10r. overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1931 overprinted 
25r. mint, set perforated “SPECIMEN”, 1932 set mint, values to 100f. perforated “SPECIMEN”, 1932 set mint, set 
perforated “SPECIMEN”, 1941-43 values to 1d. overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1948-51 values to 1d. overprinted  
“SPECIMEN”, etc., specimens not all guaranteed, mainly fine. (100s)                                                          £700-£800 

 1431            A collection on leaves, incl. 1918-21 set mint, 1923-25 set mint, 1931 values to 10r. mint and used, 1932 surcharges 
selection to 1d. on 25r. mint and used with minor varieties, 1932 set mint and used, etc., varied condition. (100s)
                                                                                                                                                                             £350-£400 

 1432            An accumulation in seven albums and loose, incl. 1931 5r. mint (3), 10r. mint (4), 1932 Official 1d. on 25r. mint 
(2), 1938-51 Official to 1d. mint (2), used (3), 1955-58 Official to 100f. mint and used, stamps duplicated middle 
to modern with British Occupation, covers from 1930s to 1980s, etc. (many 100s)                                 £300-£400 

 1433            A range overprinted or perforated “SPECIMEN”, incl. 1918-21 both sets, 1923-25 values to 10r., 1927 1r., 1931 set, 
1934 set, etc., not all guaranteed, varied condition. (72)                                                                               £200-£250 

 1434 +      Officials: 1955-58 set in unmounted mint blocks of four, fine. S.G. O364-371, cat. £440+.                        £70-£80 
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Ireland 

 1435            Mint and used collections in varied condition in two stockbooks incl. 1922-23 to 5s., 10s. mint, to 10s. used, good 
range of commemorative sets, etc. (100s)                                                                                                       £200-£250 

 1436            Duplicated mint and used duplicated collection in mixed condition in two binders with Seahorses to 5s. mint and 
used, also four albums of illustrated f.d.c’s to 2005, etc. (100s)                                                                    £100-£150 

 1437            A mint and used selection, incl. 1922 to 2s.6d. mint, 1922-23 to 2s.6d. mint (2), duplication, etc. (100s)                
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

Italy & Colonies 

 1438            A mint and used duplicated accumulation in varied condition in two stockbooks, an album and on leaves incl. 
some States, 1934 Football Postage set used, Trieste, etc. (100s)                                                                 £100-£120 

 1439            Cinderellas: A range of W.W.II Delandre labels for various Italian Army units, fine. (97)                     £150-£200 

 1440  J        An unmounted mint collection from 1960 to 1986 in a Lighthouse album, incl. virtually complete commemoratives 
and definitives, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                   £80-£100 

 1441  J       Italian Colonies: 1941 (c.) 5 Lire grey revenue stamp, fine unmounted mint. Photo.                             £100-£150 

 1442            Dodecanese Islands: 1934 Aegean Football set, fine mint. S.G. 128-132, cat. £830. Photo.                   £150-£200 

 1443            Libya: Cyrenaica: A collection on leaves, incl. 1950 set mint and used, 50m., 100m. and 200m. on piece, 1950 
postage due set mint, etc., slightly varied condition. (36 stamps and one cover)                                      £150-£200 

Jamaica 

 1444   S        1921 Unissued Abolition of Slavery 6d., Watermark Mult. Script CA, overprinted “SPECIMEN” with some gum, 
slightly toned, otherwise fine. S.G. 91s, cat. £850. Photo.                                                                             £150-£200 

 1445  H       1935 Silver Jubilee 1½d., 6d. and 1s. ‘extra flagstaff’ [Pl. 1, R. 9/1], mint, 1s. with toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. 
115a, 116a, 117a, cat. £565. Photo.                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

 1446  m      - 1½d. and 6d. ‘extra flagstaff’ [Pl. 1, R. 9/1], good used. S.G. 115a, 116a, cat. £405. Photo on page 188.                  
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 1447  m      - 1½d. and 1s. ‘short extra flagstaff’, good used, the 1½d. with one or two shortish perfs. S.G. 115b, 117b, cat. £710. 
Photo on page 188.                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

1441 Ex 14421428
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Jamaica continued 

 1448  J       1935 Silver Jubilee 1½d., 6d. and 1s., each variety ‘lightning conductor’ [Pl. 3, R. 2/5], unmounted mint, mainly 
fine. S.G. 115c, 116c, 117c, cat. £685. Photo.                                                                                                  £180-£200 

 1449  m      - 1½d., 6d. and 1s., each variety ‘lightning conductor’ [Pl. 3, R. 2/5], used, a few faults. S.G. 115c, 116c, 117c, cat. 
£840. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £150-£200 

 1450  H       1938-52 1s. green and purple-brown, with variety ‘repaired chimney’ [R. 11/1], fine mint. Sismondo certificate 
(2008). S.G. 130a. Photo.                                                                                                                                   £150-£180 

 1451  J + 1964-68 6d. gum arabic in a fine unmounted mint block of four from the left of the sheet, all showing variety 
missing blue. S.G. 223a, cat. £400.                                                                                                                    £120-£150 

 1452  H       - 10s. variety blue (“JAMAICA” etc.) omitted, fine mint. S.G. 231a. Photo.                                                £100-£120 

 1453            A mint and used collection in two albums, incl. a few pre-stamp covers, Great Britain used in, 1860 1d., 2d., 3d. 
(2), 6d. and 1s. unused, 3d. with inverted watermark unused, 1s. with “$” variety used, 1870-83 1s. with “$” variety 
used, 5s. with inverted watermark mint, 1883-97 set mint, 1900-01 1d. (both) overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1905-11 
set of six overprinted “SPECIMEN”, set mint, 1912-20 to 5s. (2) mint, 1916 (Sept.-Dec.) War Tax 3d. mint pairs 
(2) one with “S” inserted by hand, 1919-21 set mint, 1921-29 set overprinted “SPECIMEN” and set mint with shades, 
1935 Silver Jubilee 1½d. and 6d. pairs 1s. mint block of four, one of each showing extra flagstaff, 1s. mint block of 
four, one with lightening conductor, postal stationery, some forgeries, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                      
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,500-£2,000 

 1454            A collection of covers, cards and stamps in four albums, incl. 1938-52 set perfin “SPECIMEN”, 1s. with ‘repaired 
chimney’ mint and used, 1964-68 8d. with red omitted mint, 1968 unissued Human Rights set, 1969 10s. with 
inverted watermark mint, booklets with 1938-40 2s. booklet complete (faults), 1946 2s. and 1947 2s. booklets, 
postal fiscals 1858 5s. unused, officials, postal stationery, maritime mail, flown covers, temporary rubber  
datestamps, censored mail, P.O.W., etc. (100s)                                                                                       £1,200-£1,500 

 1455            A mainly mint collection on Imperial leaves, Q.V. to K.G.V, incl. 1870-83 CC to 6d., 1883-97 to 5s., 1905-11 MCA 
½d. to 5s., Q.V. types to both 2s., 1911 MCA 2d. to 5s., 1919-21 to 10s., 1921-29 to 5s. (2 shades) and 10s., mainly 
fine. (approx. 110)                                                                                                                                              £300-£400 

 1456            A selection, incl. 1870-83 4d. mint (2), 1883-97 4d. watermark inverted mint (heavy crease), 1935 Silver Jubilee 
6d. ‘lightning conductor’ mint, 1938-52 set perfin “SPECIMEN” (some without gum), 1s. green and purple-brown, 
variety ‘repaired chimney’ marginal mint and postal fiscal 1855-74 3d. unused, mainly fine. (31)         £200-£300 

 1457 b    Postal Fiscals: 1855-75 watermark Crown CC 3d. marginal block of twelve (6 x 2), unmounted mint, some tone 
spots but back otherwise with white gum and fresh, otherwise fine. S.G. F6, cat. £360+.                        £200-£250 

Ex 1446

1450
1452

1447Ex Ex 1448

Ex 1449
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Japan 

 1458   F        A collection of early issues in a small stockbook, mint and used, incl. 1871 laid paper 48m. type I unused, 500m. 
type II unused, range of forgeries, etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)                                                          £300-£400 

 1459            A mint and used accumulation in mixed condition in an album and two small binders with a range of early issues 
with some forgeries, a few covers and cards, etc. (100s)                                                                               £200-£250 

Jordan 

 1460   S        Transjordan: 1933 to 200m. perforated “SPECIMEN”, with gum, slightly varied condition. S.G. 208-219s..            
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 1461            - A collection on leaves, incl. range of overprints with multiples and imperfs., 1927-29 to 1,000m. mint, set  
overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1928 Constitution set mint,1930 Locust set mint and used, 1930-39 to £1 mint, values 
to £1 used, 1933 to 500m. mint, values to 200m. used, 1943-46 to £1 mint, etc., slightly varied condition. (100s) 
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

 1462            A fine mint collection of 1920s overprints on Saudi Arabia, incl. inverted, tête-bêche, missing stops, imperfs., other 
errors, etc. (130)                                                                                                                                              £800-£1,000 

Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika 

 1463   P       British East Africa: 1890-95 I.B.E.A. Co. Definitives: Bradbury, Wilkinson recess master die proof of small 
(annas) format in vermilion on thick wove paper with value tablet blank, slight thinning of reverse and ink  
oxidisation but a rare proof. Ex Danson and Minns. Photo.                                                                        £450-£500 

 1464   P       - Bradbury, Wilkinson recess master die proof of large (rupee) format in brick-red on thick wove paper, 
unfinished with upper Arabic numeral tablets blank, handstamped “SPECIMEN.” (Samuel type B3) in violet 
over blank value tablet. Ex ‘Shivani’ and Vestey. Photo also on back cover.                                £1,500-£2,000 

 1465            - Bradbury, Wilkinson file reference stamps, 1895 modified design 5a. and 7½a., each in an upper marginal block 
of four, also 1890 4r. and 5r. blocks of four from the top of the sheet, each from the single sheet of each value 
retained by the printers, mainly fine without gum. (4 blocks of four) Photo on page 190.                      £220-£250 

 1466            - Mainly mint selection comprising 1890 printing ½a. to 5r. (8a. grey unused and with some pulled perfs. at right), 
1891 printing 2½a., 3a., 4½a. (slightly thinned), 1892 printing 2½a., 1893 printing ½a. to 4½a., 1894 printing ½a., 
1a., modified design 5a., 7½a. and 1894 surcharges, a few heavy mounts but mostly fine. (26)                 £80-£100 

 1467            - 1894 Surcharges, both values handstamped “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type BEA1) in violet with gum, 5a. on 8a. 
lower right corner block of nine with large part original gum, 7½a. on 1r. mint block of four with lower pair 
unmounted, chiefly fine. (15) S.G. 27, s, 28, s.                                                                                                £220-£250 
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Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika continued 

 1468            British East Africa: 1896-1901 'Small Queen' Issue, ½a. to 5r. set mint with additional listed shades of 1a. (2), 
2½a. and 1r., odd fault on anna values otherwise mainly fine. (19) S.G. 65-79, cat. £675.                        £150-£200 

 1469            - 1897 'On Zanzibar' Overprints, ½a. to 7½a. set mint (the 7½a. regummed) and set used, chiefly fine. (12) S.G. 
80-85, cat. £625.                                                                                                                                                  £100-£150 

 1470            - Telegraph forms: K.E.VII 1r. unused, folded and slight toning, rare.                                                       £150-£200 

 1471   S        Kenya & Uganda: 1922-27 Watermark Mult. Script CA £75 purple and grey, overprinted “SPECIMEN” 
(Samuel type D16), slightly disturbed gum, otherwise fine. S.G. 104s, cat. £4,750. Photo.          £800-£1,000 

 1472  H       Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika: 1935 Silver Jubilee 20c. and 1s. dot by flagstaff, mint, small adhesion on 20c., 
otherwise fine. S.G. 124h, 127h, cat. £825.                                                                                                      £200-£250 

 1473  m      - 20c. and 65c. variety dot to left of chapel, used, 20c. with toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 124g, 126g, cat. £640. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

Ex 1465
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Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika continued 

 1474            Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika: 1935 Silver Jubilee 20c., 30c., 65c. and 1s. each showing variety diagonal line by 
turret [Pl. 2A, R10/2], mint, 20c. with minor gum toning, otherwise mainly fine. S.G. 124f, 125f, 126f, 127f, cat. 
£865. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £200-£300 

 1475  H       - 20c. and 1s. each showing variety diagonal line by turret [Pl. 2A, R10/1], mint, fine. S.G. 124f, 127f, cat. £390. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £100-£150 

 1476  m      - 20c., 30c., 65c. and 1s. each showing variety diagonal line by turret [Pl. 2A, R.10/1], used, 1s. with thin, otherwise 
mainly good to fine. S.G. 124f, 125f, 126f, 127f, cat. £850. Photo.                                                               £200-£250 

 1477  m      - 20c., 30c., 65c. each showing variety diagonal line by turret [Pl. 2A, R10/2], used, good to fine. S.G. 124f, 125f, 
126f, cat. £525. Photo.                                                                                                                                        £150-£200 

 1478  H       - 30c. and 65c. variety dot to left of chapel, mint, fine S.G. 125g, 126g, cat. £1,000. Photo.                     £200-£300 

 1479  m      - 1938-54 1s. black and brown, two examples showing mountain retouch from [Pl. 7B, R. 5/10] and [R. 6/7]  
positions respectively, fine used. S.G. 145ac, ad, cat. £1,200. Photo.                                                           £300-£350 

 1480            A mint collection in a Tower album, incl. 1890-05 to 5r. with 8a., 1896-1901 to 5r., 1897 set, 1897 2½d. on 1a. and 
3a., 1897 2r., 3r., 50r. overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1904-07 values to 4r., 1907-08 set, 1912-21 to 4r., 1922-37 to 10s., 
1935-37 to £1, 1938-54 to £1, 1954-59 to £1, etc., slightly varied condition. (100s)                              £800-£1,000 

 1481            A K.G.VI to Q.E.II collection in four albums, incl. 1938-54 to £1 (5 with perf. 11¾ x 13) mint, 10c. green and block 
mint block of four, one with mountain retouch also used single, 50c. mint block of four, one with rope not joined, 
also used single, 50c. mint block of six, one with dot, others without, 1954-59 to £1 (2) mint, 1928-33 postage due 
set used, Tanganyika, etc., varied condition. (100s)                                                                                       £500-£600 

 1482            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mint and used collection in mixed condition in an album incl. B.E.A. 1895-96 ½a. to 5r. used, 
1903-04 CA to 1r. (2), 4r. 50r. (fiscal cancellation used), 1904-07 MCA ½a. to 2r. (3) used, 1912-21 MCA 1c. to 
10r. mint, to 5r. (fiscal) used, 1922-27 Script 1c. to £1 mint, to £1 used, 1935-37 Script to £1 unused and used, also 
Uganda, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

 1483            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mint and used collection in mixed condition in an album incl. 1903-04 CA ½a. to 2r., 10r. mint, 
1904-07 MCA to 4r., 5r. mint, to 5r., 10r. used (both with fiscal cancellations), 1907-08 MCA 1c. to 75c. set  
overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1912-21 MCA to 5r., 10r. and 20r. all fiscally used, 1922-27 Script £4 and £10 used with 
red fiscal cancellation, 1935-37 Script to £1 used, 1938-54 to 10s. (4), £1 (4, one perf. 11¾ x 13 toned) mint with 
range of perfs., to £1 (3) used, 1948 Wedding set both mint and used, 1954-59 5c. to £1 (2) mint, etc. (100s)       
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

 1484            A selection, incl. 1893 3r. and 5r. used, 1897-1902 3r. used, 1938-54 1c. corner plate block of twelve with retouched 
value tablet mint, 15c. corner plate block of three impressions (plus three further part impressions) of the frame, 
50c. imprint block of eight unmounted mint, 1954-59 £1 broken “O” used, also Uganda 1902 ½a. block of twenty 
mint, 1896 1a. and 3a. on piece with B.E.A. 2½a., etc. (11 items)                                                                £100-£150 

Kuwait 

 1485  Jb 1957-58 15n.p. on 2½d. Type II unmounted mint corner block of sixty. S.G. 125a. cat. £3,000.            £500-£600 

 1486            A collection on leaves, incl. 1923-24 values to 5r. and 10r. mint and used, inverted overprints, 1929-37 values to 
10r. mint, 1913 to 15r. mint (2) and used, 1948-49 set mint, 1950-55 set mint, officials with values to 15r., etc., not 
all cancellations guaranteed, mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                   £400-£500 

Laos 

 1487            A modern unmounted mint selection on stockleaves, incl. sets, souvenir sheets, etc. Stated to catalogue £1,313. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                      £80-£100 
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Lebanon 

 1488  H       1928 Air 10p. overprinted set in error on stamps with green “AVION” overprint of 1925, fine mint. and rare. S.G. 
1141a-44a. Photo.                                                                                                                                               £300-£400 

Leeward Islands 

 1489   P       1921-32 4s. die proof of country name and value tablet only, in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm), endorsed 
“BEFORE/STRIKING” and dated “6/3/22” in pencil. Photo.                                                                           £120-£150 

 1490  H       - £1 black and red, mint, S.G. 80, cat. £225.                                                                                                        £70-£80 

 1491  H       1935 Silver Jubilee 1s. showing ‘kite and horizontal log’ [Pl. 2B, R. 10/6], mint, lightly toned gum, otherwise fine. 
S.G. 91l, cat. £650. Photo.                                                                                                                                  £150-£200 

 1492 s      1938-51 10s. bluish green and deep red on green and £1 brown-purple and black on red tied to piece by St Kitts 
“30 MY 41” c.d.s’s. S.G. 113, 114, cat. £590. Photo.                                                                                         £170-£190 

 1493 s      - 10s. pale green and dull red on green and £1 brown-purple and black on salmon tied to piece by St Johns, Antigua 
“FE 5/45” c.d.s. (earliest known date for the £1) with registration label above. S.G. 113a, 114b, cat. £538. Photo.   
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£180 

 1494 )      - £1 purple and black on carmine used on 1948 (June 12) registered cover from St Kitts to Antigua officially resealed 
at top with label tied buy initialled “GENERAL POST OFFICE/(crown)/ANTIGUA” oval, minor cover faults. S.G. 
114a. Photo.                                                                                                                                                         £100-£120 

1489

1492
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1491
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 1495            A Q.V. to K.G.V mint collection on Imperial pages incl. 1890 and 1897 to 1s., 1902 set, 1905 set, 1907 set, 1912 
to 5s.,1921-29 set to 5s., etc., mainly fine. (83)                                                                                               £300-£400 

 1496            Various on leaves 1938-51 1d. scarlet “DI” flaw and 10s. unmounted mint, cancellations and covers with used in 
St Kitts 1899 Quebec Steamship Co envelope to Massachussetts, used in Barbuda 1926 registered cover to New 
York franked 5d. block of four, 1932 registered to Bristol with 3s., used in Montserrat, maritime mail, W.W.II  
censored etc. fair to fine.                                                                                                                                   £140-£160 

 1497            A Q.V. to K.G.VI duplicated used accumulation in mixed condition in a stockbook sorted by cancellation. (few 
100s)                                                                                                                                                                       £80-£100 

 1498            Revenues: 1882 Dominica indenture, intact with 1882 issue Leeward Islands Fees stamps 6d. (4), 2s. and 5s. (3) 
with dated cancellations plus embossed 5s. Stamp Duty, faults but rare, from first year of use of the Fees stamps. 
Ex Medlicott.                                                                                                                                                       £120-£150 

Malaya & States 

 1499            A mainly K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection in two stockbooks, K.G.VI to early Q.E.II incl. Johore 1949-55 sets mint 
(2), 1948 Silver Wedding sets mint (42) and used (7), Kedah 1950-55 set mint, 1948 Silver Jubilee sets mint (42), 
Negri Sembilan 1948 Silver Wedding sets mint (39 as singles and set in blocks of four) and used (5), 1949-55 set 
mint, Pahang 1948 Silver Wedding sets mint (42) and used (6), 1950-56 set mint, Penang 1949-52 set mint, 1954-
57 set mint, 1957 set mint, 1948 Silver Wedding sets mint (42) and used (9), etc. (100s)                       £400-£500 

 1500            A selection, incl. Kedah 1937 12c. imprint pair mint, Negri Sembilan 1935-51 50c. imperf. block of four in green, 
50c. imperf. pair essay in larger size in brown and black, Pahang 1933-34 50c. essay imperf. block of four in black, 
Perak 1891 1c. on 2c. without bar mint, 1935-36 50c. imperf. proof blocks of four in black and blue (2) and orange, 
Official 1889 24c. mint, Sabah 1965-68 imperf. proof block of four of the frame only, Trengganu 1921-41 8c. rose 
unissued, etc.                                                                                                                                                       £200-£300 

 1501            Selection comprising Trengganu: 1938 3c. brown and 8c. grey, 1941 2c. and 8c. surcharges, 1949-55 set, Malacca 
1949 set, and Singapore 1948 perf. 14 set, mint, mainly fine.                                                                       £150-£200 

 1502            Postage Dues: A selection on leaves, incl. Malayan Postal Union 1936-38 set mint, 1945-49 set mint, etc. (92)    
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 1503            Straits Settlements: Revenues: 1925 Penang indenture with five embossed Penang Duty franks cancelling neatly 
spaced Straits Settlements $1, $5 (4) and $25 (3), some sellotape reinforcement but the stamps fine. Ex Medlicott.
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

 1504           Johore: Revenues: 1942 Japanese Occupation overprints, type 16 overprint on corner plate blocks of $1 and $10 
without revaluation, and two plate blocks of four of the 1c. purple with 6c. and $1 revaluations, and a single revalued 
to $1, stamps unmounted. (5 items)                                                                                                                £150-£180 

 1505            Penang: Revenues: Japanese Occupation: 1942 court document franked 10c. and 15c. Dai Nippon on Straits 
overprints (S.G. J82, 84), and the $5 with Okugawa seal in red, with punch hole. Ex Medlicott.           £150-£180 

1494

1490
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 1506  J + Perlis: 1951-55 1c. to $5 set of 21 in matching upper left corner blocks with plate number (1) (except for $2 from 
upper right corner without plate number) fine unmounted mint. S.G. 7-27. cat. £760+. Photo.            £350-£400 

 1507  H       Selangor: 1895-99 3c. to $5, mainly good fine mint. S.G. 54-64, cat. £2,313. Photo.                                £250-£300 

 1508            Trengganu: A collection on leaves, from 1910 to 1980, incl. 1910-19 to $5, 1921-41 watermark Mult. Crown CA 
$1, $2 and $3 mint, 1949-55 set mint and used, etc., mainly fine. (100s)                                                   £500-£600 

 1509            Japanese Occupation: 1943 2c., 3c., 8c. in double sheets of 200 and 10c. sheet of 100, 3c. on 5c. and 6c. on 5c. 
Selangor sheets of 100, some with minor gum toning, otherwise mainly fine. S.G. J290, 292, 298-99, 301-2, cat. 
£815. Ex Oswald Marsh.                                                                                                                                    £150-£200 

 1510 )      - A group of military postcards from Japanese troops in Malaya writing home, all censored with descriptions in 
English. (28) Ex Peter Kent.                                                                                                                              £300-£400 

1507 Ex 1506

Ex 1514

Ex 1515
1516
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Fourth Session, Lots 1511 – 2059  

Wednesday 15th March at 2 pm 

Malta 

 1511            Great Britain used in Malta: A collection in an album, incl. 1856 1s. strip of three with “M” cancellations, 1858 
cover to Italy franked by 1856 6d. with “M” cancellation, 1862 3d. rose pair and two singles with “A25” cancellations, 
1883 6d. on 6d., 1876 8d. orange (2), 1867 5s. plate I and 2, 1882 5s. plate 4 on white paper, etc., mixed condition. 
(few 100s)                                                                                                                                                      £1,000-£1,200 

 1512            -  Collection from 1857 to 1881 in varied condition on leaves incl. values to 1s. cancelled “M”, later A25 with range 
of plates, values to 5s. plate 1, etc. (86)                                                                                                            £250-£300 

 1513            1860-81 ½d. selection in mixed condition on an album page with unused (29) some with part original gum and 
used (9) with range of shades.                                                                                                                           £100-£120 

 1514  H       1904-14 Watermark Mult. Crown CA ¼d. to 5s. mint, the 5s. unmounted, mainly fine. S.G. 45-63, cat. £325. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

 1515  H       1935 Silver Jubilee ½d., 2½d. and 1s. variety ‘short extra flagstaff’ mint, fine. S.G. 210b, 211b, 213b, cat. £695. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                  £180-£200 

 1516  Hb 1938-43 1½d. scarlet, mint block of six (3 x 2) from the foot of the sheet, one with broken cross variety [R.5/7], 
fine. S.G. 220, a. Photo.                                                                                                                                      £100-£120 

 1517            A K.G.V collection in an album, incl. 1914-21 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, mint set with shades, 2½d. with inverted 
watermark used, 1921-22 set overprinted “SPECIMEN” and mint set, set used with some doubtful cancellations, 
1922 watermark Crown CC 10s. mint, watermark Script CA set mint, 2s. with broken crown and scroll mint, 
1922-26 set less 3d. black and yellow overprinted “SPECIMEN”, mint to £1 (2) mint, 1926 3d. with overprint inverted 
mint with R.P.S. certificate (1969), 1926-27 set mint, 1928 set mint, 1930 set perfin “SPECIMEN” and mint set, 
1935 Silver Jubilee 2½d., 6d. and 1s. with ‘extra flagstaff’ mint, 1d. mint corner block of four, one with ‘short extra 
flagstaff’, etc., doubtful cancellations, mixed condition. (100s)                                                              £1,500-£2,000 

 1518            A K.G.VI to Q.E.II collection in three albums, incl. 1938-42 set perfin “SPECIMEN”, 2d. slate-black with extra  
windows mint (2), 1956-58 set mint, 1965-70 3d. and 4d. imperforate pairs mint, ½d. with gold omitted mint, 4½d. 
with silver omitted mint, 1965 Churchill 1s. with gold omitted mint, 1967 Christmas 1d. with red omitted mint, 
good range of minor varieties, etc., varied condition. (100s)                                                                 £1,000-£1,200 

 1519            A Q.V. collection on leaves, incl. 1860-63 ½d. on blued unused, ½d. on white unused (3), used, 1863-81 perf. 14 
½d. mint or unused (10), used (6), 1882-84 ½d. in mint blocks of fourteen, nine and four, 1885-90 ½d. with inverted 
watermark used, 1886 5s. mint and used, watermark inverted mint and used, etc., mixed condition. (144)            
                                                                                                                                                                          £800-£1,000 

 1520            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mainly mint collection in mixed condition in an album incl. 1899-1901 ¼d. to 10s. set of five 
overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1903-04 CA ½d. to 1s. (2), 1904-14 MCA ¼d. to 5s. (unmounted), 1922 overprinted 
MCA to 5s. (2), 1922-26 Script ¼d. to £1, 1926 overprinted set., 1928 overprinted, 1928 overprinted ¼d. to 10s., 
1935 Silver Jubilee set perforated “SPECIMEN”, K.G.VI sets to 10s., good range of Q.E.II issues incl. 1965-70 4d. 
variety “MALTA” omitted (unmounted), postage dues, etc. (100s)                                                              £400-£500 

 1521            A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in an album, mainly K.G.V onwards, incl. 1914-21 to 5s. mint, 1922 set mint, 1926 set 
mint, 1926-27 to 5s. mint and used, 1928 set mint and used, 1930 set mint, 1938-43 sets mint (13) and used (5), 
1948-53 sets mint (8) and used (6), etc., slightly varied condition. (100s)                                                  £400-£500 

 1522            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mainly used duplicated collection in mixed condition on leaves incl. 1886 CC 5s., 1899-1901 CC 
to 10s. (2), 1904-14 MCA to 5s., 1914-21 MCA to 2s. (2), 1922 overprinted CC 10s., MCA ½d. to 5s. and Script 
¼d. to 10s., 1926 overprinted to 10s. (2), range of later issues, etc. (few 100s)                                          £300-£400 

 1523            A K.E.VII mint and used collection on leaves, incl. 1903-04 set less 2d. overprinted “SPECIMEN” also set mint, 
1904-14 set less ½d. overprinted “SPECIMEN”, set mint, etc., mixed condition. (81)                                £250-£300 
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†1524            A Q.V. to early Q.E.II selection, incl. 1863-81 ½d. unused (3), 1956-68 to £1 mint, etc., slightly mixed condition. 
(114)                                                                                                                                                                          £70-£80 

 1525            Postage Dues: A selection on leaves, incl. 1925 set perfin “SPECIMEN”, print blocks, due marks on covers and 
cards, etc., doubtful cancellations, mixed condition. (361)                                                                           £150-£200 

 1526 )      Postal Stationery: A selection in an album, incl. postcards, registered envelopes, wrappers, some overprinted 
“SPECIMEN”, etc., varied condition. (79 items)                                                                                              £150-£200 

Postal History and Covers 

 1527 )      A collection of covers from 1699 to 1865 on leaves, incl. 1769 entire from Cadiz with two disinfection slits, 1821 
entire to Corfu, bearing curved “PAID/MALTA”, 1839 cover to Italy with “Malta Post Office”, Paids, due marks, 
etc. (44 items)                                                                                                                                                     £300-£400 

 1528 )      A collection of covers, cards, pieces and stamps in four albums, incl. censored mail, Postman’s handstamps,  
incoming mail, maritime and military mail, F.P.O’s, etc. (100s)                                                                  £300-£400 

 1529 )      The Graham Pound Collection of Maltese Postmen’s Handstamps, an exceptional collection of strikes on 
covers and cards attractively presented on display pages, comprehensively presenting nos. 1 to 74 (less 39, 
44 and 51) on items locally addressed and from overseas incl. Belgium, Canada, Egypt, France, Great Britain, 
India, Italy, Morocco, Palestine, Penang, Spain, Switzerland, Tunisia, U.S.A. incl. type variations with 
scarcer incl. no. 7 type D on 1938 local cover (slight faults), no. 8 type D on 1924 registered cover from 
Detroit, no. 31 type C on 1917 local cover, no. 32 type C on 1918 postcard from Canada (locally redirected), 
no. 48 type D on 1946 O.H.M.S. entire, no. 49 type D on 1946 postcard from Rome, no. 57 type D on 1926 
postcard from Palermo, no. 59 type D in violet on 1928 postcard from Zagreb (illustrated in Maltese 
Postmen’s Personal Handstamps 1889 to 1939 by B.A. & A.D. Patrick (2017), p.172), no. 63 type E on 1931 
postcard from India, no. 67 type F on 1936 postcard from Canada, etc., the overall condition above average 
and quality of the strikes generally clear and fine.                                                                                £2,000-£2,500 

 1530            No lot                                                                                                                                                                                       
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Mauritius 

 1531            1859 Dardenne 2d. blue on laid paper, four margins, late printing ‘acid drop’ flaw at top right, small thin at top 
on reverse otherwise fine. S.G. 44, cat. £950. Photo.                                                                                     £150-£200 

 1532   S        1921-26 50r. dull purple and green, overprinted “SPECIMEN”, fine with gum. S.G. 222s, cat. £400. Photo.            
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1533            1935 Silver Jubilee 5c. used, 12c. mint, 20c. mint and used, each showing variety diagonal line by turret [Pl. 2A, 
R. 10/1], mainly fine. S.G. 245f-247f, cat. £475. Photo.                                                                                 £150-£200 

 1534            - 5c. used, 12c. mint, 20c. mint and used, each showing variety diagonal line by turret [Pl. 2A, R. 10/1], mainly 
fine. S.G. 245f-247f, cat. £475. Photo                                                                                                               £150-£200 

 1535            - 5c., 12c. and 20c. used, 12c. and 20c. mint, each showing dot to left of chapel variety [Pl. 2B, R. 8/3], 12c. with 
gum toning, otherwise mainly fine. S.G. 245g-247g, cat. £675. Photo.                                                        £150-£200 

 1536  H       - 5c. and 1r. showing dot by flagstaff [Pl. 4, R. 8/4], fine mint. S.G. 245h, 248h, cat. £560. Photo.         £150-£200 

 1537  Hb 1938-49 3c. reddish lilac and red in a mint block (2 x 4) two with sliced “S” at right (R 2/2, 3/2], fine, the varieties 
unmounted. S.G. 253, a.                                                                                                                                       £80-£100 

 1538            A mint and used collection in an album, incl. 1848-59 latest impression 1d. red-brown used, 1858-62 1s. used (4), 
1859 1d. and 2d, used, 1860-63 9d. mint (3), 1863-72 to 5s. mint, 1878 surcharged set unused, 1879-80 set unused, 
1887 2c. on 13c. with surcharge inverted used, 1900-05 set (less 1r.) overprinted “SPECIMEN”, mint to 5r., 1r. with 
watermark inverted mint and used, 1910 set overprinted “SPECIMEN” and set mint, 1913-22 set overprinted  
“SPECIMEN”, mint to 10r. (5), 1921-34 to 10r. mint, 1938-49 set mint, 10c. with sliced “S” at top mint, etc., very 
mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                                                              £2,000-£2,500 

 1539            A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1938-49 sets mint (4) and used (2), 1950 sets mint (5) and used (2), 
1953-58 sets mint (7) and used (4), 1965 sets mint (11) and used (6), etc. (100s)                                     £300-£400 

 1540            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mint and used collection in mixed condition in an album incl. imperfs. to 1s. used, 1877 surcharge 
1s. on 5s. used, 1921-34 Script to 5r. mint, 10r. used, range of later issues, etc. (few 100)                       £150-£200 

1531
1532

Ex 1533

Ex 1534 Ex 1535 Ex 1536
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Montserrat 

 1541 s      1876-83 1d. red right half vertical bisect tied by barred oval to piece from cover to St Kitts with light 1883 (Nov. 
14) Montserrat Paid c.d.s. alongside and Nov. 15 arrival below, slight staining. B.P.A. certificate (1964) S.G. 1a. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

 1542  Hb - 1d. red, variety watermark inverted and reversed in a mint block of 35 (7 x 5), unmounted except four, 
some light creases and minor perf separation otherwise fresh and fine. Believed to be the largest surviving 
multiple. S.G. 1y, cat. £1,750+. Photo.                                                                                                        £800-£1,000 

 1543  m      - 6d. green, variety inverted “S”, lightly cancelled, fine. B.P.A. certificate (1974) S.G. 2b, cat. £1,200. Photo.           
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

 1544   F        Sperati forgery ‘die proof’ of 1884 4d. in blue on wove paper (50 x 66mm), signed below and with handstamp on 
reverse. Photo.                                                                                                                                                    £100-£120 

1544 1541

1542

1543
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 1545   S        1903 Watermark Crown CA ½d. to 2s.6d., Watermark Crown CC 5s. set of ten, each overprinted “SPECIMEN” 
(Samuel type D12/a) and additionally handstamped “ULTRAMAR” in blue-violet for distribution to Portuguese 
colonies (only 25 sets possible), odd trivial imperfection but mainly fine without gum. S.G. 14s-23s vars. Photo. 
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 1546  H       1904-08 to 5s., mint, mainly fine. S.G. 24-33, cat. £300. Photo.                                                                  £120-£150 

 1547 s S   1916-22 Watermark Mult. Crown CA ½d. to 5s. set overprinted “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type D12) each showing 
short “N” in “SPECIMEN” and affixed to small individual pieces from De La Rue archives, the ½d. annotated “Aug 
1916/120 Set Key/” Ovpts”. Unique. (11) S.G. 49s-59s. Photo.                                                                     £200-£250 

 1548   P       - 3d. die proof of value in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm). Photo.                                                         £100-£120 

 1549  J + 1917-18 “WAR STAMP” overprint in red ½d. green, variety watermark inverted and reversed, upper right corner 
marginal plate no. block of four, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 60y, cat. £280+.                                           £120-£150 

 1550  Jb - 1918 black overprint ½d. and 1919 1½d. both in a complete sheet of 120, folded, odd trivial stain but mainly 
fine unmounted mint. S.G. 61, 62, cat. £750+.                                                                                               £110-£130 

 1551   P       1922-29 3s. die proof of value in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm) endorsed “BEFORE/STRIKING” and dated 
“9/5/22” in pencil. Ex Sussex. Photo.                                                                                                               £120-£150 

 1552   P       - 3s. die proof of value in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm) endorsed “AFTER/STRIKING” and dated “10/5/22” in 
pencil. Ex Sussex. Photo.                                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

Ex 1546 – Ex 1547 –Ex 1545

1552

1554

1553

1548

1557

1551
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Mauritius continued 

 1553   P       1922-29 4s. die proof of value in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm) endorsed “BEFORE/STRIKING” and dated 
“10/5/22” in pencil. Ex Sussex. Photo on page 199.                                                                                       £120-£150 

 1554   P       - 4s. die proof of value in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm) endorsed “AFTER/STRIKING” and dated “11/5/22” in 
pencil. Ex Sussex. Photo on page 199.                                                                                                             £120-£150 

 1555   P       1932 Tercentenary master die proof with value tablets blank, in black on glazed paper (73 x 46mm) backed by 
squared paper. Ex De La Rue archives. Photo.                                                                                               £500-£600 

 1556  H       1932 Tercentenary and 1935 Silver Jubilee sets mint, some rather heavily hinged otherwise fine. S.G. 84-97, cat. 
£191.                                                                                                                                                                         £70-£80 

 1557 b S   1942 ½d. green overprinted large “MUESTRA” in blue, top marginal block of ten (2 x 5) endorsed “Specimen” in 
selvedge, mainly fine with full gum, scarce and unusual. S.G. 101as. Photo on page 199.                       £150-£200 

 1558  J       1966 Churchill 1c. with variety cerise (sky) omitted, unmounted mint, overall gum toning but a scarce and  
dramatic variety. S.G. 179a, cat. £750. Photo.                                                                                                 £100-£120 

 1559  J       1976 Easter 5c. to $1 set with miniature sheet, each showing surcharge omitted, unmounted mint, fine. The sheet 
with R.P.S. certificate (1999). S.G. 353a-366a, MS367a, cat. £320.                                                              £100-£120 

 1560            A mint and used collection on leaves, incl. 1880 2½d. and 4d. unused and used, 1884-85 2½d. red-brown mint, 
½d. with detached triangle mint, 2½d, watermark inverted mint, 2½d. and 4d. overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1903 set 
overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1904-08 set mint, 1908-14 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, set mint, 1914 5s. overprinted 
“SPECIMEN” and mint single, 1916-22 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, set mint, 1922-29 set perfin/overprinted 
“SPECIMEN”, 1932 Anniversary set mint, 1938-48 set perfin “SPECIMEN”, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                
                                                                                                                                                                          £800-£1,000 

 1561            Q.E.II collection on leaves, mostly unmounted mint with many listed and unlisted varieties incl. 1974 University 
60c. watermark inverted (used), 1976 Easter miniature sheet surcharge omitted, 1976-80 2c. watermark Crown 
to right of CA corner block of four (R.P.S. certificate, 2015), 1981 Royal Wedding $3 and $4 sheetlets with  
watermark inverted, 1983 40c. on 25c. surcharge inverted block of four, 70c. on 10c. surcharge omitted in pair 
with normal, 1984 Birds 10c. printed on gummed side, Officials with scarce 1976 (Apr.) set of six (used), 1976-80 
16c. overprint inverted (2, used), 1980 20c. overprint double, 1982 Royal Wedding sheetlets with varieties incl. 
45c. on 90c. surcharge double 45c. on 90c. surcharge inverted, 75c. on $3 wmk. inverted, 75c. on $3 surcharge 
misplaced, 75c. on $3 albino impressions, 75c. on $4 error (wmk. inverted), $1 on $4 surcharge double, etc. mainly 
fine.                                                                                                                                                                       £500-£600 

 1562            Various Q.V. to K.G.VI on leaves incl. 1876-83 1d. (6, one bisected) used, 1d. watermark inverted unused, 6d. mint 
and used, 1d. and 6d. inverted “S” both used with faults, 1880 2½d. mint, 4d. mint and used, 1884-85 1d. unmounted 
mint corner block of six, 2½d. used, 2½d. watermark inverted mint and used, 4d. mauve unmounted mint marginal 
block of six (possibly the largest surviving multiple), later with “WAR STAMP” black overprints, 1918 ½d. and 1919 
1½d. both in a complete unmounted mint sheet of 120, 1916-22 2s. unmounted mint marginal block of four, 1932 
Tercentenary set mint, 1928-48 and 1951 (2) sets unmounted mint etc., mainly fair to fine.                 £400-£500 

 1563   S        Selection of “SPECIMEN” overprints incl. 1908-14 seven values to 5s., 1909 1s. with broken “M” in “SPECIMEN”, 
“WAR STAMP” 1917 red overprint and 1919 1½d., 1922-29 eleven values to 1s., 2½d. and 3s. horizontal strips of 
three (gum toned, one 2½d. rounded corner) and ½d. and 1d. newspaper wrappers. (29)                      £120-£150

1555
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 1564  m      Officials: 1976 (Apr.) “O.H.M.S.” type O1 5c. to $10 set, used, the 10c. with sheet no. “1750”, fine and scarce. (6) 
S.G. O1-O6, cat. £700. Issued for use only on mail from the Montserrat Philatelic Bureau and not available for 
sale either unused or used. Photo.                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

 1565 )      Covers and Cancellations: K.E.VII to Q.E.II collection of covers in a boxed Plymouth album and loose, philatelic 
and commercial incl. registered mail with 1905 to Germany with 1s., 1908 to Canada with 6d. and 1s., 1914 O.H.M.S. 
to Ireland franked 3d., 1917 to U.S.A. with 1d. and 3d., airmails, W.W.II censored incl. 1942 (Dec. 31) to U.S.A. 
with “PASSED BY CENSOR,/MONTSERRAT”, 1938-48 values to 10s., £1 on ‘Steele’ covers, etc. (41)     £150-£200 

 1566 ) (  - 1930 (June 6) Montserrat-Trinidad first flight cover, registered bearing ½d., 3d. and 1s. with violet flight cachet 
and Feb. 28 1931 arrival backstamp. Scarce, the flight having been originally delayed by bad weather. In Feb. 1931 

HMS “Dorsetshire” visited and left behind her seaplane to despatch the mail originally prepared for the flight. On 

arrival in St Kitts the covers were forwarded by surface mail. Photo.                                                            £100-£120 

 1567 ) (  - 1930 Delayed first flight, cover to Saint Lucia bearing ½d., 6d. pair cancelled 1930 (June 20) and with violet flight 
cachet overstruck by G.P.O. Plymouth 1931 (Feb. 23) c.d.s., returned undelivered with St Kitts Feb. 23, Castries 
Feb. 26 and Mar. 8 G.P.O. Plymouth return backstamps. Photo.                                                                £100-£120 

Morocco 

 1568           Locals: A display collection on leaves, incl. Mazagan, Mogador to Marrakech, Tangier, etc. (73)         £100-£120 

Morocco Agencies 

 1569            Gibraltar used in Morocco: A collection on leaves, incl. Tangier, Casablanca, Fez, Mogadir, Rabat, etc. (33 stamps 
and 3 covers)                                                                                                                                                         £80-£100 

 1570            Gibraltar Issues Overprinted: 1898-1900 Local Overprint 20c. olive-green and brown setting I in a complete 
mint sheet (12 x 10), one with inverted “V” for “A”, another with long tail “s”, some toning, a few perf. separations, 
mainly fine, most unmounted. Ex Kiddle. S.G. 3, 3a, 3b, cat. £2,964 as singles.                                         £350-£400 

 1571  m      - 1898-1900 1p. variety inverted ‘V’ for ‘A’, fine used. R.P.S. certificate (1988). S.G. 7a, cat. £375. Photo on page 
202.                                                                                                                                                                       £100-£150 

 1572            - A collection on leaves, incl. extensive range of listed varieties, 1898 to 2p. mint and used, 1899 to 2p. mint and 
used, 1903-05 to 5p. mint and used (cancellations not guaranteed), 1905-06 to 2p. mint and used, etc., slightly 
mixed condition. (123)                                                                                                                                       £400-£500 

1558

1566

1567Ex 1564
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Morocco Agencies continued 

 1573            British Currency: A mint and used selection on leaves, incl. 1907-13 values to 2s.6d. mint and used, range of 
Seahorses, etc., slightly varied condition. (96 stamps and one cover)                                                         £100-£150 

 1574  H       Spanish Currency: 1914-26 Waterlow 12p. on 10s. fine mint with variety surcharge double, one albino. S.G. 138a. 
cat. £275. Photo.                                                                                                                                                      £80-£90 

 1575            - A mint and used collection on leaves, incl. 1907-12 to 12p. on 10s. mint (2) and used, 1914-26 25c. on 2½d. 
watermark inverted mint, range of Seahorses with 10s. overprint double, one albino mint, 1948 Silver Wedding 
45pi. on £1 corner cylinder 1 block of four mint, etc., slightly varied condition. (100s)                           £250-£300 

 1576           French Currency: A collection on leaves, mint and used incl. 1917-24 values to 1f. on 10d. in corner control 
blocks of six, range of Seahorses, etc., slightly varied condition. (93 stamps and 2 covers)                        £80-£100 

 1577 (      British Post Office in Tangier: 1933 (June 22) Zeppelin flown cover for the 3rd South American flight, addressed 
to Santos, bearing British Currency 3d. and 1s., tied by oval “REGISTERED/BRITISH P.O. TANGIER” datestamp 
with usual two Zeppelin cachets. Photo.                                                                                                         £120-£150 

 1578            - A collection on leaves, incl. cylinders, 1948 Silver Wedding single with overprint at top unmounted mint, 1949 
and 1950-51 sets mint and used (cancellations not guaranteed), 1957 10s. corner block of four hyphen omitted 
mint, a few covers, etc., slightly varied condition. (100s)                                                                              £120-£150 

1571
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1591
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15841583
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 1579            A range overprinted “SPECIMEN”, incl. 1899 set, 1902-03 set, British Currency 1935-37 1925-361s., 1s. and 2s.6d., 
Spanish Currency 1907-12 40c. on 4d. (R.P.S. certificate, 1991) and 12p. on 10s., 1914-26 12p. on 1s., French 
Currency 1935-37 1f.50 on 1s. 3f. on 2s.6d., 6f. on 5s. (2), etc., mixed condition. (27)                             £250-£300 

 1580            A range of K.G.V unmounted mint control blocks of six (20), also K.E.VII (5) and K.G.VI (4) blocks, fine. Ex Oswald 
Marsh.                                                                                                                                                                  £250-£300 

 1581            A mainly K.G.V to early Q.E.II duplicated selection in an album, incl. British Currency 1935 Silver Jubilee sets 
mint (22) and used (6), French Currency 1935 Silver Jubilee sets mint (20) and used (9), Spanish Currency 1935 
Silver Jubilee sets mint (20) and used (7), 1948 Silver Wedding sets mint (45), etc., also a small range of Guernsey. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £180-£200 

 1582            A collection of covers, cards, stamps and pieces in two albums, incl. postal stationery, censored mail, etc. (138 
items)                                                                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

Nauru 

 1583   S        1916-23 De La Rue 2s.6d. sepia-brown and 5s. bright carmine overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 2s.6d. blunted perfs.  
otherwise fine, 5s. with patchy gum and black marks. S.G. 19s, 22s, cat. £675. Photo.                             £150-£200 

 1584  H       - 2s.6d. brown, 5s. bright carmine, 10s. deep bright blue (Brandon certificate, 1980) good mint. S.G. 21, 22. 23d, 
cat. £700. Photo.                                                                                                                                                 £200-£250 

 1585            A mint and used collection in an album, incl. 1916-23 4d. with overprint double, one albino mint with Brandon 
certificate (1979), 1s. overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 3d. single and block of four, 4d., 6d. and 9d. with short left stroke 
to “N” mint, 2d. with watermark inverted and reversed used, De La Rue 2s.6d. (2), 5s. (3) used, 10s. unused, 1919 
Bradbury 2s.6d. mint (4), used (3), 1924-48 set on greyish paper sets mint and used, set on white paper sets mint 
and used, some doubtful cancellations, etc., varied condition. (few 100s)                                              £800-£1,000 

Nepal 

 1586            1881 Kukris, ½a. to 4a., a selection on stockpages, incl. singles and pairs (250) and a range (200) in larger multiples 
with telegraphic cancellations. Ex Colin Hepper collection.                                                                        £500-£600 

 1587            A collection in an album, incl. stamps, varieties, covers, postal stationery, approx. 100 native covers, many scarce, 
also a range of Tibet. (100s)                                                                                                                        £1,000-£1,200 

 1588 )      A range of middle period covers on leaves, incl. range of frankings, etc. (32)                                           £180-£200 

 1589 )      1944 triple rate registered cover, native paper with five wax seals, sent from Lalitpur on Sept. 1, single franked 
32p. Sri Pashupati blue, scarce postal rate and franking. Ex Colin Hepper. Photo.                                   £100-£120 

 1590 )      Nepalese Courts in Tibet, 1905 Official stampless cover with large seal of Kuti court, manuscript Tatapani transit 
endorsement and clear strike of Chautura transit postmark. Ex Hepper. Photo.                                                         
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1591 )      - 1911 Official stampless cover with large seal of Kerong court, clear strike of large Rasuwa transit postmark and 
Kathmandu receiver. Ex Hepper. Photo.                                                                                                         £150-£200 

New Guinea 

 1592  H       1935 Air £2 and £5 mint, lightly toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. 204-5, cat. £1,100. Photo.                 £200-£250 
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New Guinea continued 

 1593            1939 issue, a selection, incl. set mint, values to 10s. and £1 used, mint marginal imprint blocks with 1d. block of 
eight, 1d., 1½d., 2d., 3d., 4d., and 5d. blocks of four, also 3d. pair used, etc., slightly varied condition. (59)             
                                                                                                                                                                             £350-£400 

 1594            A collection in an album, incl. 1925-37 to £1 mint, ½d., 1d., 1½d., 2d. and 6d. in mint marginal strips of four with 
imprints, to £1 used, 1931 (June) Air to £1 mint, 1931 (Aug.) to £1 mint, to 1s. in Ash imprint blocks of four, values 
to £1, 1931 (Aug.) Air to £1 mint, to £1 used, 1932-34 to £1 mint, values to £1 used, range of imprint blocks of 
four and pairs to 2s., 1932-34 Air to £1 used, 1935 £2 and £5 used, officials with 1931 set mint, 1932-34 set mint 
and used (less 3½d.), etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                  £1,000-£1,500 

 1595            A range of N.W.P.I. overprints with values to 10s. (7) and £1 (3) used, and 10s. and £1 (2) mint, 1915-16 watermark 
2 2s. used (R.P.S. certificate, 1987), etc., not all guaranteed, slightly varied condition. (approx. 170)    £400-£500 

 1596            Australian Occupation, a collection on leaves, incl. 1914 (Oct.)-15 range with 2d. on 20pf. “1” for “I” mint (Brandon 
certificate, 1997), 1914 (Dec.)-15 range to 5d. on 50pf. mint (B.P.A. certificate, 1985), and 8d. on 80pf. marginal 
mint example (Brandon certificate (1987), 1915 registration Kawieng (2), 1914 (Dec. 16) 5d. on 50pf. mint (B.P.A. 
certificate, 1958), etc., slightly varied condition. (100)                                                                                  £300-£400 

New Hebrides 

 1597            A mint and used collection in two albums, incl. English issues 1908 sets mint and used, 1910 set overprinted  
“SPECIMEN”, 1911 set overprinted “SPECIMEN” also set mint, set used on two registered 1918 covers to England, 
1920-21 watermarked “RF” 2d. on 40c. mint, 1925 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1938 set perfin “SPECIMEN” and 
set mint, postage dues with 1925 set mint, 1938 set perfin “SPECIMEN” and set mint, French issues with 1913 set 
mint, 1925 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1938 set perfin “SPECIMEN” also set mint, 1941 Adherence set mint, 
postage dues with 1935 set perfin “SPECIMEN”, many forged cancellations, etc. (100s)                    £1,000-£1,200 
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New Zealand 

 1598            1901 (Feb.-Dec.) ‘Pirie’ paper, 1d. carmine perf. 14, mint horizontal pair from the left of the sheet, variety  
imperforate vertically, 1902 (Apr.) perf. 14 1d. mint block of four with inverted watermark fine mint, and 1909-
27 watermark sideways on De La Rue chalk surfaced paper, 1d. imperf. block of four mint, mainly fine. Photo.   
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 1599  H       1906 Christchurch Exhibition 6d. with watermark sideways and reversed, mint, a few gum wrinkles, otherwise 
fine. S.G. 373 var. Photo.                                                                                                                                   £100-£150 

 1600   P       1909 1d., a group of proofs, comprising in black imperf. pair on orange card, imperf. single and part of two  
impressions on two sides of thin white card, imperf. pair on glazed card, imperf. block of four on thin white card 
and perforated block of four, and in carmine imperf. pair on gummed watermarked paper, imperf. block of four 
on gummed paper with sideways watermark and perforated block of four overprinted with two black lines, and 
1909 two proofs in black of the booklet pane of six, one on gummed watermarked paper and the other on medium 
glazed card, fine. (10 items)                                                                                                                              £100-£150 

 1601            1909-27 single watermark, De La Rue Paper, 1d. selection, incl. 1d. blocks of four (2) and pair with offset on back 
with “Q” flaw, 1d. marginal strip of three with double perforations in the margin, coil strip of six with double gum, 
coil strip of three with ‘feather’ flaw, etc. (19 items)                                                                                      £150-£200 

 1602            - Watermark 43 Jones chalky paper, a mint selection, incl. blocks of four (3, one with ‘feather’ flaw and one with 
top frame break), single with watermark inverted, pair with ‘globe’ flaw, coil strip of four, also Jones chalky paper 
1d. marginal imperf. pair with gum (crease in selvedge), etc. (9 items)                                                      £200-£250 

 1603  H + - Watermark 43 sideways De La Rue chalk-surfaced paper 1d. imperf. block of four, lower marginal mint, one or 
two minor gum wrinkles, otherwise fine. S.G. 408b, cat. £700. Photo.                                                       £150-£200 

 1604  H       - Watermark 43 Wiggins Teape paper, a mint selection, incl. single with watermark inverted, corner block of four 
with blurred print and sheet number, block of four with top frame break, block of four with ‘globe’ flaw, mainly 
fine. (6 items)                                                                                                                                                      £150-£200 

 1605            1913 Auckland Exhibition, a selection comprising four covers bearing the ½d., 1d., 3d. and 6d. to the same address 
in Dunedin, set on pieces with forged cancellations, 1914 cover to Victoria bearing 1d. sent via SS Niagara, also 
postcard of the exhibition.                                                                                                                                £300-£400 

 1606            - A selection, incl. set mint, 1d. block of four mint, 1d. with exhibition cancellation, 1d. coil strip of three mint, 
etc. (9 items)                                                                                                                                                        £150-£200 

 1607            1915-30 Recess imperforate colour trials 1½d (3), 2d. (4), 3d. (5), 4d. (3), 4½d. (3), 7½d. (4) also perforated 6d. (2) 
and 1s. (4), some in issued colours, all overprinted “COLOUR/PRINT”, on ungummed watermarked paper, mainly 
fine. (28)                                                                                                                                                               £200-£250 

 1608            - Imperforate plate proofs, 1½d. (12), 2d. (3), 2½d. (5), 3d. 9), 4d. (3), 5d. (2), 4½d., 6d. (9), 7½d., 8d. (5), 9d. (3), 1s. 
(4), mainly in black or grey, range of papers, mainly fine. (56)                                                                    £100-£150 

 1609            1948 Health set of imperf. plate proofs, each in a vertical pair on watermarked paper, fine with gum, 1953-59 
2s.6d., 3s., 5s. and 10s. imperforate plate proof marginal pairs affixed to card, and 1955 Health set of imperforate 
plate proofs, each in a horizontal pair on watermarked paper, fine without gum, also postal fiscal 1931-40 Cowan 
paper £4.10s. deep olive-grey, fine used with fiscal cancellation. S.G. 696-697 P, 733d-736 P, 742-4 P, F167. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £350-£400 

 1610  J       1960-66 2½d. with variety yellow omitted, in marginal pair, also a single with various colour shifts, stamps 
unmounted, fine. S.G. 784b. Photo.                                                                                                                   £80-£100 

 1611  J + 1967 2½c. imperf. corner block of four from the top right of the sheet, unmounted mint. S.G. 848b, cat. £300+. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                     £80-£100 

 1612  J       1969 Captain Cook Bicentenary 4c. imperf. vertical pair, marginal plate example, one stamp with small gum 
wrinkle, otherwise fine. S.G. 906a, cat. £425. Photo.                                                                                     £100-£150 
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 1613            A selection incl. 1874-76 range, 1882-1900 1d. imperf. proof in black on orange card, range of adverts on 1d., 2d. 
and 2½d. values, 1899-1903 ½d. to 5s. set, 1902-09 perf. 11 2½d. (4, one with watermark reversed, one inverted), 
3d. (3), 4d., 5d. (2), 6d. (4), 9d., 1s. (3), 2s. (2), 5s.,perf. 14 1½d., 2d. (2), 2½d., 3d., 4d. (3), 5d. (2), 6d. (2), 8d., 9d., 
1s. (2), 2s., 5s. mint, 1909-16 3d., 5d. (2) and 6d. in mint vertical pairs with se-tenant perfs., 1913 Auckland 
Exhibition ½d. to 6d. sets mint and used, ½d. and 1d. in used blocks of four on pieces, 1915-30 4d. imperf. plate 
proof block of four overprinted “CANCELLED”, 1936-42 Pictorial issue 3d. watermark inverted, perf. 12½ set mint, 
perf. 13½ x 14 2s. mint, perf. 14 x 13½ 2s. with “COQK” variety mint, 1935-36 2s. in a mint block of four from the 
top of the sheet one with variety “COQK” for “COOK”, 1953-59 1d., 2½d. and 6d. imperf. pairs, etc.                       
                                                                                                                                                                          £800-£1,000 

 1614            A K.G.V to K.G.VI collection in an album, incl. 1925 Exhibition 4d. mint and used block of four, showing 
“POSTAGF”, 1926-34 1d. booklet pane of six, 2s. and 3s. mint and used of each paper, 2s. and 3s. Jones paper with 
inverted watermark mint, 1915-33 ½d. booklet pane of six, 1931-40 postal fiscal 7s.6d. on unsurfaced paper mint, 
1931 Health sets mint and used, 1931-35 Air 3d. perf. 14 x 15 mint and used, 1934 Health 1d. + 1d. photographic 
essay, 1935-36 sets mint and used, 1938-44 counter coil pairs, etc., varied condition. (100s)              £800-£1,000 

 1615            A collection of 1d. Universal and 1d. Sideface issues in an album, written up and identified by Post Office, mainly 
all different offices with many scarce incl. adverts, etc. (approx. 800)                                                        £700-£800 

 1616            A selection, incl. Chalons, 1926 Field Marshal 1d. booklet pane of six mint, 1935-36 values to 1s. in mint blocks 
of four, 1955-59 1d. to 8d. in imperf. proof pairs, postal fiscal 1882-1930 6s. mint, 7s.6d. used (cancellation not 
guaranteed), Victoria Land 1911 1d. pair variety no stop after land mint (not guaranteed), etc. (42 items)             
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£300 

 1617            A mint and used collection in two albums, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. range of Chalons with 2d. imperf. proof pairs in 
black on card (2), Health sets, postal fiscals, etc. (100s)                                                                                £200-£250 

 1618            A selection of imperfs., incl. 1898 2d. imperf. proof block of four, 1908 1d. imperf. and perf. proof blocks of four 
in black, 1915-33 1½d. proof block of four in black, 1920 Victory 3d. and 1d. imperf. blocks of four, 1975-81 Rose 
3c. imperf. pair, etc. (15)                                                                                                                                    £100-£150 

 1619            A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in ten albums, mainly Q.E.II, incl. 1970s to 2000s mint issues with miniature sheets, 
etc. 100s)                                                                                                                                                              £100-£150 

 1620 )      Express Stamps: 1939 (Aug. 15) 6d. tied by Blenheim c.d.s. to printed “LAST DAY COVER” to Dunedin, the day 
date amended in ms. on cover, scarce. Photo.                                                                                                £100-£150 

 1621  H + Postage Dues: 1904-08 perf. 11 2d. corner block of four, mint, a few gum wrinkles, fine. S.G. D20, cat. £480. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1622            - A collection on leaves, incl. 1899-1900 large “D” set mint, small “D” set mint, type II large “D” set mint, small “D” 
set mint, 1925-35 perf. 14 x 15 set mint, range of covers etc. (123 stamps, 39 covers)                             £250-£300 

Officials 

 1623  H       1907-11 12d. to 5s., mainly fine mint, fresh appearance. S.G. O59-O67. Photo.                                      £250-£300 

 1624  H       1908-09 £1 rose-pink, fine mint. S.G. O72a, cat. £1,000. Photo.                                                                 £200-£250 

1623

1624

1625
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 1625  H       1910-16 3d. chestnut and 8d. indigo-blue with watermark inverted, in a mint mixed perfs. in vertical pairs, a few 
tone spots, otherwise fine. S.G. O74ab, O76cw, cat. £800. Photo.                                                               £120-£150 

 1626            1910-26 1d., a mint collection written up on leaves, incl. De La Rue paper single with misplaced overprint, block 
of four with offset on reverse, single with ‘feather’ flaw, block of six with “Q” flaw, marginal single with ‘globe’ flaw, 
Jones paper blocks of four (2, one marginal and with faulty top frame), art paper corner block of six with faulty 
top frame line and ‘feather’ flaw, single with ‘globe’ flaw, Cowan paper block of four with feather flaw, single with 
broken “N”, pair with faulty top frame line, block of twenty four with ‘globe’ flaw, watermark reversed blocks of 
four (2, one marginal with faulty top frame line), some unmounted, mainly fine. (19 items)                 £400-£500 

 1627            A mint and used collection in an album, incl. 1907-11 to 5s. used, 1910-16 set mint, 1913-25 5s. mint, 1915-27 
3d., 6d., 1s. (2) mint vertical pairs of mixed perfs, 1925 2s. mint pair, one variety no stop, 1927-33 5s. mint with 
B.P.A. certificate (1993), 1936-61 2s. perf. 13½ x 14 mint, 2s. perf 12½ with “COQK” error mint (2), perf 13-14 x 
13⅓ with “COQK” error mint, 1938-51 set mint, 1940 set mint, ½d. to 8d. with “ff” joined, 1954-63 1d., 2d., 3d., 
4d., 9d. and 1s. in imperforate pairs on gummed watermarked paper, 4d. printed on gummed side, etc. (few 100s)
                                                                                                                                                                          £800-£1,000 

Life Insurance 

 1628  H       1891-98 perf. 12 x 11½ 1s. horizontal pair, part original gum, minor creasing, otherwise fine. S.G. L6, cat. £1,600. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £300-£350 

 1629  H + 1913-37 De La Rue paper ½d. to 6d. in blocks of four, mint, fine. S.G. L24-31, cat. £900. Photo on page 208.       
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

 1630            - Cowan Paper 2d. pair unmounted mint and De La Rue 1½d. corner block of four mint with “GOVEPNMENT” 
flaw, and De La Rue 2d. pair long “T” in “GOVERNMENT” unmounted mint, fine. S.G. L26 var., L28 var., L34 var.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 1631            - A mint selection, incl. De La Rue paper set unmounted, Cowan paper perf. 14 set mint, 1d. with watermark 
inverted unmounted, 2d. and 3d. corner blocks of four with sheet numbers, Wiggins Teape paper ½d., 1d. and 6d. 
blocks of four unmounted, ½d. and 1d. (2) corner blocks of four with sheet numbers, etc. (25 items) £250-£300 

 1632            1944-47 issue, a mint selection, comprising set as singles and in blocks of four, and set in corner blocks of four 
with sheet numbers, mainly fine. (45)                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1633            1947-65 issue, an unmounted mint selection on leaves, incl. set in imperf. plate proof pairs, set in presentation 
leaflet, ½d. 1d. (2), 2d. (2), 2½d., 3d. (2), 4d. (2), 6d. and 1s. corner plate blocks of four, etc. (48 items)                   
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1634   P       1967-68 issue, an unmounted mint selection, incl. range of blocks of four with many plate blocks, 2c. on 2½d. 
pair with surcharge misplaced and double 2c., 3c. on 4d. single with overprint double, etc. (32 items)  £80-£100 

 1635            1969-76 issue, an unmounted mint selection, incl. range of plate and sheet value blocks of four and six with 15c. 
perf. 13½ chalky paper block of four, corner block of six and plate blocks of four and six, flaws with 4c. dot below 
“c” of “4c”, 4c. ‘vapour trail’, 15c. black dot on tower, 15c. white dot on tower, also a range from the 1978 and 1981 
issues. (88 items)                                                                                                                                                 £100-£150 

1621

1620

1628
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New Zealand Life Insurance continued 

 1636            An extensive used collection written up on leaves, incl. shades, watermarks, perforations, 1891-96 watermark 12c 
wide range of shades to 6d. (6) and 1s. (2), watermark 12b perf. 11 x 10 ½d. (10), 1902-04 perf. 11 2d. (4), perf. 14 
x 11 1d. (8), 1905-06 perf. 14 1d. (7), 1913-37 De La Rue paper to 3d. and 6d. (2), Cowan paper perf. 14 to 6d., 1d. 
watermark inverted, Wiggins Teape paper perf. 14 x 15 to 6d. singles (2) and pair, 1944-47 to 6d., also a mint 
ranges of the 1947-65 to 1969-76 issues, etc. (100s)                                                                                      £550-£600 

 1637            A collection on leaves, incl. 1891-98 perf. 12 x 11½ 6d. unused and ½d. to 1s. used, perf. 11 set mint, 1905-06 perf. 
11 2d. used pair and single, 1913-37 perf. 14 x 15 set (less 1/12d.), etc., mixed condition. (249)            £300-£350 

 1638            Postal Fiscals: A selection on leaves, incl. 1882-1930 30s., £5 and £6 pair imperforate plate proofs, perf. 12 to £1 
used, perf. 12½ to £1 used, perf. 11 2s.6d. (2), 3s. and 4s. mint, perf. 11 on Cowan paper 2s.6d., 3s., 10s. (2) mint, 
perf. 14 on Cowan paper 4s. mint, perf. 14 on De La Rue paper to £1 mint, perf. 14½ x 14 £1 mint, etc., mixed 
condition. (95)                                                                                                                                                    £700-£800 

 1639            - 1940-58 2s.6d., 4s., 5s., 8s., £1, £2, £3 and £4, all with inverted watermarks, mint, and 1931-40 Wiggins Teape 
paper 5s. with watermark inverted, used, slightly varied condition.                                                            £150-£200 

 1640            Postal Stationery: A collection in two albums and on leaves, incl. envelopes with 1899 1d. and 2d. unused, 1902 
1d. on 2d. used, registered envelopes 1898 3s. size F and G unused and used of each, postcards 1900 1d. with Boer 
War scenes unused (9), reply cards 1924 1d. plus defaced 1½d. on 2d. unused and used, officials, etc., varied  
condition. (few 100s)                                                                                                                                          £300-£400 

 1641   L       Literature: A small library, incl. The Postage Stamps of New Zealand vols. I to VIII, Postal Stationery parts 2 and 
3, etc.                                                                                                                                                                    £200-£250 

 1642            A collection of covers, cards, pieces and stamps in four albums, incl. commemorative cancellations, maritime mail 
with packet boat, loose letter cachets, military mail with F.P.O’s, Instructional marks, meter mail, Fanning Islands, 
range of mint and used stamps, etc. (100s)                                                                                                     £300-£400 

 1643 ) (  Airmails: 1935 (Apr. 16) East Coast Airways Gisborne-Napier printed first flight cover franked by Air 3d. scarce 
perf. 14 x 15 with Gisborne c.d.s. and arrival backstamp, clean vertical cover fold well clear. R.P.S. New Zealand 
certificate (1988) Campbell Paterson V1b(Z), cat. $2,500. Photo.                                                               £200-£250 

 1644 ) (  - A collection of covers and cards in an album, incl. 1921 (Apr. 11) cover from Timaru to Christchurch, with 
“AERIAL POST” cachet, 1931 (Feb.) emergency flights with Napier-Christchurch, Gisbourne-Hastings covers with 
“EMERGENCY EARTHQUAKE AIR MAIL” cachets, etc. (69 items)                                                              £200-£250 

 1645            Express Stamps: A selection on leaves, incl. 1926-27 perf. 14 x 14½ 6d. mint (2), perf. 14 x 15 6d. mint, 1937 perf. 
14 x 14½ 6d. mint, perf. 14 x 15 6d. mint, etc. (16)                                                                                        £100-£120 

 1646            Ross Dependency: A collection in an album, incl. 1967 2c. and 7c. in imperforate late proof pairs with gum, 3c. 
and 15c. in fine unmounted mint marginal blocks, both with variety watermark inverted, etc. (94)     £200-£250 

 1647            Tokelau Islands: A collection in an album, incl. Samoa used in, 1948 ½d. strip of four and pair, 1d. and 2d. pairs, 
imperforate plate proofs, f.d.c’s, etc. (117 stamps, 40 covers)                                                                      £200-£250 

Ex 1629
1643



The Nigerias 

 1648            Lagos: 1884-86 Watermark Crown CA 1s., 2s.6d. and 5s. mint, mainly fine. S.G. 26, 27, 28, cat. £1,148. Photo.    
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

 1649 )      - 1888 (Jan. 5) mourning envelope to Germany franked by 4d. pale violet with bars cancellation, despatch c.d.s., 
marked “3” and with Paid Liverpool Br. Packet Feb. 12 in red, backstamped Munich Feb. 14 arrival, punched filing 
holes repaired, and 1898 (Mar. 21) cover registered to Liverpool endorsed “per “Africa” S/S” and franked by 5d. 
dull mauve and green with nine bars cancellation, handstruck “R” in oval and superb Apr. 12 oval arrival. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 1650 )      - 1890 to 1902, four covers comprising 1890 fancy envelope to Stendal, Germany franked 4d., 1893 large registered 
cover to Nylstroom, Z.A.R. franked 1s.11½d. paid by 2d., 2½d., 3d., 4d. and 1s., 1900 O.H.M.S. envelope  
(foreshortened) to Hull with 2d. and 1s., and 1902 to London franked 1884 1d., poor to fine.               £100-£150 

 1651            Niger Coast Protectorate: Oil Rivers: 1893 (Sept.) ½d. type 2 in red on 1d. diagonally bisected, unsevered pair 
used, 1893 (Dec.) “HALF/PENNY.” type 4 in green on 2½d. mint, 1893 (Dec.) “Half/Penny” type 7 in violet on 2d. 
and “HALF/PENNY” type 9 in violet on 2d. used, and 1894 Opobo Provisionals, “½” type 15 in red on half 1d. dull 
blue vertical bisect tied to piece by Opobo River “AU 23/94” c.d.s., slightly varied condition. S.G. 7a, 11, 20, 29, 57. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £250-£300 

 1652 ) (  Airmails: 1931 (Nov. 5) 1½d. postal stationery envelope with additional ½d. and 4d., cancelled by “INTERNAL 
AIRMAIL/LAGOS” datestamps, addressed to The Residency, Buea. The flight was abandoned at Port Harcourt and 

mail forwarded by surface mail. Photo.                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1653            A K.G.V to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1935 Silver Jubilee sets mint (23) and used (15, not all  
cancellations guaranteed), 1936 set mint, set used (dubious cancellations), 1938-51 range of shades and perfs. to 
5s. mint (8, with two perf. 13 x 11½) and used (10), 1948 Silver Wedding sets mint (43) and used (5), 1953-58 sets 
mint (7) and used (6), 1961 sets mint (9) and used (7), 1965-66 sets mint (8) and used (7), etc. (100s)                    
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

Niue 

 1654            A mint and used collection in an album, incl. 1902 perf. 11 x 14 1d. pair with spaced “UE” and no stop mint, 1917-
21 2½d., 3d. and 6d. in mixed perf. in mint blocks of four, 1918-29 postal fiscals De La Rue set mint, Cowan paper 
set mint, 1920 set of imperforate plate proof pairs, 1931 set mint, 1932 set of imperforate plate proof pairs, 1935 
Silver Jubilee 2½d. vertical pair imperforate horizontally, 1938 2s. with watermark inverted mint, 1940 unissued 
1½d., 1941-67 set mint, 1950 set of imperforate plate proof pairs, etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)    £700-£800 
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North Borneo 

 1655 )      1896 (Mar. 17) and (Sept. 6) two ‘Kiderlen’ covers registered to Germany, the first from Sandakan bearing 1894 
Pictorial 1c. to 24c. set the latter from Kudat bearing 1894 Pictorial 1c., 2c., 3c. pairs and 8c. single, both with Ulm 
receiving mark on reverse. Photo.                                                                                                                    £150-£200 

 1656            1901-05, a mint and used selection on leaves, incl. overprinted “SPECIMEN” to 50c., $10 mint, range of  
perforations, etc., varied condition. (98)                                                                                                         £150-£200 

 1657            A selection, incl. 1886 “and Revenue” ½c. part gum, 1886-87 4c. pink mint block (3 x 3) with centre stamp with 
error 1c. pink mint, 1890 2c. on 25c. mint, 1894 1c. black and pink colour trial pair, 1916 Cross overprint 25c. 
mint, 1918 Red Cross perf. 14½-15 50c. and $1 mint, 1922 Exhibition 3c. stop after “EXHIBITION” used, 1939 25c. 
and $1 imperf. punched proofs of the frame, 1947 $5 frame broken at right mint, postal fiscal 1886 3c. on 4c., 
Labuan range of specimens, etc., slightly varied condition. (29)                                                                  £250-£300 

Nyasaland 

 1658   S        1896 1d. to £1 overprinted “SPECIMEN”, mainly good to fine with gum. S.G. 32s-40s, cat. £900. Photo.                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 1659  H       - 1d. to £1 mint, hinge remainders otherwise mainly good to fine. S.G. 32-40, cat. £2,400 Photo.         £350-£400 

 1660  H       1897-1900 1d. to £1 mint, hinge remainders, mainly good to fine. S.G. 43-51, cat. £1,400. Photo.       £250-£300 

 1661  m      - Watermark Crown CC 10s. black and olive-green, fine used. S.G. 50a, cat. £350. Photo.                       £90-£100 

 1662  H       1903-04 1d. to £1 set, mainly good to fine mint, hinge remainders. S.G. 59-66, cat. £750. Photo.         £250-£300 

 1663  H       1908-11 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 3d. purple on yellow and 4d. black and red on yellow, both with variety 
watermark inverted, fine mint, scarce. S.G. 75w, 76w, cat. £560. Photo.                                                    £150-£200 

Ex 1658 Ex 1659 Ex 1660

– 1655 –
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 1664   S        1913-21 Watermark Mult. Crown CA £10 purple and dull ultramarine overprinted “SPECIMEN”, slight tones, 
small red mark on reverse, otherwise fine with gum. S.G. 99s, cat. £800. Photo.                                      £150-£200 

 1665  H       1935 Silver Jubilee 1d., 3d. and 1s. variety ‘kite and vertical log’ [Pl. 2A, R. 10/6], mint, fine. S.G. 123k, 125k, 126k, 
cat. £1,020. Photo.                                                                                                                                              £200-£300 

 1666            - 1d. and 2d. both with ‘bird by turret’ variety [Pl. “7”, R. 1/5], mint and used examples of each, 1d. mint with 
lightly toned gum and 2d. used with major fault, otherwise mainly fine. S.G. 123m, 124m, cat. £1,000. Photo.      
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1667  m      1935 Silver Jubilee 1s. variety ‘kite and vertical log’ [Pl. 2A, R. 10/6], fine used. S.G. 126k, cat. £750. Photo.         
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

 1668   S        1938-44 original U.P.U. distribution ½d. to £1 set perforated “SPECIMEN”, mainly fine with gum. S.G. 130s-143s. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

 1669  H       - Values to 1s., both 5s., 10s. and £1, mint, mainly fine. Between S.G. 130-140. Photo.                           £100-£150 

 1670  H       - £1 variety serif on “G”, lightly hinged, fine. S.G. 143c, cat. £1,100. Photo.                                               £150-£200 

 1671   S        1945 ½d. to 20s. set perforated “SPECIMEN”, mainly fine with gum. S.G. 144s-57s. Photo.                    £150-£200 

 1672            A selection on leaves, incl. 1891-95 to 10s. mint and used, 1892-93 surcharged sets mint and used, 1895 no  
watermark to £1 (regummed), 1897-1900 set to £5 overprinted “SPECIMEN” , 1898 setting II 1d. used (3), 1903-
04 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, etc., mixed condition. (137)                                                               £1,000-£1,200 

 1673            A collection in an album, incl. 1908-11 set (less 2s.6d.) overprinted “SPECIMEN”, mint to £1, 1913-21 set  
overprinted “SPECIMEN”, mint to £1 (2), 2s. and 4s. with break in scroll mint, 1921-33 2s.6d. break in lines below 
left scroll used, 1938-44 set mint, etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)                                                        £900-£1,000 

Ex 1662
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Pakistan 

 1674            A group of imperforate items, comprising 1958 2nd Anniversary 15r. blocks of four (2), 1948-56 25r. block of four, 
and 1961-63 75p. and 2r. blocks of eight, mainly fine.                                                                                     £80-£100 

 1675            A collection in five albums, incl. range of local overprints, 1947 set mint, 1948-57 set mint, range of varieties,  
officials with 1948-54 set mint, postal stationery, cancellations, etc., varied condition. (100s)               £250-£300 

 1676            Officials: 1951 4th Anniversary of Independence set in sheets of eight, unmounted mint, some perf. separation, 
otherwise fine. S.G. cat. £1,280.                                                                                                                        £250-£300 

Palestine 

 1677            A selection on leaves, incl. 1918 and 1920 issues with minor varieties, 1927-35 to 200m. mint (2) and used (3), 
postage dues with 1938-44 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, etc., slightly varied condition. (100s)             £150-£200 

 1678            Postage Dues: 1923 1m. imperf. pair, 2m. marginal imperf. pair and 8m. imperf single, a few wrinkles, otherwise 
fine with gum. S.G. D1a, D2a, D4 var. Photo.                                                                                                 £100-£150 

Papua 

 1679  H       1901-05 watermark horizontal 4d. variety deformed “d”, mint, some ink on reverse, otherwise fine. S.G. 5a, cat. 
£800. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £200-£250 

1679 1680

1681

– 1682 –
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 1680  H       1901-05 watermark vertical 4d. variety deformed “d”, part gum, fine. S.G. 13a, cat. £750. Photo.         £120-£150 

 1681  m      1906 watermark vertical 1s. used, very minor creasing, otherwise fine. Ceremuga certificate (2010). S.G. 27, cat. 
£1,400. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £300-£400 

 1682   S        1932 9d. and 1s.3d. overprinted “SPECIMEN”, with large part gum, some toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 127s-128s, 
cat. £750. Photo.                                                                                                                                                 £150-£200 

 1683            A mint and used collection of Lakatoi issues on leaves, incl. 1901-05 watermark horizontal to 2s.6d. mint, to 1s. 
used, ½d. block of four mint, watermark vertical to 1s. mint, 1906 range, 1907 to 2s.6d. mint and used, 1907-10 
and 1910-11 ranges to 2s.6d., 1911-15 to 2s.6d. mint and used, 1916-31 to 10s. used, 1930 3d. and 6d. in marginal 
blocks of six and 1s. in marginal block of ten with Ash imprints, etc., mixed condition. (100s)             £400-£500 

 1684            A collection in an album, incl. small group of Queensland used in Papua, 1932-40 set mint and used, 4d., 6d., 9d. 
and 1s. imprint blocks of four, 1934 Declaration set in imprint blocks of four and pairs used, 1935 Silver Jubilee 
set in imprint blocks of four, 1952-58 set mint, etc., varied condition. (100s)                                           £300-£400 

 1685            Officials: A collection of official Lakatoi issues on leaves, mint and used, incl. values to 2s.6d., etc., varied condition. 
(104)                                                                                                                                                                     £100-£150 

 1686            A selection in two stockbooks, incl. New Guinea, Papua with 1910-11 to 2s.6d. (2) mint, 1911-15 to 2s.6d. mint, 
1932-40 set mint, etc., varied condition. (few 100s)                                                                                      £300-£350 

 1687            Papua New Guinea: Aerogrammes, a heavily duplicated accumulation from 1962 to 1997, mainly unused, a few 
c.t.o. (1,500+)                                                                                                                                                      £100-£150 

Philippines 

 1688 +       1970-75 10s. Ponce and 40s. Malvar imperf. blocks of four, fine. S.G. 1178, 1180 vars., ex Bradbury Wilkinson. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                       £70-£80 

 1689            Revenues: 1930s Internal Revenue stamps from 1 cent to 10 pesos: Eight values in vertical strips of seven plus 
one value in two part strips (total 63 useable stamps). Some adhesion from original tissue backing but otherwise 
unmounted mint and scarce in this quality.                                                                                                   £120-£150 

 1690            - 1930s Internal Revenue Stamps, 1c. to 10p., a range of eight values in strips of seven, plus one in two part strips, 
some adhesion from original tissue backing but otherwise unmounted mint and scarce.                       £120-£150 

Portugal & Colonies 

 1691            An accumulation in an album and loose, incl. range of early issues, covers with pre-stamp, 1832 cover from Ponta 
Delgada to Porto with boxed “SAO MIGUEL”, much Azores with group of early stamps each with R.P.S. certificate 
(1971-2013) incl. 1868-70 imperf. 20r. mint (3) and used, 50r. used, 80r. mint, unused and used, 100r. mint, etc., 
varied condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                     £300-£400 

 1692            A selection on leaves, incl. 1917-26 3E. pink mint, 1928 Independence to 4E.50 mint, etc., very mixed condition. 
(few 100s)                                                                                                                                                            £100-£120 

 1693            Portuguese Colonies: Azores: 1911 overprinted postage due 5c. bisect, fine used on piece. Photo.    £150-£200 

 1694 )      - Mozambique Company: An accumulation of covers and cards, all with triangular issues of 1937 either as single 
or mixed frankings incl. much commercial mail, 1935 triangular airmail multi frankings and some 1939 President’s 
visit issues on cover, etc., mixed condition (38)                                                                                             £200-£220 

Puerto Rico 

 1695            Cinderellas: St Thomas-Porto Rico, 1869 Clara Rothe ½c., 1c., 2c., 3c., 4c., ½r., 1r. and 2r. imperforate proofs in 
black on thick paper, (not listed in Ringstrom & Tester), extremely rare, also normal ½c. (2), 1c., 2c. block of five, 
3c. block of four, with gum. Photo.                                                                                                                  £700-£800 
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The Rhodesias 

British South Africa Company 

 1696   S        1898-1908 set (less 3d.) overprinted italic “Specimen”, the 7s.6d., 10s. perforated “SPECIMEN”, mainly good to 
fine with gum. S.G. 75s-90s. Photo.                                                                                                                 £100-£120 

 1697  m      1910-13 5d. lake-brown and green [pos. 49], perf. 14, fine used with Salisbury c.d.s., small thin. B.P.A. certificate 
(2021). S.G. 143a, cat. £1,600. Photo.                                                                                                               £300-£400 

 1698            - £1 crimson and slate-back (2), one on Deed of Transfer with Arms 3s. (2) and Admiral 1s. (2), other with perfined 
date on Marriage Agreement with South Africa 2s. with manuscript cancellation alongside, both documents with 
Bulawayo oval cancellations, also 1922 Quit Rent receipt with Admiral 2s. (6) and Southern Rhodesia 1924 Admiral 
£1 in a fine mint pair.                                                                                                                                         £100-£150 

 1699   S        1913-22 ½d. to £1 set of nineteen values overprinted “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type W2 except 1½d. type W3), mainly 
fine with gum. Btwn. S.G. 186s and 249s. Photo.                                                                                           £400-£500 

 1700   S        - ½d. to £1 overprinted “SPECIMEN” (less 1½d.), each with small part gum and adhesion on reverse, mainly fine. 
(18) Photo.                                                                                                                                                           £300-£400 

 1701  H       1913-19 £1 mint, minor gum wrinkle, otherwise fine, also 1911-13 1d. mint. S.G. 242, cat. £400. Photo.               
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 1702            A mint and used collection on leaves, incl. 1896 set mint and used, 1898-1908 £2 mint, 1905 Falls sets mint and 
used, also 1s. and 5s. overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1909-12 to £1 used, 1910-13 perf. 14 8d. mint, etc., mixed condition. 
(few 100s)                                                                                                                                                            £600-£700 

 1703            Revenues: A selection of 38 documents from 1893 to 1919, bearing range of frankings to £2, some combinations 
with Southern Africa, etc.                                                                                                                                 £300-£350 

Northern Rhodesia 

 1704            1935 Silver Jubilee 1d. mint and used, 2d. mint and used, 3d. mint, each showing diagonal line by turret [Pl. 2A, 
R. 10/2], mainly fine. S.G. 18a, 19a, 20a, cat. £895. Photo..                                                                           £200-£300 

 1705            - 1d. mint and used, 2d. mint, 3d. used, each showing diagonal line by turret [Pl. 2A, R. 10/1] mainly good to fine. 
S.G. 18a, 19a, 20a, cat. £620. Photo.                                                                                                                 £150-£200 

 1706  I       - 1d., 2d. and 3d., each showing variety variety dot to left of chapel [Pl. 2B, R. 8/3], mint, 2d. with toned gum,  
otherwise fine. S.G. 18g, 19g, 20g, cat. £1,125. Photo.                                                                                   £300-£400 

Ex 1696 1697 Ex 1699 Ex 1700 1701

Ex 1704
Ex 1705
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 1707            A collection in two albums, incl. 1925-29 set (less 2s. and 10s.) overprinted “SPECIMEN”, set mint, to 10s. used, 
1935 Silver Jubilee 1d., 2d. mint and 3d. used all with dot to left of chapel, 1d. used with dot by flagstaff, 1938-52 
set (less 4½d. and 9d.) perfin “SPECIMEN”, also set mint, 1½d. with ‘tick bird’ used, 1963 3d. variety value omitted 
mint, Zambia 1965 6d. with red omitted mint, 1966 W.H.O. 3d. with gold omitted mint, postage due 1929-52 set 
perfin “SPECIMEN”, postal stationery, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                    £1,000-£1,200 

 1708            A small group, incl. 1936 Silver Jubilee 6d. diagonal line by turret mint, 3d. dot to left of chapel mint, 1963 postage 
due set in c.t.o. blocks of four, etc., also Rhodesia and Nyasaland 1954-56 group of imperf. proofs. (13)                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

†1709            A K.G.V to early Q.E.II collection, incl. 1925-29 values to 7s.6d. and 10s. used, 1938-52 to 20s. mint, etc. (66)     
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

Southern Rhodesia 

 1710            A mint and used collection on leaves, incl. 1924-29 set mint, range of Waterlow & Sons proofs, 1d. perforated pair 
imperforate between vertically (damaged) affixed to Waterlow card, 1931-37 set mint, 1940 Jubilee 3d. with cave 
flaw mint and used, 1953 sets mint and used, etc., varied condition. (few 100s)                                       £500-£600 

 1711            Selection from 1924 to 1953 with large and small security punctures incl. 1924 3d., 1932 3d. pair, 1953 Rhodes 
½d., 1d. and 2d. central vignettes only, etc. (13)                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1712            Revenues: Selection of documents from 1927 to 1969 bearing frankings to £20, some combinations with Southern 
Africa, etc. (29)                                                                                                                                                   £220-£250 

 1713            Rhodesia & Nyasaland: A collection on leaves, incl. 1954-56 sets mint and used, 1959-62 sets mint and used, 
range of Waterlow & Sons imperforate proofs with small punch holes, etc. (257)                                   £200-£250 

Romania 

 1714            1931 Army issue, 36 sets, unmounted in part sheets and blocks. S.G. 1209-1215.                                   £150-£200 

 1715            A mint and used collection in a printed album, incl. Post Office set used on thick toned wove paper, 1931 and 
1932 Boy Scouts sets mint, 1932 Medical Conference set mint, etc. (100s)                                               £150-£200 

Russia 

 1716 +      1924-25 Soldier 1k. block of four with major perforation and printing error due to paper fold, unmounted mint, 
and 1927 14k. pair with perforation error and red displaced. Photo.                                                            £80-£100 

1706

– 1716 –
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Saint Helena 

featuring the John Newby Collection 

Postal History & Covers 

 1717 )      1782 entire letter written on board the “Nassau–at Sea–17th March 1782” with coordinates by John Agnew to 
his brother in Dumfrieshire, showing two Bishop marks and rated “2N2”. Fascinating contents regarding the  
routing of earlier letters and the intention for this item, “The Packet bound to St. Helena . . . has just now made 
us a signal for leaving the fleet and sending any letter we may have on board of her . . I have likewise served the 
opportunity of writing a few lines to you by her which you perhaps will receive sooner . . . as the India Fleet homeward 
bound which touches at St. Helena will have the care of our letters.” Ex Lampart. Photo.                        £250-£300 

 1718 )      1790 entire sent by James Crichton from London to Scotland immediately upon his return from St Helena (and 
China), including the comments “Judge however my own situation lately on arriving at St Helena...”, “The night 
after we anchored at St Helena I wrote you by the Berrington...” and “We have had a most rapid passage from St 
Helena”. Rated “9”(d.) and with “JY/31/90” Bishop mark on reverse. Ex Heijtz. A most interesting item with a very 
early reference to the island. Photo.                                                                                                                 £200-£250 

 1719 )      1816 ‘Bootleg’ mail entire letter to Middlesex, headed “H M Ship Northumberland/April 19th 1816 at/St. Helena” 
privately carried to Portsmouth with June 20 datestamp and red oval “10 o’Clock/JU 21/1816 F.N.B.”, rated “8” 
for inland postage only. The sender reports on Napoleon’s well-being on the island and confirms to his cousin that 

he has acquired the former Emperor’s handkerchief as requested. Ex Groten and Heijtz. Photo.            £500-£600 

 1720 )      Early Inland Letter, 1817 entire letter headed from “Prospect Hall, St. Helena/March 14th 1817” addressed to Sir 
Thomas Reed, Adjutant to the Governor Sir Hudson Lowe and handcarried by messenger, the letter written by 
Mr. J. Legg containing a riposte to his reported conversation with Napoleon reported in the Observer and providing 
his own full account of his family’s meeting with Bonaparte, fragile with folds reinforced. Ex Groten and Heijtz. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £500-£700 

 1721 )      1820 entire to London dated “St Helena/Novr 10 1820”, the letter commenting how to send newspapers to the 
island “The safest way to get the papers regularly on this island is to put them up in parcels every Saturday & put 
them into the General Post Office addressed to me Care of S Twycrop Esq, Cape of Good Hope, who will forward 
them regularly to me”. Rated “1/4” with framed “DEAL/SHIP LETTER” marking and London Jan. 15 1821 arrival 
datestamp, filing folds. Ex Heijtz. Photo.                                                                                                         £300-£350 
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Saint Helena continued 

 1722 )      1822 entire to the East India College in Hertford, endorsed on obverse “Letter from India - by Kingston - February 
27/1822” the letter commenting that “The Albion and Kingston only touch at St Helena, so I trust you will receive 
the letters by them...”, rated “1/4” (corrected from “1/-”) and with fine strikes of framed “INDIA LETTER/ 
HASTINGS”, “MADRAS/SHIPLETTER/GPO/27FE27/1822” and London Aug. 28 arrival. Ex Heijtz. Photo.                
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

 1723 )      1828 entire letter from midshipman Peter Grieve on board “H.C.S. Bridgewater at Sea/March 11th 1828” returning 
from China, addressed to his mother in Scotland showing stepped “WEYMOUTH/SHIP LETTER” and faint framed 
cross-border additional “½” having been sent off Portland Point and received three days later, the letter describing 
the recent visit to Saint Helena – a mixed review, complimenting the “pretty town” but the island “is the most 
dismal place I ever saw in all my life”. Ex Lampart. Photo.                                                                          £140-£160 

 1724 )      1831 large part wrapper from Ireland to the Secretary to the Court of Directors of the East India Company in 
London endorsed “for prize money for capture of Dutch ships off St Helena”, with straight line “MYSHALL”, Feb. 8 
arrival datestamp and rated “1/4”. Contents mentions a Dutch ship captured at St Helena in the year 1806. Soiled 
and other faults but a most interesting historical item. Ex Heijtz. Photo.                                                  £100-£120 

 1725 )      1836 entire letter to Utica headed “St. Helena/15 October 1836”, with red Boston Dec. 14 c.d.s. in red, redirected 
to Augusta, written by Agnes Brookhouse to Mrs. Mary Sampson, part reverse missing but contents of interesting 
letter incl. availability of shipping accommodation etc. is intact. Agnes Matilda Brookhouse (1816-1846) was the 

wife of Capt. John Farley Brookhouse (1807-1851) of Salem and daughter of U.S. Consular Commercial Agent 

William Carroll. Photo.                                                                                                                                        £120-£150 

 1726 )      1838 entire letter to U.S.A. headed from “St. Helena/30th Decr. 1838”, written by Agnes Brookhouse to Mrs. Mary 
Sampson in Utica and redirected to Augusta with first ms. ratings deleted, finally noted “51½”, and showing circular 
“NEW YORK/SHIP/FEB/15”, double oval “UTICA/Feb20/N.Y.” and straight line “FORWARDED” all in red, with ink 
stain but most interesting.  Photo.                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

 1727 )      1840 entire to London headed “St Helena/4th August 1840”, privately carried without postal markings and  
containing long cross-written message, fine and attractive. Ex Heijtz. Photo.                                           £200-£250 

 1728 )      1851 incoming ship rate small envelope addressed to Chief Justice & Queen's Advocate John Norcross Firmin 
with receiver’s note “Rec. Frm. Resident 6th Feby. 1852”, rated “8” and showing London Oct. 2 Paid c.d.s. both in 
red, reverse upper flap missing otherwise fine. Photo.                                                                                  £120-£150 

 1729 )      Early Incoming Mail, 1854 (July 11) paid ship letter envelope from Waterford, Ireland endorsed “By “Earl of Derby” 
or first vessel”, rated “8”(d.), the ship rate to St Helena having reverted temporarily between Apr. and Oct. 1854 
due to the absence of packets, with “3” noted for the island’s share of the postage. Ex Groten, Montrose, Lampart 
and Heijtz. A new packet service had been introduced in Aug. 1848 at a rate of 1s. per ½oz. but the ship mail 

option remained available, the rate falling to 6d. per ½oz. after 1854. Photo.                                          £300-£350 

 1730 )      THE EARLIEST RECORDED EXAMPLE OF THE “ST. HELENA” OVAL DATESTAMP, Fine strike dated 
“MR29/1855” in red on paid Ship Letter to France via London headed “Ste. Hélène le 29 Mars 1855”, rated 
“1/1”, 1s.4d. being the ½oz. rate to France with 3d. credited as St Helena’s share, with London “PAID/ 
14MY14/1855” and “P-D” in red, transit and Nantes May 16 arrival c.d.s’s. Ex Groten, Montrose and Heijtz. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                           £1,000-£1,200 
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 1731 )      Anglo-French Accountancy Markings, 1856 (Apr. 17) very good strike on unpaid Ship Letter wrapper to 
France via London with boxed “COLONIES/ART-18” Anglo-French accountancy marking, both in red, with 
ms. “6” (ship rate), “3” (island’s share) and charged “15”(décimes) for total charge, transit and Nantes May 
27 arrival datestamps. Illustrated on p.26 of Postal History and Stamps by Edward Hibbert (1979). Ex 
Lampart and Heijtz. Very rare, this being one of just two known examples of the “COLONIES/ART-18” marking 
on unpaid Saint Helena mail. Photo.                                                                                                        £1,000-£1,200 

 1732 )      The Oval Datestamp, 1862 (Feb. 12) fair strike in red on Paid Packet Letter whaler’s cover to New Bedford, Mass., 
rated “1/1” being the 1s.2d. Packet rate to U.S.A. (½oz. rate 1854-63) less 1d. share due to St Helena, with Mar. 
31 red London Paid transit and “NEW YORK/AM PKT/5/APR/16” c.d.s., next day arrival backstamp. Ex 
‘Ayre’/’Jamestown’. Photo.                                                                                                                                 £200-£250 

 1733 )      1868 early incoming cover from England to the small garrison “Via the Cape”, addressed to Capt. Oliver of the 
Royal Artillery and bearing on the reverse remarkable 1d. pl. 85 NE-OJ block of twelve cancelled by “F” barred 
ovals, marked “11” in red, showing May 8 London Paid c.d.s. in red and indistinct Ascension transit, the cover 
stained and significantly damaged, the franking on the obverse having been torn away but a rare and unusual item. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

1732

1733

1734
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 1734 )      1878, the earliest recorded example of the first St Helena “T” tax marking (Mabbett type 1) on Solomon, Moss, 
Gideon & Co., St Helena (embossed on flap) envelope to Bordeaux, with handstruck “11” (décimes) and ms. “50” 
(centimes, British share of postage)” with Cape Packet Plymouth Apr. 11, same day London and Bordeaux Apr. 
13 arrival backstamps, pale Angl. Amb. Calais Apr. 11 transit on obverse. Enclosed letter dated “Ste Hélène le 29 
mars 1878”, rare and important. Ex Heijtz. Only a handful of examples of the St Helena “T” marking have been 

recorded, all between 1878 and 1886. Photo.                                                                                                £600-£700 

 1735 )      1879 (Feb. 19) envelope to London franked 1s. deep green perf. 14 x 12½, soiled and other faults; 1880 (Apr. 23) 
Government House crested envelope sent stampless and rated “1/-” in black with despatch and May 3 receiving 
c.d.s’s, the cover damaged at left but rare. (2 items)                                                                                      £100-£120 

 1736 )      1881 (Jan. 22 ) envelope (torn on opening) with contents, registered to London, bearing 1864-80 perf. 12½ 
4d. carmine (type B) words 18mm long (minute tear), and perf. 14 x 12½ 1s. deep green, cancelled by oblong 
of dots and wedges (CNA 2), and showing red oval “REGISTERED/ST. HELENA” with manuscript “5” within, 
a rare early registered item. S.G. 14, 26. Ex Hibbert and Amos. Photo.                                        £1,200-£1,400 

 1737 )      1892 to 1896, three covers and two fronts to England at 6d. rate showing range of composed frankings and all 
with ‘cork’ cancellations, incl. 1892 with 6d. grey cancelled by sunburst and 1896 four colour franking with blocks 
in square. (5 items)                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1738 )      1893 (Oct. 26) envelope to California with 1884-94 2½d. strip of three paying 7½d. foreign rate, with Circle of 
Arrows cork cancellations, marked 1½” in red for postage share, backstamped London Nov. 20, New York Nov. 
29 and San Jose Dec. 4 arrival, horizontal cover crease unobtrusive. Photo.                                             £200-£250 

 1739 )      1895 (Sept. 10) double rate envelope to England addressed to an unmarried lady from the celebrated Moresby 
family, franked 6d. (2) with St Andrew’s Cross cancellation, twice redirected, from Middleton, Yorks. to Sheerness 
and subsequently to Staines with transit and Sept. 30 final arrival datestamp. Photo.                             £150-£180 

17391738
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Saint Helena continued 

 1740 )      1896 (Apr. 18) colourful envelope to Wolverhampton bearing remarkable ten adhesive franking by surcharged 
values to 5s. with 1887 6d. and 1890 1½d. cancelled by St Andrew’s Crosses with Apr. 27 arrival backstamp. Ex 
Lampart. Photo.                                                                                                                                                  £150-£200 

 1741 )      1896 (May 18) envelope registered to France bearing 1868 5s,. yellow tied by Quartered Circle of 13 Bars with 
oval registration mark in red, June 11 London hooded transit and backstamped next day Paris arrival, attractive. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

 1742 )      1897 to 1903, four covers to England, U.S.A. or Belgium at 2½d. rate with franking differently composed,  
comprising 1897 to Banbury with key plate ½d. and 2d., 1898 to Brussels with key plate 2½d., 1901 to 
Massachussetts with 1893 ½d. and 1894 2d. and 1903 to California with 1893 2½d.                               £120-£140 

 1743 )      1899 to 1907, eight covers to England at 1d. rate paid by range of adhesives incl. 1897 ½d. pair on 1899 cover with 
unusual bars cancellation and 1902 ½d. pair on 1902 cover with late use of Maltese Crosses in Circles, also 1900 
to London at double rate with 1890 1d. and key plate ½d. (2). (9 items)                                                    £120-£150 

 1744 )      1899 (June 13) envelope registered to Minneapolis franked at double rate by 1884-94 1d. and 3d. pair cancelled 
by light c.d.s’s with red registered oval numbered “18” and circular framed reversed “R” in violet, backstamped 
Liverpool June 30, New York and purple three line arrival, cover very slightly trimmed at side. Rare, the reversed 

“R” known usually on ‘Ackerman’ covers to Banbury cancelled on previous day, the registration numbers ranging 

from approx. “55” to “147”. Photo.                                                                                                                  £300-£400 

 1745 )      1900 to 1910, attractive selection of six registered covers to England (2), France or Germany (3) variously marked 
incl. registered ovals in red, violet or black, 1900 4½d. rate to Berlin with four colour franking, 1907 to London 
with unframed “R”, combination frankings etc. Photo.                                                                                 £250-£300 

17411740

1744

1745
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Anglo-Boer War 

 1746 )      1900, 1901 five incoming covers from Cape Colony or Boer republics addressed to P.O.W’s on the island, all  
censored, one with local uninitialled type 1, poor to fine.                                                                            £100-£120 

 1747 )      1900 (Apr. 25) The Earliest Known Saint Helena Censored Cover, envelope to the Transvaal via Delagoa Bay, with 
“CENSOR/PRISONERS OF WAR” type 1 marking uninitialled, and franked by 1890-97 ½d. with 1d. pair tied by 
scarce ‘Lines and pads’ cork cancellations (Proud K90) with “ST HELENA/AP 25/1900” despatch c.d.s. Cape Town 
May 2, Lourenço Marques May 22, Pretoria May 24 and Potchefstroom May 24 arrival backstamps, some tears, 
vertical crease and soiling but an important item Ex Heijtz. The previously recorded earliest censor cover from the 

island had been dated Apr. 28 1900. Photo.                                                                                                    £300-£350 

 1748 )      1900 (June 5) to Châtillon-sur-Indre, France and (June 20) to the Dutch Consul in Cape Town, two covers showing 
fine strikes of type 1 circular censor cachet in bluish black initialled “JHMB” (J.H.M.Brown), the first (ex Lampart) 
franked key plate 2½d. and rather stained but addressed by Gustav Marsy (captured in April at the Battle of Boshoff) 
and with June 23 arrival, the second with 1d. and July 3 arrival. (2 items)                                                 £100-£120 

 1749 )      1900, 1901 five covers, variously addressed, showing type 1 circular censor cachet comprising 1900 (July 9) to 
Arnheim, Holland franked ½d., 1d. (2), (Oct. 13) to Beaufort West, Cape Colony, 1901(Apr. 9) to Klerksdorp, 
Transvaal (with also type 6 “*DEAD*WOOD*CAMP*” straight line on reverse) and (Apr. 27) to London each franked 
1d. and with cachet initialled “E.W.” (E. Walton), and attractive 1901 (May 28) to Paris with cachet initialled 
“F.W.A.” (F.W. Alexander) and combination franking of 1d. and 2d. with key plate 1d. and 1½d. cancelled 30 Bars 
forming a Circle.                                                                                                                                                 £150-£200 

 1750 )      1900 (July 20) underpaid cover to Eikenhof, Transvaal showing early use of rare type 3 boxed “T/. . . .C” 
with “15” added in blue pencil. bearing 1d. cancelled by 8 Long Thin Bars with type 1 circular censor initialled 
“EW” (E. Walton) and handstruck “3d.” marking. Photo.                                                                             £200-£250 

 1751 )      1900 attractive registered cover to Durban franked by 1d. red (2) and 2½d. ultramarine with Maltese Cross  
cancellations and type 1 circular censor cachet without initials, backstamped Cape Town Sept 26 transit and Oct. 
1 arrival. Ex Lampart. Photo.                                                                                                                            £250-£300 

1747

1750

1751
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Saint Helena continued 

 1752 )      1901 (Feb. 19) envelope to Cape Colony franked 1d. tied by Nine Long Thin Bars and fine type 8 
“*DEAD*WOOD*CAMP*” straight line, type 1 circular censor in violet at lower left initialled “CDNS” by unknown 
censor, redirected from Swellendam to Greyton. Photo.                                                                              £180-£200 

 1753 )      1901 (Apr. 25) envelope opened and sealed at foot by pink “OPENED UNDER MARTIAL LAW” label to a P.O.W. 
at Diyatalawa Camp, Ceylon, bearing 1884-94 1d. cancelled by CNC. 7 with c.d.s. alongside, with BW. 1 censor 
mark initialled “H.M.” (H.G. Mortimer), “BROAD BOTTOM CAMP” type BW. 3, (latest recorded date) overstamped 
by large double oval “DIYATALAWA CAMP/PASSED CENSOR” in violet, scarce. Ex Hibbert and Amos. Photo.    
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

 1754 )      1901 incoming envelope to Deadwood Camp sent (Oct. 23) from Warrenton, Cape Colony (likely sent from the 
nearby concentration camp) bearing 1d. with double triangle “PASSED/PRESS/CENSOR” in violet, initialled and 
dated in red “13.6.01”, closely resembling type 4 but likely applied in Kimberley.                                      £80-£100 

 1755 )      1902 (Feb. 14) a most unusual censored envelope to Scotland, possibly supplied to the island as a ‘s.a.e.’ bearing 
Great Britain ½d., 1d. (2), these adhesives left uncancelled and framed “T” marking applied with ms. “10”(c.)  
subsequently deleted, Broad Bottom Camp censor mark in violet (BW.2) showing large “G.A.A.B.” initials, St 
Helena 1d. added (for internal postage or captain’s fee) tied by fancy cross (Hibbert CNC.12) with despatch c.d.s. 
alongside, the British stamps eventually cancelled by Foreign Branch “A01” barred ovals on arrival in London, 
Aberdeen Mar. 5 arrival appearing on reverse, the cover with faults but scarce. Photo.                          £140-£160 

 1756 )      1902 (Mar. 6) to Gravenhage, Holland and (Mar. 8) to London, two covers showing fine late examples of type 1 
circular censor cachet in violet initialled “F.W.A.” (F.W. Alexander), franked at 3d. and 1d. rates respectively by 
early or first use of the new K.E.VII 1d., the former with Four Shuttlecocks in the Shape of a Cross cancellations, 
the latter with Maltese Cross in a circle. Both ex Lampart. Photo.                                                             £250-£300 

 1757 )      1902 incoming envelope to Deadwood Camp showing good strike of scarce type 6 triangular “PASSED BY  
CENSOR/ST. HELENA/HEAD OFFICE” in violet, sent (May 27) from Meze, France franked 5c. (2), 15c. Known 

between May 1 and Aug. 7 1902 only. Photo.                                                                                               £150-£180 

 1758 )      1902 underpaid incoming mourning envelope to Broadbottom Camp showing fine strike of rare type 4 double  
triangle “PASSED/PRESS/CENSOR” in violet with “AWP” initials of unidentified censor in red, sent (Oct. 23) from 
Wellington, Cape Colony bearing 1d. with ms. “T”, octagonal tax mark and charged “2d” in blue. Photo.              
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 1759 )      Official Mail, 1903 (July 23) extraordinary large envelope endorsed “O.H.M.S.” in ms., registered to Hull bearing 
1868 5s. showing pos. 1 guide dot, with oval registration mark and large “R” in violet-black, London transit and 
Aug. 20 arrival on reverse, vertical folds. Photo.                                                                                            £150-£200 

 1760 )      - 1906 (May 25) long envelope endorsed “O.H.M.S.” in ms., registered to Hull bearing 1884-96 ½d. green (14½mm) 
block of eight (2 x 4), with oval registration mark and large “R” in black, London transit and June 14 arrival on 
reverse, vertical fold at left. Ex Heijtz. Photo on page 226.                                                                           £100-£120 

1753
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Saint Helena continued 

 1761 )      1911, The Earliest Recorded Example of the “T....c” (Mabbett type 5) tax marking, with ms. “5”, on Union Castle 
Line picture postcard of the “German” used to England, bearing 1902 ½d. tied by Nov. 4 c.d.s., and also showing 
British “1D./I.S./A.” tax mark. Ex Heijtz. A very scarce tax marking, three examples only recorded by Mabbett. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

 1762 )      A collection of mainly K.G.V to K.G.VI covers and cards in a boxed Plymouth album, variously franked and 
addressed, incl. registered mail, stamped O.H.M.S., paquebot, W.W.II censored, postal stationery, range of  
frankings from 1922-37 Badge of Colony with values to 2s.6s. incl. 1d. and 6d. ‘cleft rock’ varieties, key plates, 
1912-16 Pictorial, 1934 Centenary, 1938-44 (incl. scarce 3d. ultramarine) and other issues, fair to fine. (approx. 50 
items)                                                                                                                                                                   £250-£300 

 1763 )      World War I, Incoming picture postcard sent to the island by P.O.W. in Italy “VIA LONDRA”, bearing 5c. on 
picture side, showing framed “CENSURA/CORRESPONDENZA/PRIGIONERI/DI GUERRA” and “RR POSTE/ 
COMMISSIONE/PRIGIONERI/DI GUERRA” handstamps in red, the latter overstruck by Potenza-Napoli “24.10.16” 
despatch c.d.s., an exceptional item. Ex Heijtz. Photo also on page 264.                                                    £400-£500 

 1764 )      Official Mail, 1917 to 1961, seven stampless O.H.M.S. envelopes variously addressed to England (2), U.S.A. (3), 
Canada or Ireland, five with framed “OFFICIAL/PAID” marking incl. scarce type 3 (but without full stop), types 4 
(large full stop after “PAID”) and 5 (one with “THE CASTLE” datestamp), the others with “POST OFFICE/(crown)/ 
ST. HELENA” in black or violet.                                                                                                                        £120-£150 

 1765 )      - 1918 (Feb. 1) long blue O.H.M.S. envelope registered to Norwood, unusually bearing three pairs of “WAR 
TAX/ONE PENNY” 1d.+1d. with Apr. 17 arrival backstamp. Photo.                                                           £100-£120 

 1766 )      1918 (Sept. 30) very late use of rectangular framed “PASSED BY/CENSOR” type 1 cachet without initials on envelope 
to Wigan, Lancashire franked by “WAR TAX/ONE PENNY” 1d.+1d. Photo.                                              £100-£120 

 1767 )      1919 to 1949, range of incoming mail all (except one) with receiving c.d.s., incl. covers from Argentina, Austria 
(three registered), Ceylon and France to Fred Bartlett at Cambrian House, 1930 ‘Smye’ printed matter rate cover 
bearing scarce G.B. 1929 P.U.C. ½d. watermark sideways and attractive range of six large 1949 ‘Coro’ covers to 
Governor Joy and his wife from Boston, Mass. bearing wide range of U.S. adhesives, poor to fine. (18 items)       
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

 1768 )      World War I, Sentimental greetings “On Active Service” postcard to Staffordshire with message headed 
“30/11/19/St. Helena”, with London “26 DEC 19” rubber receiving c.d.s. and framed “RECEIVED FROM H M 
SHIP/NO CHARGES TO BE RAISED”, rare. Ex Heijtz. Photo also on page 264.                                         £400-£500 

Issued Stamps 

 1769            1856 (Jan.) 6d. blue, examples with large part original gum and neat Small Maltese Cross cork cancellation in 
black, both close to good margins and fine. S.G. 1, cat. £775. Photo.                                                          £150-£200 

 1770  m      1861 Clean-cut perf. 6d. blue, neat red cork cancellation, hint of peripheral tones nevertheless attractive. S.G. 2, 
cat. £300. Photo.                                                                                                                                                    £80-£100 

 1771  H       1861 Rough perf. 6d. blue, part original gum, horizontal bends but attractive. S.G. 2a, cat. £425. Photo.               
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1772            1864-80 Perf. 12½ 3d. deep dull purple type B with large part original gum and 4d. carmine-rose type B, both 
variety watermark reversed, the latter with pressed horizontal crease but fine appearance. S.G. 11x, 14x, cat. £450. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £100-£120 

17711770– 1769 – – 1772 –
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Saint Helena continued 

 1773   S        1890-97 ½d. to 10d. set overprinted “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type D12), also additional 1½d. and 2½d. locally  
handstamped “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type SH2) in violet, with gum, odd trivial stain otherwise mainly fine. (9) S.G. 
46s-52s, cat. £350+. Photo on page 226.                                                                                                          £120-£140 

1903 Pictorials 

 1774   P       Master die proof of complete design with value tablets and surround uncleared, in black on glazed card (92 x 
60mm), endorsed “BEFORE/HARDENING” and dated “12 NOV.02”. Photo.                                               £700-£800 

 1775   P       Master die proof of The Wharf vignette in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm), struck before hardening and dated 
in pencil “Dec. 29/1902”. Photo.                                                                                                                       £500-£600 

 1776   P       Master die proof of Government House vignette in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm), endorsed “BEFORE/ 
HARDENING” and dated “9 JAN.03”. Photo.                                                                                                   £500-£600 
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 1777   P       ½d. die proof of frame in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm), endorsed “AFTER/HARDENING”, dated “3 JAN.03” 
and initialled. Photo.                                                                                                                                          £200-£250 

 1778   P       1d. imperforate colour trial in brown and carmine with vignette of The Wharf, Watermark Crown CA, with gum, 
light diagonal corner bend at upper right, otherwise fine. Photo.                                                               £300-£350 

 1779   P       1d. imperforate colour trial in bright violet and grey with vignette of Government House, Watermark Crown CA, 
with gum, fine. Photo                                                                                                                                         £300-£350 

 1780   P       1d. imperforate colour trial in olive-brown and grey-green with vignette of Government House, Watermark Crown 
CA sideways, with part gum, fine. Photo                                                                                                        £300-£350 

 1781   P       1908 10s. die proof of country name and value tablet in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm), dated “9 MAR.08”. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £180-£200 

 1782   S        1911 unissued 1d. red, handstamped “SPECIMEN”, with full gum, overall climatic gum toning otherwise fine. S.G. 
71s, cat. £425. Printed by mistake after a misunderstanding between the Postmaster and De la Rue, the supply sent 

to the island but subsequently destroyed. However, specimen examples were sent to U.P.U. member countries. Photo. 
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

1778 1779 1780 1782
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Saint Helena: 1912 

 1783   P       1½d. frame die proof in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm), undated. Photo.                                            £180-£200 

 1784   P       2½d. frame die proof ex De La Rue archives, in black on glazed card (63 x 48mm) with ms. endorsement “For 
hardening/E.D.R. (Evelyn De La Rue)/June 25.1912”, unique. Photo.                                                          £300-£350 

 1785   P       3d. frame die proof ex De La Rue archives, in black on glazed card (61 x 44mm) with ms. endorsement “For  
hardening/6.3.13/A.J.H.(A.J. Hayes)”, unique. Photo.                                                                                     £300-£350 

 1786   P       3d. frame die proof in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm), undated. Photo.                                               £180-£200 

 1787   P       8d. frame die proof in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm), endorsed “BEFORE/HARDENING” and dated “2 JUL.12”. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

1784 1785

1786

1787
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 1788   P       1s. frame die proof in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm), endorsed “BEFORE/HARDENING” and dated “8 JUN.12”. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

 1789   P       2s. frame die proof in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm), endorsed “BEFORE/HARDENING” and dated “8 JUN.12”. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

1922 – 37 

 1790   P       Proofs, 1d. grey-green and orange-yellow imperf. printer's sample on unwatermarked paper, overprinted  
"SPECIMEN" (Samuel type DS1), fine. Photo.                                                                                                 £250-£300 

 1791  H       Watermark Mult. Crown CA 4d. fine mint with variety broken mainmast. S.G. 92a. cat. £275. Photo.                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1792  H       - 4d. variety torn flag [R. 4/6], fine mint. S.G. 92b. cat. £275. Photo.                                                          £100-£120 

 1793  H       - 5s. fine fresh mint pair, the right-hand stamp with variety torn flag. S.G. 95b. cat. £1,000. Photo.     £400-£450 

1922 – 37 Watermark Mult. Script CA 

 1794  H       ½d. variety torn flag [R. 4/6], fine mint. S.G. 97b. cat. £275.                                                                        £120-£130 

 1795  m      ½d., 1d., 1½d. (2), 2d., 3d., 4d., 5d., 6d., 8d., 1s., all variety ‘cleft rock’ [R. 4/6], mint, some in control pairs or blocks 
of four, slightly varied condition. (11)                                                                                                             £300-£400

1788

1789

1791 1792 1793
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Saint Helena: 1922 – 37 Watermark Mult. Script CA continued 

 1796  m      ½d., 1½d. (2), 2d. (2), 3d., 5d., 6d. and 8d., all variety ‘cleft rock’ [R. 4/6], used, not all cancellations guaranteed, 
slightly varied condition. (9)                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

 1797  m      ½d. variety watermark inverted, fine used horizontal pair, scarce. S.G. 97gw, cat. £1,100+. Photo.       £350-£400 

 1798  m      ½d. variety watermark inverted, used, fine. S.G. 97gw, cat. £550. Photo.                                                   £180-£200 

 1799 )      1½d., pale shade showing variety ‘broken mainmast’ [R. 2/1] used with ½d., 1d. and 3d. on 1937 (Dec. 14) O.H.M.S. 
envelope privately used to Canada with Saskatoon Jan. 17 arrival backstamps. Photo.                            £120-£140 

 1800 )      1½d., bright shade in pair and single, the lower stamp in pair showing variety ‘broken mainmast’ [R. 2/1] used on 
1936 (Feb. 17) envelope commercially used 1936 (Feb. 17) to New York State, U.S.A., contemporary adhesive tape 
seal at top. Photo.                                                                                                                                               £100-£120 

 1801 )      3d. bright blue, variety ‘torn flag’ [R. 4/6], commercially used on 1929 (Dec. 23) envelope to Indiana, U.S.A., a few 
cover faults. S.G. 101b. Photo.                                                                                                                          £120-£150 

 1802  H       6d. variety ‘broken mainmast’ [R. 2/1], fine mint. S.G. 104a. cat. £300. Photo.                                          £120-£130 

 1803  H       6d. variety ‘cleft rock’ [R. 4/6], fine mint. S.G. 104c. cat. £275. Photo.                                                        £120-£130 

 1804  H       8d. variety ‘torn flag’ [R. 4/6], fine mint. S.G. 105b. cat. £200. Photo.                                                              £70-£80 

 1805 )      8d. variety ‘torn flag’ [R. 4/6] with eight other values from ½d. to 1s., neat individual cancellations on 1940 (Jan. 
15) envelope registered to New York with Mar. 14 arrival on reverse. Photo.                                          £200-£250 

 1806  H       1s. variety ‘torn flag’ [R. 4/6], mint, fine. S.G. 106b, cat. £500. Photo.                                                         £150-£200 

 1807  H       1s.6d. variety ‘broken mainmast’ [R. 2/1] mint, some hinge remains but otherwise fresh, also 1s. ‘cleft rock’ mint. 
S.G. 107a, 106c, cat. £825. Photo.                                                                                                                     £150-£200 

 1808  H       1s.6d. variety ‘cleft rock’ [R. 5/1], fine mint in corner plate no pair. S.G. 107c, cat. £450. Photo.           £120-£150 

 1809  H       1s.6d. variety ‘cleft rock’ [R. 5/1], mint, gum wrinkles, otherwise fine. S.G. 107c, cat. £450. Photo.       £100-£150 

 1810  H       2s.6d. variety ‘cleft rock’ in corner plate no. pair, fine mint. S.G. 109c, cat. £425. Photo.                        £100-£150 

 1811  H       15s., fine mint. S.G. 113, cat. £1,100. Photo.                                                                                                   £300-£400 

 1812  H       Selection comprising ½d., 1d., 1½d., 2d., 3d., 4d., 6d., 8d. and 2s.6d. all variety ‘broken mainmast’, mint, slightly 
varied condition. (9)                                                                                                                                           £350-£400 

1794 1797 1798

1807 18111809
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Saint Helena continued 

 1813  m      1922-37 selection comprising ½d., 1d. (2), 1½d., 2d., 3d., 6d., 8d. and 2s.6d., all variety ‘broken mainmast’, used, 
the 2s.6d. with dubious cancellation, slightly varied condition. (9)                                                             £400-£500 

 1814  m      - Selection comprising ½d., 1d., 1½d., 2d., 3d., 4d., 6d., 8d. mint and 4d. used, all variety ‘torn flag’ [R. 4/6], some 
in pairs or block of four, slightly varied condition. (9)                                                                                  £400-£500 

 1815   S        1935 Silver Jubilee, a group of mint varieties comprising 1½d. and 2d. diagonal line by turret, 2d. dot to left of 
chapel and 6d. dot by flagstaff, slightly varied condition. (4)                                                                        £250-£300 

 1816  H       - 1½d. and 2d., two mint examples of each showing both positions of diagonal line by turret [Pl. 2A, R. 10/1, 10/2], 
minor gum toning, otherwise mainly fine. S.G. 124f, 125f, cat. £560. Photo.                                             £120-£150 

 1817  H       - 1s. variety dot by flagstaff, fine mint. S.G. 127h. cat. £950. Photo.                                                            £300-£350 

 1818            1947 “SAINT-HELENE ET ASCENSION” blue resine presentation folder prepared for 12th U.P.U. Congress in Paris, 
containing 1938-47 twelve values to 10s. and 1946 Victory set with Ascension 1938-47 eleven values to 10s. and 
1946 Victory set, scarce.                                                                                                                                    £100-£120 

 1819   P       1961 Tristan Relief, proof of the “ST. HELENA/Tristan Relief/3d +” overprint, pair on white wove paper with 
small part “SINGLE/CROWN/STANDARD” watermark at right, [R. 2/3-4] from the only known sheet, fine. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                           £1,000-£1,200 

 1820 )      - 2½c.+3d., upper marginal example tied by “OC 18/61” first day c.d.s special charity postcard “Albatross chick on 
nest at Nightingale Island” signed by Governor Robert Alford. S.G. 172. Photo.                                      £250-£300 

 1821            1968 ½d Road Construction and 5s. Agricultural Training imperf. horizontal pairs with full gum, both creased 
but rare. S.G. 226, 238 vars. Photo.                                                                                                                  £500-£600 

 1822  J       - 3d. imperf. pair, unmounted mint, crease, otherwise fine. S.G. 230 var. Photo.                                        £80-£100 

Ex 1816

1817

1820

1819
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 1823  J       1970 Dickens Death Centenary 4d. with variety yellow omitted, fine unmounted mint from the top of the sheet. 
S.G. 249a, cat. £600. Photo.                                                                                                                               £200-£250 

 1824  J       1987 Royal Ruby Wedding 15p. cyl. 1A upper left corner block of six (2 x 3) and cyl. 1B upper right corner vertical 
strip of three, the stamps from upper row showing silver overprint omitted (three pairs in total), unmounted mint, 
fine. S.G. 515, a, cat. £420+.                                                                                                                              £100-£120 

 1825            A mint and used K.E.VII to early Q.E.II collection on leaves, incl. 1903 to 2s. mint and used, 1908-11 to 10s. mint, 
1912-16 to 3s. mint and used, 1922-37 to 10s. mint and used, 1934 Centenary set mint and used, 1938-44 and 
1953-59 to 10s. mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                       £700-£800 

 1826            Q.V. to Q.E.II collection on leaves, strong in Q.V. issues incl. 1856 6d. unused and used, 1861 6d.(2), 1863 1d. 
unused, 4d. used, 1864-80 values to 5s. mint (2) and used, 1922-37 values to 2s.6d. mint (2) and used, 5s. mint and 
used, with watermark and other varieties incl. 1903 ½d. watermark inverted, 1922-37 8d. broken mainmast, mint, 
cancellation interest incl. ‘corks’, gothic “T” seals (2) etc., “SPECIMEN” overprints incl. local type SH2 in violet or 
blue on values to 5s. (2), type D12 on 1902 1d. with broken “M” in “SPECIMEN”, 1913 4d., 6d., type D12a in red 
on 1916 War Tax 1d.+1d., etc., poor to fine.                                                                                                  £400-£500 

 1827            A range overprinted or perforated “SPECIMEN”, incl. 1890-97 set (also 1d. handstamped “SPECIMEN” in violet), 
1902 ½d. and 1d., 1903-04 set, 1908-11 set, 1912-16 set, 1912 and 1913 4d. and 6d., 1916 1d. + 1d., 1919 1d. + 1d., 
1922 set, later perforated sets, etc., very mixed condition. (59)                                                                   £400-£500 

 1828            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mint and used collection in mixed condition on leaves incl. 1890-97 to 10d. (2) mint, 1938-44 
½d. to 10s. set mint and used, 11953-59 ½d. to 10s. mint, etc. (few 100)                                                   £120-£150 

 1829  m      A collection on leaves, incl. 1856 6d. mint (2), 1861 clean cut perf. 6d. unused (Brandon certificate, 1994), rough 
perf. 6d. used (2), 1863 1d. pair mint, 1864-80 mint and used selection with 1s. and 5s. overprinted “SPECIMEN” 
(R.P.S. certificates, 1981), 1884-91 mint and used selection with specimens, also 1890-97 selection with set mint 
and used, etc., mixed condition. (170)                                                                                                             £400-£500 

18221821
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Saint Kitts-Nevis 

 1830            Saint Christopher: A selection on leaves, mint and used, incl. 1870-82 4d. watermark inverted mint, 1882-90 to 
6d. (2, one a corner plate example) and 1s. (2) mint, ½d. watermark sideways mint, 6d. and 1s. overprinted  
“SPECIMEN”, range of surcharges with varieties, etc., mixed condition. (103)                                          £200-£300 

 1831 )      Nevis: 1847 (June 12) missionary wrapper to Wesleyan Mission House in London, rated “1/-” and with fine Nevis 
double arc despatch in blackish red on reverse, part repaired. Ex Taylor and Boromeo. Photo.            £100-£120 

 1832            - A selection, incl. Great Britain 4d. and 6d. used in (not guaranteed), 1862-78 range of imperf. colour trials and 
reprints and mint and used issues, 1882-90 to 1s. mint incl. 6d. green unused, 1883 bisects, etc., mixed condition. 
(95)                                                                                                                                                                       £150-£200 

 1833            1935 Silver Jubilee 1d. and 1½d. variety ‘kite and vertical log’ [Pl. “2A”, R. 10/6], mint and used examples of each, 
fine. S.G. 61k, 62k, cat. £600. Photo.                                                                                                                £150-£200 

 1834  H       - 1s. slate and purple with ‘kite and horizontal log’ variety [Pl. “2B”, R. 10/6], mint, toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. 
64l, cat. £475. Photo.                                                                                                                                          £100-£150 

 1835            A K.E.VII to early Q.E.II collection on leaves, incl. 1903 to 1s. mint and used, 1905-18 to 5s. mint, 1920-22 set 
mint and used, 1½d. watermark sideways reversed mint, 1921-29 set mint and used, 1923 Tercentenary values to 
10s. mint and used, 1935 Silver Jubilee 1s. ‘kite and horizontal log’ mint and used, 1d. ‘kite and vertical log’ mint, 
1938-50 to £1 mint and used, 2½d., 6d. and 2s.6d. photographic proofs, 1963-69 ½d. watermark inverted  
unmounted mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                             £300-£400 

 1836   S        A range overprinted or perforated “SPECIMEN”, incl. 1903 set, 1905-18 set, 1916 War ½d., 1918 War 1½d., 1920-
22 values to £1, 1921-29 set, 1923 2s. to 10s., 1935 Silver Jubilee set, 1937 Coronation set, 1938-50 set, 1940 Victory 
set, etc., perforated sets not guaranteed, very mixed condition. (69)                                                          £200-£300 

Saint Lucia 

 1837 )      1891 commercial cover from shipping agents Peter & Co. to Jersey City, with arrival backstamps, franked 4d. 
brown (S.G. 48) tied single ring St Lucia cancellation, fine. Photo.                                                               £80-£100 

1837
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 1838            A collection in an album, incl. 1860 set unused and used, 1863 (6d.) watermark reversed unused, 1864-76 perf. 12 
set unused, 1882-84 set used, 1883-86 set unused, 2½d. with detached triangle used, 1886-87 set overprinted “SPEC-
IMEN” and mint set, 1891-98 set mint, 1904-10 to 5s. (both) mint, 1912-21 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1921-30 
set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1935 Silver Jubilee 2½d. with dot to left of chapel mint, 1936 set mint, 1938-48 set 
(less 8d.) perfin “SPECIMEN”, postal fiscals, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                              £800-£1,000 

Saint Vincent 

 1839  H       1861 1d. rose-red mint horizontal pairs showing varieties imperf. and imperf. vertically respectively, fine. S.G. 1a, 
1b, cat. £625.                                                                                                                                                       £100-£150 

 1840  H       1883-84 Watermark Crown CA 4d. grey-blue, perf. 12, mint, fine and very scarce. S.G. 43a, cat. £2,250. Photo.  
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£700 

 1841 )      1896 (Feb. 27) printed registered cover from Georgetown to Germany bearing 1893 5s. brown-lake with c.d.s.  
cancellations, red London Mar. 5 transit, and on the reverse registration label and Hamburg Mar. 6 arrival, and 
1929 (Dec. 10) small registered ‘Deakin’ cover from Kingstown to Bromsgrove bearing marginal 5s. carmine and 
myrtle with registration label and Jan. 6 arrival on reverse. Photo.                                                             £100-£150 

 1842  m      1904-11 Watermark Mult. Crown CA £1, fine used. S.G. 93, cat. £350. Photo.                                       £100-£150 

 1843            A mint and used collection in an album, incl. a few pre-stamp covers, 1858-60 Great Britain 6d. cancelled by  
“A 10” barred oval, 1861 1d. imperforate pair mint, 1869 4d., 1s. indigo (2), 1s. brown unused, 1872-75 1s.  
lilac-rose used, 1875 1s. claret unused (2), 1875-78 1s. vermilion unused, 1880 5s. unused (2) and used, 1881 ½d. 
on 6d. unsevered pairs unused and used, 1899 set overprinted “SPECIMEN” and mint set, 1902 set overprinted  
“SPECIMEN”, and set mint, 1904-11 2s. to £1 overprinted “SPECIMEN”, set mint, £1 used, 1907-08 set overprinted 
“SPECIMEN”, 1913-17 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, mint set, used to £1, 1921-32 set overprinted/perfin  
“SPECIMEN” and mint set, set used, 1938-47 set of twelve original values perfin “SPECIMEN”, postal stationery, 
etc., very mixed condition with cancellations not all guaranteed. (100s)                                             £2,000-£2,500 

 1844            A selection in an album, incl. 1955-63 set in mint blocks of four, 1970 Red Cross 5c. with inverted watermark 
mint, range of cancellations, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                   £120-£150 

Samoa 

 1845 s      Samoa Express 1877-80 1d. ultramarine, 3rd State, perf. 12½d. vertical pair from the foot of the sheet, tied by 
indistinct Apia c.d.s's to piece from The Samoa Times. Unlisted by Odenweller. S.G. 10. Photo.          £150-£200 

 1846 )      1909 (Jan. 25) ‘Dr. Franke’ philatelic cover registered to Germany bearing German Samoa 80pf. with Niue 1d., 
21/2d., 3d. and (rather bizarrely) Togo 3pf. all tied by Apia c.d.s’s showing scarce unframed “Paquebot” straight 
line and with Samoan Kaiserliches Gouvernement etiquette and Altenburg arrival on reverse. Photo on page 238.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1847   P       1921 Native Hut ½d. to 1s. set of imperforate colour trials in pairs, all in blue on unwatermarked paper, fine. 
Photo on page 238.                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 
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Samoa continued 

 1848   P       1952 ½d. to 3s. set in imperforate pairs, all except 3s. on gummed watermark paper, extra 3s. in block of four, 
mainly fine.                                                                                                                                                          £150-£200 

 1849   P       1958 Inauguration 4d. to 1s. set in lower left corner marginal imperf. horizontal pairs, mainly fine with full gum. 
B.P.A. certificates (1990).                                                                                                                                   £100-£120 

 1850  B       Booklets: A selection of 29 booklets comprising 1960 set of three, another set with colour of covers changed, 1962 
6s.9d., 11s.9d. 1962-64 6s. and 12s., mainly fine.                                                                                            £120-£150 

 1851            A mint and used collection of issues from 1914 in two albums, incl. 1014-24 perf. 14 2s. to £1 set mint, perf. 14½ 
x 14 2s. (2), 2s.6d., 3s., 10s., £1, also £2 mint, 1921 set mint, 1½d. perf. 14 x 13½ strip of three showing partial  
doubling of Revenue with B.P.A. certificate (1996), 1935 Silver Jubilee 1d. perf. 14 x 14½ mint, 1935 1d. watermark 
inverted used, 1935-42 5s. (2), 10s. (2), £1, £2 (2) and £5, 1939 Anniversary six photographic essays, 1940 unissued 
1½d. unused, 1945-53 set mint, extra £5 (2) and £5 with inverted watermark, later issues to 1970, f.d.c’s, etc., varied 
condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                          £1,200-£1,500 

 1852            A collection of issues to 1900 on leaves, incl. 1886-1900 perf. 12½ 2s.6d. mint and used, 1s. bisected and used on 
1895 (June 15) cover, perf. 12 x 11½ ½d., 1d. (2) used, 1s. watermark reversed used, etc., varied condition. (few 
100s)                                                                                                                                                                     £600-£700 

San Marino 

 1853            Unmounted mint modern selection incl. sheetlets, blocks of four, sets, etc. Stated to catalogue £842. (100s)         
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

Sarawak 

 1854            A mint and used Q.V. to Q.E.II selection, incl. 1934 set mint, 1945 set mint, 1950 set mint and used, etc., mainly 
fine. (100s)                                                                                                                                                           £600-£700 

 1855  H       Japanese Occupation: 1942 Letter Seal overprints of four vertical bars and three characters, on 1934-41 $2, $4, 
$5, $10, postage due 2c., 4c., 6c. and 8c., mint, mainly fine. (8) Ex Medlicott.                                           £200-£250 

 1856  H       - On 1934-41 values from 1c. to $3, mint, mainly fine. (11) Ex Medlicott.                                                £100-£120 

1857-58        No lots                                                                                                                                                                                      

1846

Ex 1847

1860
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Saudi Arabia 

 1859  J + Hejaz: 1925 overprinted in red ¼pi. green zig-zag roulette with overprint inverted, in an unmounted mint corner 
block of four, minor tone spot, otherwise fine. S.G. 90b.                                                                                  £70-£80 

 1860            1947 Air 10g. violet imperf. pair printed double, fine. S.G. 360 var. Photo.                                                   £70-£80 

 1861            1960-61 Vickers Viscount, a range of imperf. proofs, comprising five singles and five pairs, range of colours. (10)
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

Seychelles 

 1862  m      Mauritius used in Seychelles: A selection on leaves, incl. 1860-62 1d. (2), 2d., 9d., 1863-72 1s. orange, 1878 50c. 
on 1s., some fake cancellations, etc., mixed condition. (37)                                                                         £200-£250 

 1863            1893 (Jan.) 3c. on 4c. carmine and green surcharge inverted and surcharge double varieties mint, the latter with 
B.P.A. certificate (1951), 15c. on 16c. die II variety surcharge double used (Robson Lowe opinion (1975) notes pos. 
27 in setting of 30), 15c. on 16c. die II horizontal pair variety surcharge inverted and misplaced horizontally large 
part original gum (clear R.P.S. certificate, 1967), and 1901 (June-Sept.) 3c. on 36c. variety surcharge double mint, 
varied condition.                                                                                                                                                 £350-£400 

 1864  J  S   1897-1900 Watermark Crown CA 1r. vertical strip of three overprinted “SPECIMEN”, fine with full gum. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£140 

 1865  H       1903 Watermark Crown CA 18c. upper right corner marginal showing variety dented frame [Left pane, R. 1/6], 
creased but unmounted, and 45c. brown and carmine, variety watermark inverted, mint, fine. S.G. 51a, 53w, cat. 
£900. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £150-£200 

 1866  J       1935 Silver Jubilee 12c. showing variety ‘double flagstaff’ [Pl. 6, R. 5/2], fine mint. S.G. 129e, cat. £700. Photo.   
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

 1867  H       1938-49 6c. greyish green, variety watermark inverted, mint, some minor toning, otherwise fine and rare. S.G. 
137aw. Photo.                                                                                                                                                      £300-£400 

 1868  J       1952 15c. deep yellow-green clearly showing error St Edward’s Crown, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 161b, cat. £325. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £100-£120 

 1869  H      - 18c. carmine-lake showing error St Edward’s Crown, fine mint. S.G. 162b. Photo.                               £100-£120 

 1870  m      - 18c. carmine-lake showing error St Edward’s Crown, fine used. S.G. 162b, cat. £425. Photo.              £100-£120 

1864

Ex 1865 1866 1867

1868 1869 1870
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Seychelles continued 

 1871  H       1938-49 20c. orange-yellow showing error St Edward’s Crown, fine mint. S.G. 163b. Photo.                £100-£120 

 1872  H       - 40c. ultramarine showing error St Edward’s Crown, fine mint, rare. S.G. 165b. Photo.                        £150-£200 

 1873  H       - 45c, purple-brown showing error St Edward’s Crown, fine mint. S.G. 1626b. Photo.                            £100-£120 

 1874  H       - 5r. red showing error St Edward’s Crown, fine mint. S.G. 171b. Photo.                                                  £150-£200 

 1875            A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in an album and on leaves, incl. 1890-92 die I set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, die I sets 
mint and used, 1893 surcharged set mint, 1893 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1897-1900 set mint and overprinted 
“SPECIMEN”, 1903 set mint, 1903 surcharged set each with dented frame (stained), 1906 set mint, 1917-22 set 
mint, 1921-32 set mint, 1938-49 to 5r. mint (2), etc., some forged cancellation and surcharges, mixed condition. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                             £1,000-£1,200 

 1876            A mainly K.G.VI to early Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1935 Silver Jubilee sets mint (20) and used (6), 
1938-49 sets mint (3) and used, 1952 sets mint (3), 1954-61 sets mint (8) and used, 1962-68 sets mint (6) and used 
(2), etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                      £500-£600 

 1877            A mainly mint collection in a Rapkin album, incl. 1890-92 CA 2c. to 96c., 1893 3c. on 4c. to 90c. on 96c., 1897-
1900 CA 2c. to 2r.25, 1902 surcharge 30c. on 75c. with variety repaired “s”, 1903 CA 2c. to 2r.25, 1906 MCA 2c. 
to 2r.25, 1917-22 MCA 2c. to 5r., 1921-32 Script 2c. to 5r., 1938-49 2c. to 5r., etc., mainly good to fine. (344)      
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

 1878            A collection in an album, incl. 1952 set, 3c. in a complete mint sheets, one with St Edward’s Crown error, 18c. 
with St Edward’s Crown error used with forged cancellation, 1954-61 set mint, postal stationery, postage dues, 
etc., varied condition. (few 100s)                                                                                                                      £250-£300 

 1879            A selection, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. 1893 15c. on 16c. variety surcharge inverted used (B.P.A. certificate, 1938), 1906 
15c. dented frame’ mint, also some B.I.O.T., etc. (33)                                                                                   £150-£200 

18741871
1872
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Sierra Leone 

 1880  H       1896-97 ½d. to £1 set mint, mainly fine. S.G. 41-53, cat. £450. Photo.                                                      £120-£150 

 1881  H       1897 Stamp Duty Provisionals: Type 7 “POSTAGE AND REVENUE” 2½d. on 3d. dull purple type 12, fine mint. 
S.G. 58, cat. £400. Photo.                                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

 1882   S        1912-21 Watermark Mult. Crown CA ½d. to £5 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, good to fine with gum. S.G. 112s-
130s, cat. £1,200. Photo.                                                                                                                                    £350-£400 

 1883  H       - £2 blue and dull purple, mint, light toning, otherwise fine. B.P.A. certificate (1972). S.G. 129, cat. £950. Photo. 
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

 1884          No lot                                                                                                                                                                                       

 1885   S        1921-27 Watermark Mult. Script CA ½d. to £5 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, mainly fine with gum. S.G. 131s-
148s, cat. £1,200. Photo.                                                                                                                                    £350-£400 

 1886   S        1932 Pictorial ½d. to £1 set perfin “SPECIMEN”, mainly fine with gum. S.G. 155s-167s, cat. £325. Photo.             
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1887  H       1933 Wilberforce ½d. to £1 set, mint, some very minor gum toning, otherwise mainly fine. S.G. 168-180, cat. 
£1,100. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £350-£400 

 1888  H       1935 Silver Jubilee 1d. to 1s. set, each showing ‘lightning conductor’ [Pl. “3”, R. 2/5], mint, mainly fine. S.G. 181c-
184c, cat. £960. Photo.                                                                                                                                       £250-£300 

 1889   S        1938-44 ½d. to £1 set perforated “SPECIMEN”, mainly fine with gum. S.G. 188s-200s, cat. £500. Photo.                
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

 1890            A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1859-64 5d. unused (3), used (8), 1872-73 watermark sideways set 
unused, watermark upright set unused, 1d. inverted watermark used, 1884-91 set mint, 1893 watermark Crown 
CA ½d. on 1½d. with surcharge inverted mint, mint block of four, one with variety “PFNNY”, 1896-97 set  
overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1897 postal fiscal 2½d. on 3d. type 8 mint (2), 2½d. on 1s. type 8 mint, 1903 sets (2) one 
set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, other mint, also set used with doubtful cancellations, 1904-05 set mint, 3d. with 
watermark inverted used, 1907-12 set mint and one overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1912-21 set mint, 1921-27 to 10s. 
mint, 1932 set mint, 1933 Wilberforce set to 10s. perfin “SPECIMEN”, 1935 Silver Jubilee 1d., 3d. and 1s. with extra 
flagstaff mint, 1938-44 set mint, 1963 Commemoration £1 mint pair, one with asterisks, mint, 1965 Churchill 75c. 
on 5s. surcharge inverted mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                               £2,000-£2,500 

 1891            A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, mainly K.G.V onwards, incl. 1912-21 to 10s. mint, 1932 to 10s. mint, 
1938-44 sets mint (14) and used (10), 1956-61 sets mint (9) and used (6), etc. (100s)                             £500-£600 

Singapore 

 1892  H       1948-52 perf. 17½ x 18 set mint, mainly fine. S.G. 16-30, cat. £475. Photo.                                              £120-£150 

1881

Ex 18871888



Somaliland 

 1893  H       1903 (June) Overprint at top 3a. brown-orange mint pair, left stamp displaying error “BRIT SH” in overprint, 
slight imperfections, fine appearance. R.P.S. certificate (1952). S.G. 5a, cat. £850. Photo.                       £200-£250 

 1894  H       1903 (Sept.-Nov.) Overprint at foot 2r. showing variety “SOMAL.LAND”, mint, toned gum otherwise fine, S.G. 
22c. cat. £850. Photo.                                                                                                                                           £80-£100 

 1895   P       1904 cut down die proof of the lower values and high values, with uncleared value tablets and frames, printed in 
black on glazed card. Photo.                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

 1896  H       1935 Silver Jubilee 2a., 3a. and 1r. ‘kite and vertical log’ [Pl. 2A, R. 10/6], mint, 2a. with some short perfs. otherwise 
fine. S.G. 87k, 88k, 89k, cat. £555. Photo.                                                                                                        £120-£150 

 1897            - 2a. and 3a. ‘kite and horizontal log’ [Pl. 2B, R. 10/6], mint and used examples of each, 3a. with lightly toned gum, 
otherwise mainly fine. S.G. 88l, 89l, cat. £1,105. Photo.                                                                                £200-£300 

 1898            A mint and used collection in an album, incl. 1903 overprint at top set mint, overprinted at base mint, 1r. with 
“1” for “I” mint, 1904 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, mint set, 1912-19 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, mint set, 1921 
set overprinted “SPECIMEN” mint to 5r., 1938 set perfin “SPECIMEN”, mint set and 3r. and 5r. in imprint blocks 
of four, 1942 set (less ½a.) perfin “SPECIMEN”, 1953-58 set mint, officials with 1904-05 set overprinted  
“SPECIMEN”, ½a. with no stop after “M” with R.P.S. certificate (1979) mint, some forgeries etc., mixed condition. 
(few 100s)                                                                                                                                                      £1,200-£1,500 

 1899            A mint Q.V. to K.E.VII selection, comprising 1902 (at foot) range of varieties (not guaranteed), and Official 1903 
type O1 ½d. with misplaced “On/HMS” unmounted mint 1903 type O2 ½a., 1a. and 2a. with dropped “E” in  
“SERVICE” mint, 1904 8a. with only a trace of the stop after “M” mint, mainly fine. (13)                        £120-£150 
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South Africa 

Cape of  Good Hope 

 1900  m      1855-63 Perkins Bacon 1s. yellow-green fine used. S.G. 8 cat. £300. Photo.                                             £150-£160 

 1901  m      1861 ‘Woodblock’ 1d. vermilion on laid paper, two margins, used with cancellation largely clear of design. S.G. 
13, cat. £3,250. Photo.                                                                                                                                        £300-£350 

 1902  m      - 4d. pale milky blue on laid paper, one margin, lightly used, fine. S.G. 14, cat. £2,750. Photo.              £250-£300 

 1903  m      1863-64 De La Rue 6d. bright mauve, three margins, used, fine. S.G. 20, cat. £550. Photo.                    £150-£200 

 1904  m      - 1s. bright yellow-green fine used. S.G. 21 cat. £650. Photo.                                                                       £200-£220 

 1905            A range of 4d. blue triangulars, incl. a pair, many with two or three margins, shades, etc. (19)             £200-£250 

 1906            Orange Free State: 1901 “V.R.I.” ½d. on ½d. + ½d. on ½d. (narrow, 10mm) reply card sent from Bloemfontein 
Oct. 26 to the Postmaster at Kuruman with “N.P.R.” (Major N.P. Rogers) straight line censor mark, Dec. 7 arrival 
and Vryburg transit, the message asking the Postmaster whether the stamps overprinted “Kuruman Besieged” 
announced by Stanley Gibbons had in fact been issued, with no reply.                                                        £80-£100 

 1907 )      Transvaal: 1895 (May 21) large envelope to Waterberg bearing 1885-93 ½d. block of four and pair, 2p. pair and 
single, 1d. singles (2), and 1893 2½d. on 1s. pairs (2), each tied Pretoria c.d.s’s, some minor imperfections.           
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1908            - Revenues: 1886 Zegelrecht revenue stamps, selection with values to £10 mint incl. some unmounted mint blocks 
of four to £1, also values to 10s. used, fair to fine. (33)                                                                                 £120-£150 

 1909            No lot                                                                                                                                                                                       

 1910            Zululand: A selection, incl. 1888-93 to 1s, mint, 1894-96 to 4s. mint, etc., mixed condition. (48)        £120-£150 

South African War 1899 – 1902 

 1911            British Forces, A collection of covers, cards, pieces and stamps in two albums, with F.P.O’s 1 to 100, A.P.O’s, 
good range of cancellations, O.A.S. covers, F.P.O. 30 on stampless cover to India, endorsed “No stamps available”, 
etc. (338 items)                                                                                                                                                   £300-£400 

 1912 )      British and Boer P.O.W’s, A selection of covers and cards on leaves, incl. Pretoria Model School, Waternal Camp, 
Bellevue Camp, Green Point Camp, Ladysmith Camp, P.O.W. Ships, range of censor marks, postcards, etc. (44 
items)                                                                                                                                                                   £400-£500 

 1913 )      Boer P.O.W’s in Bermuda, five covers and two cards, incl. Burts Island, Durrells Island, Hawkins Island, Tuckers 
Island, censor marks, etc. (7 items)                                                                                                                  £250-£300 

 1914 )      Boer P.O.W’s in Ceylon, A selection of covers and cards on leaves, inc. Diyatalawa Camp, Hambantota Camp, 
Jaffna, Mount Lavinia Camp, Ragama Camp, range of censors, etc. (32 items)                                         £400-£500 

 1915 )      Boer P.O.W’s in India, A selection of covers and cards on leaves, incl. Ahmednagar Camp, Bellary Camp, 
Shahjahanpur Camp, Sialkot Camp, Trichinopoly Camp, censor marks, etc. (16 items)                         £300-£400 

 1916 )      Boer P.O.W’s in Saint Helena, A collection of covers, cards and a few fronts on leaves, incl. 1901 cover from 
Orange River Colony, addressed to the Boer Hospital, 1902 (Aug.) postcard to Germany franked by 1884-94 ½d. 
(2), with triangular “PASSED BY CENSOR/ST. HELENA/HEAD OFFICE”, Bellevue Camp, Broad Bottom Camp, 
Deadwood Camp, range of censor marks and tapes, etc. (44 items)                                                           £500-£600 

 1917 )      Boer P.O.W’s: in South Africa, A selection of covers and cards on leaves, incl. Refugee Camps with Bloemfontein, 
Kimberley, Kroonstad, Springfontein, Burgher Camps with Potchefstroom, Vereeniging, censor marks, etc. (22 
items)                                                                                                                                                                   £250-£300 
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South African War 1899 – 1902 continued 

 1918 )      Boer Refugees in Portugal, 1901 (Dec.) cover from Johannesburg, registered to Boer Camp, Alcobaco, franked 
by Transvaal ½d. on 2d. (2) and 2½d. (2, possibly one other stamp removed), oval censor mark, also 1901 damaged 
cover to same camp from Cape Town, franked by Cape ½d., 2d., with triangular censor mark. Photo.                   
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 1919            Censored Mail: A collection of covers, cards and pieces in two albums, incl. Bloemfontein, Cape Town, Durban, 
Harrismith, Johannesburg, Kimberley, Kroonstad, Pretoria, Stellenbosch, range of cachet and censor tapes with 
Opened under Martial Law, Press censor, etc. (178 items)                                                                          £400-£500 

 1920            A collection of covers, cards, pieces and stamps in an album, incl. mail transmitted via Mozambique, Boer 
Occupation of Natal and Cape Colony, Ladysmith siege mail, postcards with propaganda, etc. (119 items)           
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

 1921            A collection of mainly covers and cards in two albums, incl. overseas Contingents with Australian, Canadian, 
T.P.O’s, Instructional marks, etc. (82 items)                                                                                                   £300-£400 

 1922 )      An interesting range of unused and used postcards, mainly propaganda, incl. French and Dutch cards with scarcer 
items noted. (104)                                                                                                                                               £500-£600 

 1923            Local British Occupation Issues: A small selection, incl. Rustenburg, 1900 1d. used on piece, Schweizer Renecke 
1900 1d. used with Brandon certificate (1979), some forgeries, etc. (11)                                                    £150-£200 

Mafeking Siege Issues 

 1924  m      1900 overprinted on stamps of British Bechuanaland: 1s. on 6d. purple on rose-red, fine used. Brandon  
certificate (1979). S.G. 15, cat. £850. Photo.                                                                                                    £150-£200 

 1925  m      1900 (Apr.) Goodyear 1d. deep blue on blue three used examples, all with minor imperfections, one with Brandon 
certificate (1980). S.G. 18. Photo.                                                                                                                     £250-£300 

 1926  m      - Baden-Powell, Narrow Format, 3d. deep blue on blue, fine used. S.G. 20, cat. £450. Photo.                £100-£120 

 1927  m      - Baden-Powell, Narrow Format, 3d. deep blue on blue, fine used. S.G. 20, cat. £450. Photo.                £100-£120 

 1928  m      - Baden-Powell, Narrow Format, 3d. deep blue on blue, some blunt or trimmed perfs., otherwise fine used. S.G. 
20, cat. £450. Photo.                                                                                                                                                £70-£80 
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 1929            A selection incl. 1900 overprinted on Cape ½d. used on piece, on Bechuanaland Protectorate 6d. on 2d. used on 
piece, 6d. on 3d. pair used on piece, 1s. on 4d. used with P.F.S.A. certificate (1969), some forgeries, etc., mixed 
condition. (24)                                                                                                                                                    £200-£250 

 1930  I       Boer Occupation of Vryburg: 1899 (Nov.) 1 PENCE, variety “I” for “1”, unused (regummed), slightly faded  
otherwise fine and rare. B.P.A. certificate (2010). S.G. 2c, cat. £2,000. Photo.                                           £200-£250 

Union of  South Africa 

 1931   S        1913-14 ½d. to £1 (less 1½d. and 1s.3d.) overprinted/handstamped “SPECIMEN”, mainly fine with gum, scarce. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

 1932  H       1927-30 London Printing 2d. to 10s. set, mainly fine mint. S.G. 34-39, cat. £650. Photo.                       £120-£150 

 1933  m      1942-44 War Effort 2d. pair, variety roulette omitted, used with a few blunted perfs. at top, otherwise fine and 
scarce. S.G. 100b, cat. £1,300. Photo.                                                                                                               £200-£250 

 1934  B       Booklets: 1921 3s, black on salmon-pink, all panes with inverted watermarks, some slight rusting around staples, 
some trimmed perfs., otherwise mainly fine and scarce. S.G. SB3, cat. £500. Photo.                                £120-£150 

 1935            A comprehensive collection in thirteen albums, incl. 1913-24 set with extra £1 mint, 1921 3s. booklet (exploded), 
1927-30 perf. 14 x 13½ 3d. mint block of four, 2s.6d mint, set of singles handstamped “SPECIMEN”, no gum, 10s. 
used pair, 1930-44 1s. mint pair, one with twisted horn (2), 1933-40 1d. imperforate pairs mint (2), 1941-46 War 
Effort 3d. pair and block of six mint, one of each with cigarette flaw, 1942-44 War Effort 1½d. mint pair with 
roulette omitted, 6d. pair mint, one with falling ladder mint, postage dues, officials, military mail, censors, P.O.W. 
mail, Christmas labels, flown covers with 1918 flown cards (4), etc., mixed condition. (many 100s)                        
                                                                                                                                                                       £2,000-£2,500 

 1936            A selection, comprising 1952 van Riebeeck Tercentenary issue, a specialised collection in an album, postage dues 
1948-49 2d., marginal blocks of 30, 36 and 60 respectively, also 3d. corner block of 48, mint hinged in margins 
only, also a collection of South West Africa in six albums with range of South Africa used in, 1952 van Riebeck 
issue study, later blocks of four, covers with Ships issues, f.d.c’s, postal stationery, German South West Africa, etc. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £350-£400 

 1937            A selection, incl. 1930-44 4d. ‘spear’ flaw watermark inverted, 1933-48 6d. pair ‘molehill’ mint, 1935 Silver Jubilee 
6d. ‘cleft skull’ used, postage dues with 1943 ½d. in a mint block of 20 units, 1950 4d. corner block of 30 and ½d. 
corner block of 60 mint, officials with 1935-49 10s. pair used, South West Africa with 1937 1½d. imprint block of 
twelve unmounted, official 1929 1d. watermark inverted part original gum, etc., varied condition. (100s)              
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

 1938            A selection, comprising small range of booklet panes, 1929-31 Official 1s. used, 1930 Official 2d. block of four 
inverted watermark used, 1930-37 Official 1d. block of eight mint, 1941-48 ½d. ‘gold blob on headgear’ mint, 1950s 
presentation booklet with a range of commemorative and definitive issues, mainly Q.E.II unmounted mint large 
multiples and sheets, also Proceedings of the Army Post Office Corps in South Africa 1899-1902 by Batten, also 
South West Africa 1923 (Jan.-June) 6d., 1s.3d. and 2s.6d. used pairs, 1938 Official 1½d. marginal imprint block of 
twelve unmounted mint, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                £150-£200 
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South Africa continued 

 1939            A K.G.V to Q.E.II collection in five albums, incl. S.W.A., etc. (100s)                                                            £80-£100 

 1940            Selection of mainly mint pairs from 1930 to 1949 incl. 1930-44 2d. blue and violet unmounted  
(folded), 1933-48 blue and violet (2, one used), 2d. grey and dull purple (2, one unmounted), officials 1935-49 2d. 
blue and violet, etc. Condition a little varied. (8 pairs)                                                                                    £80-£100 

 1941  H       Postage Dues: 1922-26 ½d., 1d. pairs (2), 1½d. pairs (2), 2d. pairs (2) and block of four, one of each with variety 
“POSTADE”, mint, mainly fine. See footnote after S.G. D16.                                                                          £80-£100 

 1942  H       Officials: 1926 (Dec.) 6d. green and orange mint pair, fine. S.G. O4, cat. £700. Photo on page 245.     £120-£150 

 1943            Postal Stationery: A collection in four albums, incl. unused and used postcards, envelopes, registered envelopes, 
etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                                                                     £100-£120 

 1944            Revenues: 1946-52 issue, a specialised collection, with values from 3d. to 5s., mainly in pairs and blocks of four 
distinguishing different printings and with 22 showing the mismatched languages error, many unmounted, etc. 
Ex Medlicott.                                                                                                                                                      £180-£200 

 1945            - 1946-52 K.G.VI values from 3d. to 5s., a specialised collection of 73 stamps mostly in pairs and blocks of four 
distinguishing different printings and with 22 showing the mismatched languages error; much is unmounted mint. 
Ex Medlicott.                                                                                                                                                       £180-£220 

South West Africa 

 1946            1923-25 a collection on leaves, incl. a good range of varieties and multiples with Setting I set to 5s. mint, ½d. mint 
and used blocks of four, one of each with “Wes” for “West”, 1d. mint block (6 x 2) and used vertical pair, one of 
each with variety “Af.rica”, 1d. mint pair, one with no stop, Setting II 5s. and 10s. mint, Setting III set mint, Setting 
IV 2s.6d. mint, Setting VI set mint and used set with extra £1, etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)   £1,000-£1,200 

 1947            A mint and used collection in two albums, incl. 1926 (Jan.-May) set in mint blocks of four, 1927 (Apr.) set mint, 
also set used on cover, 1927-30 sets mint and used, 6d. (2), 4f., 5s., 10s. and 1s.3d. without stop mint, 5s. perf. 14 
x 13½ mint and no stop 2s.6d. (2) and 5s., 1930 Air 1s. without stop in a mint block of four, 4d. larger letters with 
overprint inverted mint, overprint double mint, 1931 set mint, 1941-43 mint strip of three pair and used block of 
four, one of each with cigarette flaw, 1943-44 1s. mint blocks of set and four, one of each with bursting shell, 1s. 
mint vertical pair, one with smoking “L”, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                  £800-£1,000 

 1948            A duplicated collection in a stockbook, mainly K.G.VI to early Q.E.II, incl. 1953 sets mint (6), etc. (100s)             
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 1949            Postage Dues: A collection on leaves, incl. 1923 setting I on Transvaal 5d. variety “t” omitted mint, 5d. and 6d. 
with stop omitted mint, on South Africa De La Rue 2d. and 3d. pairs mint with missing “t”, 6d. in a mint block (6 
x 3) one with missing “t”, 2d. pair one with no stop, Pretoria Printing 1d. and 1½d. pairs, one of each with no stop, 
etc., varied condition. (few 100s)                                                                                                                      £500-£600 

 1950           Officials: A collection in an album, incl. 1927 ½d., 2d. and 6d. mint pairs, 1929 (May) 1d. pair with inverted  
watermark, 151 1d., 1½d., 2d. and 6d. in mint blocks of four, one of each with overprint transposed, etc., varied 
condition. (306)                                                                                                                                                  £300-£400 

 1951            A collection of covers, cards and stamps in three albums and on leaves, incl. a good range of Postal stationery, 
military mail, censored cachets, P.O.W., flown covers, etc. (few 100s)                                                       £200-£250 

 1952 )      A K.G.V collection of W.W.I covers on leaves, incl. censored with range of handstamps and tapes, covers,  
postcards, registered, etc. (27)                                                                                                                          £100-£150 

Sudan 

 1953 s      Undated two page autograph letter in French addressed by General Gordon to Habib Sciavi, postal agent at 
Massawa, complaining of being pestered by Swedish missionaries, including a Biblical joke – "Paul n'a jamais 
parlé autant", and signed "C.E. Gordon". Photo.                                                                                            £100-£120 
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 1954  Jb 1897 2p. orange-brown in a block of eight, fine unmounted mint, a scarce multiple. S.G. 7, cat. £640+.                
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 1955            - A selection on leaves, incl. set mint and used, 1m. overprint inverted mint, 1m. and 2m. handstamped “SPECIMEN” 
in red, 1m., 2m. and 3m. panes of sixty mint, 5m. block of forty mint, 1p. ultramarine pane of sixty used, 5p. 
marginal plate block of eight used, covers (2), minor varieties, forgeries, etc., varied condition. (100s)                    
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

 1956  H       1935 Air 15m. on 10m. variety surcharge double, mint, toned gum, otherwise fine. B.P.A. certificate (1982). S.G. 
68a, cat. £1,000. Photo.                                                                                                                                      £150-£200 

 1957   P       1937-41, a range of 10pi. (9) colour trials on gummed watermarked paper and a 10pi. pair and 20pi. singles on 
ungummed paper, also 1935 Gordon set of imperf. colour trials on gummed watermarked paper and 1951 plate 
proof and essays selection, mainly fine. (36)                                                                                                   £100-£150 

 1958  J       1951-61 set in corner plate blocks of four, unmounted mint, mainly fine. S.G. 123-139, cat. £480+.   £120-£150 

 1959            A mint and used collection on leaves, from 1898 to 1952, incl. range of plate blocks of four, minor varieties, 1898 
to 10m. mint (2) and used (2), 1902-11 to 10m. mint (2), 1903 5m. on 5pi. surcharge inverted mint, 1921-23 two 
1m. colour trials overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1927-41 to 20p. mint, 4m. watermark inverted mint and used, 1935 
Air range of varieties, 1935 Gordon set mint and used, 1938 3pi. on 7½pi. watermark sideways inverted mint, 1940 
5m. on 10m. range of varieties, 1941 to 20p. unmounted mint and used, 3p. sheet of eighty mint, 1948 to 50m. 
unmounted mint single and plate strip of three, 5m. and 10m. blocks of four with the vignette printing shifted 
downwards, 5m. watermark inverted, 1950 photo essay for the 3½pi., set in corner plate blocks, 1951 set on  
registered cover, range of covers with first flights and postal stationery, also 1930 100m. booklet incomplete, etc., 
slightly varied condition. (100s)                                                                                                                        £600-£700 

 1960            A collection of covers, cards, pieces and stamps in eight albums, incl. censored mail, flown covers, maritime mail, 
military, cancellations with T.P.O’s, postal stationery, 1935 cover, registered to England, franked by 1935 Gordon 
5m. (2) and 50p., etc. (100s)                                                                                                                              £500-£600 

 1961            A mint and used collection of issues from 1897 to 1965 in varied condition in an album incl. 1921-23 1m. to 15m. 
set in mint blocks, 1935 Gordon set both mint and used, officials with 1903-12 set mint, perforated “OS” and “AS” 
issues, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                £200-£250 

 1962            A collection in varied condition in an album incl. 1897 to 2p. mint, to 10p. (3) used, 1902-21 to 5p., 10p. mint, 
1941 to 10p. mint and to 20p. used, 1948 1m. to 20p. mint., 1951-61 1m. to 50p. sets mint (2), officials with 1951-
62 set unmounted mint, also set used on large f.d.c., etc. (few 100s)                                                          £150-£200 

 1963           Postage Dues: A collection on leaves, incl. 1897 4m. and 1p. blocks of 36 mint, 1897 cover to Egypt bearing 1897 
2m., 4m., 1p and 2p., 1901-26 1m. watermark upright used, 1935 philatelic cover bearing 1927 definitive values 
to 10p. and 1901-26 set, 1948 set used, 1948 set in corner plate blocks of four mint, etc., slightly mixed condition. 
(approx. 160 stamps and 5 covers)                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

1956

1953
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Sudan continued 

 1964            Officials: A collection on leaves, incl. 1900 cover from Wadi Haifa Camp bearing 5m., wide range of varieties and 
plate blocks, 1936-46 set mint, 10m. imperf. plate proofs (3), 1948 set mint, etc., slightly mixed condition. (100s)
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1965            Army Service Stamps: A collection on leaves, incl. 1905 1m. with overprint reading up block of thirty mint, 1m. 
with overprint reading down mint, 1905 1m. mint, 1906-11 range with both sets overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1910 
readdressed cover to Plymouth bearing 5m. strip of three, 1913-22 selection, etc., also a range of Military 
Telegraphs, slightly varied condition. (120)                                                                                                    £150-£200 

Surinam 

 1966            1889 (ca.) range of values from 2½c. to 1g. imperf. without gum, fine. (11)                                                 £80-£100 

Swaziland 

 1967  H       1935 Silver Jubilee 1d. to 6d. set each showing ‘extra flagstaff’ [Pl. 1, 9/1], mint, mainly fine. S.G. 21a-24a, cat. 
£620. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £150-£200 

 1968  H       - 1d., 2d. and 6d., each showing variety ‘lightning conductor’, mint, mainly fine. S.G. 21c, 22c, 24c, cat. £980. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

 1969  m      - 3d. vertical corner marginal pair fine used, the upper stamp with variety ‘extra flagstaff’. S.G. 23, a. cat. £310. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                             £160-£180 

 1970            A K.G.V to early Q.E.II collection, incl. 1935 Silver Jubilee sets mint (22) and used (7), 1948 Silver Wedding sets 
mint (42) and used (5), 1962-66 sets mint (3) and used (4), etc. (100s)                                                      £180-£200

Ex 1967

Ex 1968 1969

1981 Ex 1982

Ex 1983
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Sweden 

Featuring the fine collection of  the late Christopher Kaye 

 1971  m      1855-58 4sk. light (ultramarine) grey, very fine used, Sjoman certificate (1967). Facit 2h,1. Photo.      £200-£250 

 1972  m      - 6sk. grey, used with neat Stockholm c.d.s., very fine. B.P.A. certificate (1966). Facit 3. Photo.             £250-£300 

 1973  m      - 6sk. light grey on thin paper, used with neat Stockholm c.d.s., a few blunted perfs. at right, otherwise very fine. 
Sjoman certificate (1969). Facit 3b. Photo.                                                                                                      £350-£400 

 1974  m      - 8sk. orange, fine used, neatly cancelled by Stockholm c.d.s. B.P.A. certificate (1966). Facit 4. Photo.                    
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 1975  m      - 8sk. yellow, fine used, lightly cancelled. B.P.A. certificate (1966). Facit 4. Photo.                                   £200-£250 

 1976  m      - 24sk. orange-red, used with neat Stockholm c.d.s., very fine. Sjoman certificate (1968). Facit 5b. Photo.              
                                                                                                                                                                             £450-£500 

 1977  m      1862-72 17ö slate-grey, used, fine, signed by Sjoman. S.G. 14, cat. £800. Photo.                                      £120-£150 

 1978  H       1910-19 Gustav V 55öre light blue and 80öre black, both fine mint with pencil signatures on gum, scarce. 
Both with Sjoman certificates (1967). Photo.                                                                                          £800-£1,000 

Christopher Kaye, who died in October 2022 aged 93, collected stamps from an early age . In August 1939  
his mother took him and his sister to Stockholm on holiday and as the War started they were trapped there, 
which gave Christopher the unexpected opportunity to become a Swedish Boy Scout and to learn Swedish.  
They managed to return to the UK on a secret flight in June 1942 and Christopher was sent to Radley College.  
It was this early visit, coupled with his career as a leading timber agent which provided the opportunity to  
travel around Scandinavia extensively, that instilled his interest in accumulating this extensive collection  
over a period of more than 75 years.  

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

1976 1977 – 1978 –
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Sweden continued 

 1979 )      1916 (Dec. 21) Landstorm postage and postage due sets, used on two covers, postage set on 1918 cover, other on 
1917 cover registered to Stockholm, some minor toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 86a-86u. Photo.             £400-£500 

 1980  m      1920-26 10öre, green imperf. x 10, used tête-bêche strip of four, used, fine and very rare. S.G. 98B, cat. 
£3,000. Photo also on back cover.                                                                                                                 £600-£800 

 1981  m      1924 U.P.U. Congress set with extra 10ö. with watermark (2), mainly fine used. S.G. 146-160, cat. £1,140.          
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 1982  m      1924 U.P.U. Anniversary set with extra 10ö. watermarked (2), mainly fine used. S.G. 161-175, cat. £890.            
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1983  m+ - 1kr., 2kr. and 5kr. all in marginal used blocks of four, mainly fine. S.G. 173-176, cat. £1,560.              £300-£400 

 1984            A used accumulation in album, cover album, twelve stockbooks and loose, incl. 1858-72 5öre (24), 9öre (9), 1862-
72 17öre purple (2), 1872-79 1r. perf. 14 and perf. 13, 1899 10öre on 24öre (2), 1924 U.P.U. Congress 2k. (2), ranges 
of modern locals, poster stamps, revenues, postcards, etc. (1,000s)                                                            £600-£800 

 1985            A used collection in a Norma album, incl. 1855-58 4sk. (2), 1856-62 1sk. black, 3öre bistre, 1858-72 9öre (2), 50öre 
(2), 1862-72 17öre purple, 1872-79 to 1r. (2), 1916 (Dec.) Landstorm sets, and a good range of later issues to 1986, 
officials, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

 1986            Various in an album and three stockbooks, leaves and loose, incl. cancellations, revenues, duplication, etc. (many 
100s)                                                                                                                                                                     £100-£120 

 1987  m      A used collection from 1898 to 1935 in two albums, incl. 1858-72 9öre, 24öre (16), 30öre (22), 50öre (9), 1862-72 
3öre type I (2), 17öre purple (2), 1872-79 1r. block of four, range of plate flaws, shades, cancellations, etc. (100s)
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,000-£1,200 

 1988 )      Postal Stationery: 1885 10øre envelope used 1887, registered from Gothenburg to Germany, additionally franked 
by 20øre and 30øre, fine.                                                                                                                                   £150-£200 
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 1989 )      - Lettercards with advertisements, from 1887 to 1889, 5ö. Facit 5 and 7 with multiple advertisements on back and 
inside published by Henrik Gahns and Eneroths Ideal Sappulver, fine and attractive.                               £80-£100 

 1990            Locals: Gothenburg: A collection in an album, incl. a study of issues to 1946 with minor varieties, postal stationery, 
multiples and covers, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                       £150-£200 

 1991            - Stockholm: A collection in two albums and stockbook, incl. varieties, multiples, postal stationery with envelopes 
with adverts, covers, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                        £150-£200 

 1992            - A collection in four albums and a stockbook, incl. Borlange 1945 booklet complete, Boras 1945 booklet complete, 
Lalmstad, Halsingborg, Karlstad, Lidkoping, Lunds, Malmo, Uppsala, multiples, varieties, proofs, covers, etc. (many 
100s)                                                                                                                                                                     £500-£600 

 1993            Covers and Cancellations: An accumulation of mainly covers and cards in three folders, leaves and loose, incl. 
flown covers, postal stationery, instructional marks, incoming mail, maritime mail, etc. (100s)            £150-£200 

 1994 )      - Maritime Mail: A comprehensive collection of mainly covers and cards in nineteen folders, incl. a very good 
range of Paquebot marks, Ship cachets, Posted on Board, Warship mail, many ships postcards, ferries, Swedish 
American Line, Swedish Lloyd Line, Swedish South Africa Line, ephemera, etc. (many 100s)               £700-£900 

 1995            - Military Mail: A comprehensive collection in ten albums, incl. Defence and Field Service cancellations, P.O.W. 
mail, United Nations with Saar Plebiscite, Russia-Finnish War with 1940 postcard used by the Swedish volunteers 
to aid Finland cancelled by “FALTPOST” c.d.s., a very good range of postal stationery with 1914 10øre letter card 
unused and used (4), 1929 postcard used 27.9.29, 1929 envelopes unused and used, Patriotic postcards, a range of 
labels, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                 £600-£800 

Switzerland 
 1996            1923 and 1928 Airs, a used duplicated range, incl. range of papers, mainly fine. Stated to cat. £4,400. (approx. 

225)                                                                                                                                                                      £200-£250 

 1997            A mint and used accumulation in mixed condition in four stockbooks, an album and on leaves with a duplicated 
selection of imperf. issues, 1945 PAX 3f. and 5f., used, Pro Juventutes with 1941 miniature sheet used, Airs, etc. 
(many 100s)                                                                                                                                                         £300-£400 

Thailand 

 1998 )      A small accumulation of covers and stationery, incl. 1887 4a. card with Bangkok Paid c.d.s and 12a. letter card 
toned used to Dorset, 1930s to 1940s covers with a South Express to U.S.A., 1939 Penang to Sweden, 1940s censored 
Puket to Penang, some later, etc. (22)                                                                                                              £250-£280 
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Thailand continued 

 1999 )      1907 stampless envelope bearing ‘One att stamps run short. Postage Paid’ handstamp and signed ‘Fack’ in red, 
used on the last day of acceptance, fine. Photo.                                                                                             £400-£420 

 2000 )      1935 Air Gram of French Air Orient to Stargard, Germany, franked 1932 Chakri Dynasty 20s. and 25s. with large 
Bangkok date stamp, the Via Air Orient erased and pencil ‘Siamese Flugpost’ inserted at left. Photo.  £140-£160 

 2001            A duplicated and used accumulation of 1900s to 1920s issues, all hinged onto cards, many Wat Cheng issues incl. 
a 24a. on each card, most cards with 1a. Jubilee, 1909 Satang surcharges and 1910 issue, many clear cancellations 
incl. Singapore and Penang etc., mainly good to fine.                                                                                   £200-£220 

Togo 

 2002  H       Anglo-French Occupation: British Issues: 1914 (Sept.) Wide Setting, lines 3mm apart, 80pf. black and carmine 
on rose, fine. mint. B.P.A. certificate (1966). S.G. H9, cat. £300. Photo.                                                     £100-£120 

 2003 s      - 1914 (Oct.) Narrow Setting, lines 2mm apart, ½d. on 3pf. with “TOG” variety, fine used on fragment. B.P.A.  
certificate (1979). S.G. H27a, cat. £300. Photo.                                                                                              £100-£120 

 2004  H       - 1915 (May) 2s.6d. with “CCUPATION”, fine mint from the foot of the sheet. S.G. H 43f, cat. £350. Photo.          
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

 2005   S        - 1916-20 ½d. to 20s. all overprinted “SPECIMEN”, mainly fine with gum. S.G. H47s-H58s, cat. £350. Photo.        
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 2006  H       - 1916-20 1s. black on emerald-green (emerald-green back), fine mint. R.P.S. certificate (2016). S.G. H53c, cat. 
£425. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £120-£150 

 2007            1914, 1915 a selection on leaves, incl. to 40pf. mint, 1914 (Sept.) Wide Setting, lines 3mm apart, to 80pf. used, 
1914 (Oct.) ½d. on 3pf. and 1d. on 5pf. mint and used, postal stationery, some forgeries, varied condition. (56 
stamps, 7 items)                                                                                                                                                  £300-£400 

 2008            Collection from 1915 to 1920 in an album, incl. 1915 (May) sets mint and used, range of varieties with ½d. variety 
“CUPATION” mint (2), 10s. with small “F” mint, 2s.6d. with thin “G” mint, 1915-20 set with shades mint, 10s. used 
on 1916 philatelic envelope to London, etc., varied condition. (221)                                                          £500-£600 

 2009            1962 2nd Anniversary of Independence 0.50F (4), 5F. (2) and 20F. (5) progressive proofs with handstamp and 
signature, and 20f. photographic proof.                                                                                                             £80-£100 

2000
1999

2002 2003

2004

Ex 2005 2006
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Tonga 

 2010            A selection in an album, incl. 1933-36 three Tin Can Mail covers, 1920-35 to 1s. (3) mint, 1953 set mint, etc. (few 
100s)                                                                                                                                                                       £80-£100 

 2011 )      An accumulation from 1962 to 2003 with a range of covers, sets, etc. (100s)                                              £80-£100 

 2012 )      A selection of covers, cards and a front, incl. 1896 cover, registered to England (address excised), franked by 1895 
1d., 5d. and bisected 1d. tied by Tonga c.d.s’s with R.P.S. certificate (1975), 1905 cover, registered to Germany, 
franked by 1897 2s., Tin Can Mail, etc., mixed condition. (50 items)                                                         £150-£200 

Trinidad & Tobago 

 2013 )      Trinidad: 1858 (Dec. 25) envelope to New Hampshire with Philbrick & Co. Port of Spain sender’s cachet in blue, 
circular framed SHIP 5 and New Haven entry datestamp, slightly soiled and flap replaced, with original letter 
regarding flourishing oil business, Havana Packet 57 hours late, Great Fire in town with $50,000 worth of property 
destroyed, two murders in one day, man to be executed for murder, etc. Photo.                                     £120-£150 

 2014  m      - 1859 (May) 6d. deep green, lightly cancelled, fine. S.G. 28, cat. £550. Photo.                                         £100-£120 

 2015            Tobago: A selection on leaves, incl. 1879 1d. to 5d. possibly unused, 1d. with inverted watermark unused and 
used, 1880 set unused, 1883 2½d. on 6d. unused and used, variety large “2” mint (2) and used, 1882-84 set unused, 
1885-96 set of three overprinted “SPECIMEN”, etc., very mixed condition. (97)                                       £600-£700 

 2016            - A Q.V. selection in mixed condition on stockcards incl. 1879 1s. unused, 1886 ½d. on 2½d. marginal mint block 
of fifteen, etc. (43)                                                                                                                                                 £80-£100 

 2017            1935 Silver Jubilee 2c. mint and used, 3c. used, 24c. mint, each variety ‘lightning conductor’, mainly good to fine. 
S.G. 239c, 240c, 242c, cat. £350. Photo.                                                                                                             £80-£100 

 2018            1960-67 issue, three drawings in pencil on tracing paper for the issued designs for the 25c. and $1.20 (2), by 
Michael Goaman.                                                                                                                                                 £80-£100 

 2019  J + 1961 Second Caribbean Scout Jamboree 25c. corner plate block of four with watermark inverted, mint, a few 
wrinkles, otherwise fine. S.G. 299w, cat. £680. Photo on page 254.                                                             £100-£150 

 2020  J       1969-72 6c. imperf. pair, fine with gum. S.G. 342b, cat. £350. Photo on page 254.                                  £100-£150 

2013

2014

Ex 2017
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Trinidad and Tobago continued 

 2021            A mint and used collection in an album, incl. 1851 1d. brick-red mint, 1d. blue used on 1852 cover to London, 
1854-57 1d. deep purple used on 1854 entire to Scotland, 1d. rose-red used on 1858 cover to New York, 1852-60 
fifth issue 1d. red used (faults), 1859 4d. (2), 6d. (2), used, 1s. unused (2), used (2), 1869 5s. imperforate proof  
overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1883 4d. mint, 1896-1906 1d. imperforate colour trials (7), set overprinted “SPECIMEN” 
and set mint, £1 used with doubtful cancellation, 1901-06 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1d. with inverted water-
mark used, 1904-09 to £1 mint, 1913-23 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, set mint, 1914 (Sept. 18) Red Cross (½d.) 
red label, correctly used on local envelope, 1921-22 set overprinted “SPECIMEN” and to £1 mint, 1922-28 set  
overprinted “SPECIMEN” and mint set, etc., very mixed condition. (100s)                                          £1,800-£2,000 

 2022            A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in mixed condition in an album incl. Tobago 1885-96 CA to 1s. orange brown (2) mint 
incl. 4d. with variety malformed “CE” in pence, Trinidad 1896-1906 CA £1 both mint and used 1901-06 CA 5s. 
(3) used, Trinidad and Tobago 1913-23 MCA to 5s. (3, shades) mint, 5s., £1 (2, one unused) used, etc. (few 100)
                                                                                                                                                                             £350-£400 

 2023            A K.G.VI collection on leaves, incl. range of German propaganda forgeries, 1948 Silver Wedding set in corner 
plate no. blocks of four, 1946 Victory set perforated “SPECIMEN”, etc., mainly fine. (70)                          £80-£100 

 2024            A Q.E.II collection on leaves, from 1952 to 1970, incl. 1953 and 1960-67 sets mint, minor varieties, f.d.c’s, 1969-
72 1c. strip of three and 3c. single with Queen’s head misplaced etc., mainly fine. (100s)                           £70-£80 

 2025  m      Postage Dues: 1905-06 2d. and 3d. watermark inverted, good used. S.G. D11w, D12w, cat. £530. Photo.              
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 2026            - A collection on leaves, incl. 1885 set mint and used, 1s. ‘upright stroke’ mint, 1905-06 set mint and used, 1923-
25 set mint, set perforated “SPECIMEN”, 1s. ‘upright stroke’ mint, 2d. pairs (2) handstamped “CANCELLED” in red, 
1923 local cover bearing definitive 1d. (4) and 2d. postage due strip of three, 1947-61 set perforated  
“SPECIMEN”, set in plate blocks of four, etc., slightly varied condition. (100s)                                          £200-£300 

 2027            Officials: A selection, incl. 1894 to 5s. mint and 1s. used, varieties, etc., mixed condition. (27)            £120-£150 

 2028 )      Covers and Cancellations: A collection of covers, cards pieces and stamps in four albums, incl. a few pre-stamp 
covers, maritime mail, flown covers, cancellations and a good range unused and used postal stationery, etc. (few 
100s)                                                                                                                                                                     £300-£400 

2020

2019

2025
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Tristan da Cunha 

 2029 )      Shackleton-Rowett Expedition 1921-22, Envelope to Northampton bearing Great Britain 2d. tied by type II 
cachet and two strikes of expedition c.d.s. of May 25 1922 (date of departure of the Quest) with additional strike 
alongside. Ex ‘Admiral’ collection. Photo.                                                                                                       £300-£400 

 2030 )      Islander’s stampless envelope addressed to Rev. Rogers in London with fine type III cachet. in blue-black. Rev. 
Henry Martyn Rogers, accompanied by his wife Rose, served as minister on the island from 1922 to 1925 but died 
in 1926 shortly after the family’s return to England. Photo.                                                                         £100-£120 

 2031 )      1926 stampless envelope to Liverpool showing type II cachet, carried on the Norwegian barque Asalea departing 
Apr. 17, with “T” and “T/20c.” due markings applied at Port Elizabeth cancelled by Cape Town “1047” numeral 
obliterator, backstamped May 3 transit. Sismondo certificate (2004) Photo.                                             £140-£160 

 2032 )      1928 stampless ‘Hopkins’ cover to Bath showing type II cachet, carried on the SS Author calling on Mar. 15, with 
G.B. franking of ½d. and 1d. cancelled at Montevideo on arrival there on Mar. 24 with also c.d.s. below and machine 
transit on reverse. Sismondo certificate (2004) Photo.                                                                                  £140-£160 

2030

2031
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Tristan da Cunha continued 

 2033 )      1929, Canadian Pacific Steamships envelope to Sussex bearing Great Britain 1½d. tied by fine strike of type IV 
cachet in red and London F.S. Paquebot Mar. 1929 machine cancellation, with enclosed slip clipped from RMS 
Duchess of Atholl letterhead with typed endorsement “NEARING TRISTAN DA CUNHA/Cruise to South America/ 
Africa” dated Feb. 22 1929. Photo.                                                                                                                   £350-£400 

 2034 )      1935 (Mar. 23) Visit of the Dutch submarine Hr.Ms.K XVIII, photographic postcard of the vessel addressed 
to Gravenhage with personal greetings message from commanding officer Ltz. 1st class Dirk Hetterschij 
dated “22/3/35”, showing three line cachet “Met Ht.Ms.K XVIII/Vervoerd van Tristan da Cunha/Naar 
Kaapstad”, type V cachet in blue-black with Cape Town 1935 (Apr. 2) Paquebot datestamp alongside. Rare, 
very few items from this visit during her celebrated world voyage are known. The crew numbered a total of 34 
men and guest on board was the geophysicist Prof. FA Vening Meinesz for the purpose of conducting gravity 
measurements. Photo.                                                                                                                                    £1,200-£1,500 

 2035 )      1937 printed illustrated cover for visit of HMS Carlisle addressed to Plymouth with good strike of type V cachet 
in black and initialled by Lt. Adams, showing K.E.VIII ½d. and 1d. cancelled by London F.S. Paquebot Mar. 30 
c.d.s., with faults but scarce. Produced on board the ship (500 copies) as a souvenir for officers of the visit and 

showing a map of the island and its position in the South Atlantic. Photo.                                                   £80-£100 
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 2036 )      1939 (Mar. 18) cover to Kent with superb type VII cachet in violet, “1½d F.B.” handstamp and Great Britain ½d. 
and 1d. postage dues tied by Folkestone cancellations, with letter mentioning visiting two passenger ships including 
the Viceroy of India for 1st time landed a lot of passengers on the island and shock of some of those women  
smoking, wishing 1939 might bring many blessing, it arrived just over a year later on 26 March 1940 during the 
war, signed ‘put my name in full as there are 6 Mrs Rogers’ by Agnes Rogers. Photo.                             £100-£120 

 2037 )      1955 (May 14) cover to Sussex enclosing letter written and signed by Administrator/Postmaster Pat R. Forsyth 
Thompson on two numbered sheets from post office writing pad showing as letterhead the rare “POST OFFICE 
TRISTAN DA CUNHA” straight line handstamp with c.d.s. alongside, the cover franked by 1953 ½d., 1d. and 1½d. 
Ex Crabb. Photo.                                                                                                                                                 £200-£250 

2035

2036

2037
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Tristan da Cunha continued 

 2038 s      1971 Ships, Decimal Surcharge set of 12, handstamped with large sans-serif “SPECIMEN” (15 x 3mm) in black, 
affixed to card detailing issue and price per set. This card was used as a Post Office Notice, displayed to publicise 
the new issue, together with the 1967 £1 (similarly handstamped) still available. Photo.                        £600-£700 

 2039  J       1986 60th Birthday 25p. variety silver (cypher and logo) omitted, fine unmounted mint right marginal example, 
with normal for comparison. S.G. 408a, cat. £325. Photo.                                                                            £100-£120 

 2040  J + 2005 10p. Cape Petrel, the scarce variety watermark Crown to right of CA in an upper right corner block of four 
with cylinder nos. and gutter margin at foot, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 837w, cat. £1,200+. Photo.   £200-£250 

2040

Ex 2039
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 2041  B   P   Booklets: 1957 3s.6d. black on blue and 1958 3s.6d. black on red complete booklets, both handstamped 
“PROOF/GDP” by printer George Dill on front cover, the former also handstamped and with ms. note “G.D.P./ 
3/57” on back cover. Very rare. Photo.                                                                                                            £500-£600 

 2042  B       - Selection on leaves comprising 1957 (May) black on blue 3s.6d. (2, one without c.d.s. on back cover), 1958 3s.6d. 
black on red stapled right, 1960 3s.6d. black on green (2, stamps facing left and right respectively), 1965 4s.2d. 
black on pale green (2, stamps upright and inverted respectively) and 1970 reprint. (8) Photo.             £250-£300 

 2043  B       - Selection comprising 1957 (May)-58 3s.6d. black on blue without c.d.s., 1958 (Jan.) 3s.6d. examples stapled left 
and right and 1960 (Feb.) 3s.6d. black on green stitched. S.G. SB1b, SB2, SB3, cat. £480+. Photo.        £120-£150 

 2044            A duplicated selection in a stockbook, incl. 1952 sets mint (9), 1954 sets mint (7), 1960 sets mint (6) and used (3), 
1961 sets mint (9), 1965-67 sets mint (8), etc. (100s)                                                                                    £300-£400 

 2045            Various mainly mint on leaves etc. with ‘potato’ essays reprint sheet, varieties incl. 1963 Resettlement 5s. pair. and 
single, 1981 Early Maps miniature sheet and 1982 Games 25p. with watermark inverted, 1985 Shipwrecks original 
artwork (3) etc. chiefly fine.                                                                                                                              £150-£200 

 2046            An extensive collection in four albums with good range of early philatelic covers variously ‘franked’ with cachet 
types by Smye, Marsh, Weston (incl. many G.B. postal stationery cut-outs), stampless incl. W.W.II with type VII 
on cover to London with Maritime Mail red receiving cancellation, type IX on 1949 charged cover to Cape Town, 
later with f.d.c’s, commercial, registered and maritime with ship cachets etc.                                          £300-£400 

Turkey 

 2047            1935 Women’s Alliance 100k. imperf. pairs in orange, light blue and deep blue, fine without gum. Photo.          
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

Ex 2047

Ex 2043Ex 2042
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Turks and Caicos Islands 

 2048  H       1935 Silver Jubilee ½d. to 1s. set, each showing ‘kite and vertical log’ [Pl. 2A, R. 10/6], mint, mainly fine. S.G. 
187k-190k, cat. £365. Photo.                                                                                                                               £80-£100 

 2049  m      - ½d. to 1s. set, each showing ‘kite and vertical log’ [Pl. 2A, R. 10/6], used, mainly fine. S.G. 187k-190k, cat. £575. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £150-£200 

 2050            A collection in an album, incl. range of Q.V. issues with forgeries, 1893-95 4d. and 5d. overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 
1900-04 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, set mint and 2d. with watermark reversed mint, 1909-11 set overprinted 
“SPECIMEN” and set mint, 1913-21 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1921 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1922-26 5d. 
with watermark inverted and reversed mint, 1928 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1938-45 set perfin “SPECIMEN”, 
etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)                                                                                                                      £700-£900 

 2051            A K.G.V to Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1935 Silver Jubilee sets mint (22) and used (7), 1936-48 sets mint 
(10) and used (2), 1950 sets mint (10) and used (2), 1957-60 sets to £1 mint (13, plus twelve extra mint copies of 
the 1960 £1), and used (6), etc. (100s)                                                                                                             £400-£500 

Ex 2048 Ex 2049

2053

2054

2056

2055
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Tuva 

 2052            A mint and used selection on album pages and stockcards, incl. covers (2), pairs, blocks, etc. (approx. 200). Ex 
Rosamond.                                                                                                                                                           £200-£250 

United States of  America 

 2053            1989 Hemingway 25c. imperf. pair, fine with gum. Scott 2418. Photo.                                                     £150-£200 

 2054            1990 Eisenhower 25c. imperf. proof pair, fine with gum. Scott 2513, cat. $875. Photo.                              £70-£80 

 2055 +      1991 Birds 1c. and 3c. imperf. blocks of four without gutters, fine with gum. Both with Philatelic Foundation  
certificates (2008). Photo.                                                                                                                                    £80-£100 

 2056            1993 Musicians 29p. se-tenant imperf. proof strip of eight, fine. Scott 2737aP, unpriced. Photo.        £200-£250 

Yemen 

 2057 b      1951 Airs set in unmounted corner blocks of thirty (6c. in blocks of ten and twenty), mainly fine. S.G. 81-87, cat. 
£1,290.                                                                                                                                                                  £150-£200 

Zanzibar 

 2058 )      India used in Zanzibar: A group of postal stationery items comprising 1½a. card sent 1884 (Nov. 24) to Budapest 
and 1888 (Nov. 18) to Lübeck with Sea Post Office transit marks, 1891 (Dec. 3) to Stargard with L.V. No. 2 maritime 
octagon, each with squared circle cancellation, 1a. on 1½a. card to Gothenburg and ½a. wrapper cancelled 1898 
(Sept. 9) but unaddressed, both with hatched circle c.d.s. cancellation, also 1896 (Sept. 2) envelope to Germany 
bearing 1895-96 ½a., 1a., 1a.6p. and 2a., endorsed “registered” but deleted, with Oct. 4 Leipzig arrival on reverse, 
1897 (Apr.) registered Hansing & Co. envelope to London bearing 1896 eleven values ½a. to 1r. less 2a., some 
creasing, (Dec. 8) ½2a. to 8a. on locally addressed registered cover, and 1898 issue ½a. pair on 1898 (Nov. 2) on 
p.p.c. to Germany, set of eight on registered cover to France, 1899 (May 7) 2½a. postal stationery envelope (corner 
fault) to Germany additionally bearing set of eight, and late use 1907 (Apr.) locally addressed to SMS Seeadler 
with 3a., 4a. and 4½a.                                                                                                                                         £200-£300 

 2059 )      1897 (July 25) small cover registered to Versailles, France bearing French Post Office local surcharge “2½ 25c.” on 
½a. on 50c., two examples individually cancelled, one showing thin numeral (Yvert 32i), the other thick numeral 
(32h), with framed “R” in red, Aug. 21 arrival backstamps. Signed Calves. These rare local provisionals were  

authorised by consular order on July 20 to service three overseas mails. Ex Minns. Photo.                     £500-£600 
 

                       T H E  E N D  O F  T H E  S A L E  
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